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A Multi-Goal Evaluation of City of Richmond Bylaw 7100, Schedule 2'4:

A Case StudY of Steveston B.C.

by

Gregory D. Steves

ln the post war era planners, architects, developers and civic administrators have

contributed to creating neighbourhoods that are heavily auto dependent, rely on

new municipal infrastiuctuie and consume natural land reserves. These urban

Oeuetopment problems often create places that lack the vitality and character that

is attributed to creating a sense of community and making people want to remain

iÁ ôià.". The subjectät tn¡s practicum is the evaluation of community planning in

Steveston BC. The central ràsearch question within this study is to determine if

steveston residents are being well-serued by planning efforts in the area'

Evaluation research provides the primary framework for this practicum' within

this evaluation a Sense of Community Survey and Photographic Suruey were

useO to provide the data and informaiion r"quired for answering the research

questions. This evaluative study addresses the multiple goals-established

tí-rrough official community planñing efforts, to determine the effectiveness of

Àeign"nourhood planning in¡ti"tiuesln re-enforcing a sense of place and

enhancing a local sense of community'

This practicum demonstrates that senses of place and community are intrinsically

linked concepts. Moreover, the research results indicate that Steveston

residents are well-served by the "official" planning efforts, which are re-enforcing

a local sense of place and enhancing sense of community at the neighbourhood

level.
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1. GOwltvlUNtty loe¡tr¡rY l¡¡o UnaAN FORM: A¡¡ ExpLORAT¡ON lNTo

NelcHeouRHooD Plarurulruc

1.1 lntroduction

This work explores certain questions regarding community identity and

urban form: Can "official" community planning by a local government be a way of

reinforcing or creating a sense of community within an area? ls planning at the

neighbourhood level an effective means of developing policies that are

appropriate in an inherently local manner? Can the creation of good places to live

lead to a stronger commitment to the community, and to neighbourhoods that

have more social cohesion? ls it the case that good places to live are both social

and spatial in nature? Can neighbourhood plans and policies promote a'sense

of community' and a 'Sense of place'? And, can formal or "official" plans be

created that truly reflect the values and preferences of the residents who live

there?

The focus of this practicum is the reinforcement of place through

community planning in the Steveston area plan, Sfevesfon: An Official

Community PIan: Bylaw 7100 Schedule 2.4 (CiIy of Richmond 1999b). The study

area for this practicum is the community of Steveston, located within the City of

Richmond in British Columbia. Steveston was selected by this author due to its

unique character and to the transition that has been occurring in the area due to

population growth and a changing economic base. Moreover, Steveston proves

to be a good case study due to the City of Richmond's commitment to
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neighbourhood planning. The City of Richmond has shown its commitment to

Steveston with policy statements such as the pledge to "create a vibrant

Steveston Village" (City of Richmond ',l999b, p7)'

concepts of 'community' and 'place' are imporlant factors for many urban

areas and several researchers have examined what it is that makes for good

places and strong commun¡ties. The term community is used by the city of

Richmond to define the entire municipal area. The City defìnes the term

neighbourhood as:

the physical area for which a resident feels socially connected" '

For some it is their street where they know their neighbours, for

others it is ine quarter section in which the school is and for others

it can include a larger area where they live and shop, for example

Steveston" (City of Richmond 1999b, p'30)'

The OCp also defines several planning areas (See Map #1 Appendix 4)

and also refers to these as'city' neighbourhoods' However' it recognises that

these planning areas also contain distinct neighbourhoods' ln other words'

Steveston is a neighbourhood within Richmond, and within Steveston there are

several other distinct neighbourhoods (See Map #2 Appendix 4)'

Additionally, the author has a personal attachment to the community of

steveston through a family history. while living in steveston the author realised

that the area is at an important crossroads in its evolution. steveston has long

had an important role in the BC Salmon Fishing lndustry; both as home of the

pacific Fleet and as a salmon canning centre (Stacey and Stacey 1995, Yesaki

et al 1999). By 1997 there were no operating fish canneries remaining on the

Steveston waterfront and the community was in a period of transition that began

RETNFoRcING'PLAcÊ' THRouGH Cotul¡¡ut'ury Pu¡lt'llt'to



in the early 19g0s. This transition from a fishing resource ðentre could be critical

for future community cohesion within steveston. Effective neighbourhood

planning, that embodies the values and preferences of the residents living there,

will be important to maintain and enhance the sense of community and sense of

place that exists in Steveston.

It is important to note that other communities and neighbourhoods in the

Greater Vancouver Area could be the subject of this study. Although this

practicum does not involve a comparative study, similar studies could be made in

other areas, such as: white Rock; Tsawwassen; Burkeville; or Port Moody'

Richmond, in particular, is an important area to focus on due to the local

government's commitment, through its OCP, to enhance the character of its

neighbourhoods. within Richmond the neighbourhoods of seafair or south Arm

could also offer valuable insight into aspects of community planning (See

Appendix 4, Map 1). The city of Richmond (1999a) in its ocP suggests that

steveston is an example of the type of development it would like to see within all

the City's planning areas. Since Steveston is felt to be an example of how

neighbourhoods in Richmond should develop indicates that the findings of this

study will be of interest to other neighbourhoods and communities' specifically'

the processes used within this study to evaluate neighbourhood-planning efforts

could be used to highlight areas that are defìcient, either in the development of a

sense of place or in creating a sense of community, and enable future

interventions that better reflect the vision of local residents'

REINFORCING'PLACE' THROUO¡I CO¡¡I¡Uru¡W PLANNING



1.2 Problem Statement

Many authors have cited problems with urban development patterns in

North America, especially since World War ll. ln the post-war era planners'

architects, developers and civic administrators have contributed to creating

neighbourhoods that are heavily auto-dependent. They rely on the construction

of new municipal infrastructure, are highly consumptive of land resources, and

could generally be described as lacking a grounding in an area's history (Beatley

& Mannning 1999 & Kunstler 1996). They lack the vitality and atmosphere that is

typical of places that have a strong community identity and unique character'

The failure to create places where people want to live has contributed to the

mobility that is currently being experienced in North American culture' with

approximately one in every five households changing residences annually

(Pindell 1995). Additionally, in North America there has been a pattern of urban

development, which consumes approximately 1 million acres of undeveloped

land every year often through unchecked spatial expansion (Langdon 1994)'

The predominant trends in urban development have led to the exploitation

of a landscape, which is not valued by residents, and to local planning that does

not represent a community vision (Kunstler 1994 & 1996, Pindell 1995' Hiss

1990). Additionally, if local planning is to be effective, it needs to make "a

concentrated effort to direct the land development process to community goals"

(Hodge 1998). lf North Americans want to alter the urban development patterns

that have existed since World War ll and create better human living
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environments, then we must strive towards building valued communities and

making places, not lifeless and placeless'cookie cutter'suburbs. There already

exist enough "anywheres" and "nowheres!" (Kunstler 1994 & 1996, Pindell 1995).

1.3 Research Objectives

This study examines the dynamics of community and place, which occur

within a defìned "official" neighbourhood planning area. specifically, this

practicum evaluates the goals of the City of Richmond's Steveston Area Plan:

Bylaw 7100, Schedule 2.4. Of particular interest is the emphasis that this plan

places on cultivating and maintaining a sense of community through

neighbourhood design. At the heart of any practicum project is the assumption

that there is a 'client' involved. This study will evaluate planning efforts within the

community of Steveston, from the perspective of a planning consultant, under

contract to the city of Richmond. ln this study the consultant's terms of

reference would be to evaluate the vision or goals of neighbourhood planning in

Steveston, with a specific focus on how the goals contribute to, or reinforce,

community cohesiveness and an overall sense of place'

The evaluation framework for this study is provided in Table 2 of Chapter

4 (page 44). This case study addresses the stated primary goals of the

steveston Area Plan (sAP)within the city of Richmond ocP, which are as

follows:
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The goal of the steveston Area Plan is to create a vibrant

steveston community by managing residential, commercial,

industrial and community uses, in a way that will:

. Enhance the home-port and fishing village character;

. Be sensitive to the area's history; and

o Balance the unique needs and character of the waterfront,

upland residential community and Steveston Business Centre'
(City of Richmond 1999b, Pg. 7)

The guiding principles for the SAP are set out in the OCP, which states that

planning objectives and policies within the city of Richmond's neighbourhood

planning areas should be based on:

o strengthening the sense of community in Richmond

Neighbourhoods;
. Maintaining and enhancing the unique character of individual

neighbourhoods;
o lmproving the choices for housing within the neighbourhoods as

residents' needs change;

o lmproving the choices for meeting daily needs within the

neighbourhood; and

o lmproving the walkability and access to community amenities,

facilities ãnd services (Richmond Official Community Plan,1999 p.29;

emPhasis in original document)

Based on the above priorities and objectives, of the City of Richmond, this

plan evaluation focuses on three primary research objectives reflected in the

following research questions:

1. Based on the literature and evaluative scales available, is there a

strong 'Sense of community' present amongst the residents of

Steveston?
2. Do the design guidelines for Steveston contribute to the-unique

character oistéveston as reflected in the preferences of the residents

of the area?
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3. ls Steveston a distinct'place'and can it be considered a good 'plaÖe'?

Collectively, these questions will determine if the official neighbourhood

planning in Steveston by the City of Richmond is representative of the values and

preferences of the residents who live there.

1.4 Research StrategY

The main research strategy employed can best be described as a multi-

goal evaluative case study of the city of Richmond Bylaw 7100, schedule 2.4

(Vining and Broadman 2001). Non-probability data collection relied upon a

convenience sample collected during the July 1, 2000 Steveston Salmon

Festival. The research objectives were pursued through a combination of

measures that addressed the question of how sense of place and sense of

community are influenced by the sub-area plan for steveston.

The first question is addressed using a combination of suruey scales

drawn from literature on 'sense of community' (Glynn 1981 & 1986, Nasar and

Julien 1995). Finally, the design components of the plan were evaluated by using

photographic suruey on design preferences (Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan 1998;

Nasar 1990 and 1994; Brower 1996; and Nellesen 1994). The final question is

addressed through a review of satient literature, field obseruation, personal

interaction within the community and targeted survey questions' A more detailed

examination of the research methods employed is provided in Chapter 4'
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Chapter OutlineThe study begins with an intensive review of the literature

that focuses on the concept of "place". AS the review progressed, it became

apparent that "sense of place" and "sense of community" are intrinsically-linked

concepts. chapter 2 of this report, on sense of community and chapter 3, on

Sense of place offer a review of the salient literature available on these two

topics in the context of the present study.

Chapter 4 reviews the research methods used within the case study

portion of this project. Chapter 5 provides some important background on the

Steveston area, including a précis of the history of the development of the village.

It also includes an examination of the demographics of Steveston, providing a

brief profile of who lives there and a comparison to other residents of Richmond.

Chapters 6 is an analysis of the research findings from the sense of

community study within this evaluation. This chapter addresses the first research

objective dealing with the social aspects of community. Chapter 7 provides an

analysis of the results from the photographic survey and addresses the second

research objective of the study on the physical or spatial factors influencing

communities. chapter I examines the social and spatial aspects of the

neighbourhood and provides an overall evaluation of Steveston as a place' The

final chapter offers general discussion and reflections on the project, and the

study results, as well as providing some suggestions for further research.

Appendix 1 and 2 contain the survey instrument and response card

respectively. The photo cards that were used during the research are included as

Appendix 3. Appendix 4 contains an assortment of maps of the area, including a

RETNFoRcING'Pnce' TnRouct-t Co¡¡¡¡ut'tlw PLANNING 14



neighbourhood map for Richmond, a detailed map of steveston and a

Development Area map, also for Steveston. Finally, Appendix 5 contains a

selection of excepts from the Steveston Area Plan, specifically the ones that

were considered during the course of this study.
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2. Seruse or Con¡n¡uNrry: Coruceprs oF NercHeountNc aruo ConnMuNtry
loerur¡rv

There is considerable literature on the importance of a sense of

community in the creation of distinct and cohesíve neighbourhoods. Planning

literature has looked at the importance of community in terms of neighbourhood

planning and neighbourhood organising, One article stands out as achieving a

good comprehensive analysis of what is meant by "sense of community". ln

1986, for a theme issue of the Journal of Community Psychology, McMillan and

Chavis took an in-depth look at psychological sense of community. This literature

review will closely examine McMillan and Chavis'work and provide a summary of

some of the developments that have occurred in the field since it was first

published.

2.1 Defining Community

McMillan and Chavis (1986) identified two essential definitions for the term

'community'1. The first is the geography-based notion of community as defined in

the territorial concept of neighbourhood, town, or city. Secondly, there is the

relational concept of community based on a real or perceived commonality (i.e. a

community of interest). Furthermore, it has been recognised that the two

concepts are not mutually exclusive and that the elements of community apply

equally well to either geographic communities or relational communities
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(McMillan and Chavis 1986, Chavis et al 1986, Gusfìeld 1975)' McMillan and

Chavis (19g6) suggest that cohesive and distinct communities offer members the

opportunity to interact, share events, resolve problems positively, honour their

members, give members a chance to invest in the community, and to gain

opportunities to experience spiritual bonding'

Accordingly, there are four major elements to their definition of community,

including: membership; influence; integration; and emotional connection'

Their definition is as follows:

"sense of community is a feeling members have of belonging, a

feeling that members matter to one another and to the group, and a

shareã faith in that member's needs will be met through their

commitment to be together" (McMillan & chavis 1986: 9).

To gain a better understanding of McMillan and Chavis'definition it is

important to look more closely at the individual components.

MembershiP
Membershlþ is tne feeling that an individual achieves when they perceive

that they belong to the community or the collective. lt is defined as having

boundaries: "there are people who belong and people who do not" (McMillan and

chavis 1986: 9). Most often membership in a community is delineated by a

geographical means, set out through civic boundaries at the neighbourhood or

community level. Early research by Park and Burgess suggested that boundaries

define who is geographically within the community; they are often loosely defined

by the residents, or members, of the community (Park and Burgess cited in

t The concept is also examined by J.R. Gusfield (1975) in The Community: A CriticalResponse'
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Legates and Stouts 19g6). Rdd¡tionally, boundaries may be so informal as to be

only identifiable by the resídents themselves (McMillan and chavis 1986)'

The need to create boundaries and to identify membership in the

community arises out of several concerns. Collectively, boundaries form "barriers

{to} separate us from them and allay anxiety by delimiting who can be trusted"

(McMillan and chavis 1986: 10, emphasis in original). Emotional safety is one of

the needs that have been identified in the desire for membership in a community'

The boundaries can help create a sense of intimacy in an area, and promote a

feeling of security. Local boundaries can be promoted through a common

symbol system. symbols can delineate boundaries of an area letting people

know when they have arrived in, or departed from the community' Further'

sense of belonging and identification is reinforced through a feeling of

membership in the community that includes "the feeling, belief and expectation"

that one belongs to the group and has a significant place there (McMillan and

Chavis 1986: 10).

personal investment is another key criterion for identifying membership in

the community. McMillan and chavis (1986) expanded on McMillan's earlier

work, which suggested that working towards membership in the community

engenders one with the feeling of entering the group' Due to this investment'

membership in the community becomes more meaningful. Additionally, personal

investment in the community plays an important role in creating an emotional

connection to the community and contributes to the social infrastructure that

exists in an area.
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To summarise, membership in the community-is dependent upon

boundaries, emotional safety, a Sense of belonging, personal investment, and a

common symbol system. Collectively, these attributes contribute to identifying

who belongs to the community, or to whom the community belongs.

lnfluence.
lnfluence is considered to be an interactive and dynamic process; the

more an individual allows the community to influence them, then the more

influence they may gain within the community. Additionally, individuals who resist

the influence of the community are less likely to have any influence within the

community. lt is important to note that influence in the community does not

represent a loss of individualism. Rather, it is the feeling that, as an individual

group member, s/he can either directly or indirectly exerts some control over the

community (McMillan & Chavis 19BG).

Integration and Fulfilment of Needs
lntegration and the fulfilment of needs are a continual reinforcement of the

sense of togetherness that is desired in strong communities. Fundamental to this

component is the need for the individual/group relations to be rewarding for its

members (McMillan & Chavis 1986). People will do what fits their needs and

there has to be a personal need being fulfilled in order for an individual to be

associated with a larger group (e.g. the need to belong to the community, a

sense of attachment to the community, or a desire to be affiliated with the

community).

According to McMillan and Chavis (1986) the role of integration and

fulfilment in sense of community can be summarised as the ability for a
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commun¡ty to fit people's needs together so that people meet the needs of others

while meeting their own needs. Primary to this is the reinforcement of need

fulfilment within a strong community through the person-environment fit.2 The

rewards of need fulfilment and integration includes the status of membership and

sharing in the success and capabilities of others within the community.

Shared Emotional Connection
Emotional conneciion to a community is often created, in pad, through a

shared history. According to McMillan and chavis, "the interaction of members in

shared events and the specific attributes of the events can facilitate or inhibit the

strength of the community" (.1gg6: .13). The following are important features for

the principle of shared emotional connection:

1. Contact Hypothesis: The more people interact the more likely

they are tó'become close (also called neighbouring, Talen

l eee).
2. Quatity of tnteraction: The more positive the experience and the

relationship the greater the bond'

3. Closure to' evenls:if the interaction is ambiguous and the

community tasks are left unresolved, group cohesiveness will be

inhibited.
4. Shared valent event hypothesis: the more important the shared

event is to those involúed, the greatest the community bond'

5. Investmenf: ...persons who donate more time and energy to an

association will be more emotionally involved'

6. Effect of honour and humitiation on community members:

reward or humiliation in the presence of community has a

significant impact on attractiveness (or adversiveness) of the

communitY to the Person'
7. spirituat bond: ... often the spiritual connection of a community

eiperience is the primary purpose of relig'rous and quasi-

religious communities and cults' (p' 1il1a)

2 Chavis et al, ('1986) define this concept as having places that suit the needs of the people who
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Emotional connection to the community can be portrayed in several

different ways. lt can be achieved through a shared history, through involvement

in community groups, or through institutions such as a church. lt can be

exemplified by a common crisis; the greater the magnitude of the event then the

greater the resulting cohesiveness will be. When a group of people is faced with

with hardship they will often rally around a common focal point, often the

community, to collectively solve their problem. ln doing this they increase the

connection felt among members and the interaction creates a sense of

community.

2.2 Measuring Community in Neighbourhood Research

Chavis et al (1986) empirically tested McMillan and Chavis' early research

methods and assumptions. Their research showed that McMillan and Chavis'

(1986) theory for understanding sense community could be adequately

supported through empirical testing. Further, they suggested that understanding

sense of community is an important "theoretical stepping stone" for community-

based research and intervention (1986: 3B).

While Chavis et al (1986) tested for both a relational sense of community

and for a geographically based community of place, Glynn (1981 and 1986)

chose to focus specifically on a place-based sense of community. Further, he

was able to develop a valid and reliable toolthat adequately expressed sense of

live there, and that these needs will vary depending upon the people who live there.
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community in place (Glynn 1986: 350). Glynn's Psychological Sense of

Community Scale (PSCS) served as a model and guide for the community

research undertaken within the parameters of this practicum.

For city or neighbourhood planners Nasar and Julien suggest that using

the pSCS to assess community in different neighbourhoods can assist in

evaluating the impacts of various programs, plans and designs on the sense of

community and upon the character of the community (1995). Talen (1999)

suggests that assessing sense of community could be used in evaluating neo-

traditional design and related claims that such designs create a sense of place.

Additionally, Cochrun (199a) concludes that if planners can better

understand sense of community and the impacts that their plans can have on it,

then "perhaps they can help create neighbourhoods that embody the qualities of

safety, harmony, and vitality" (1994: 90). Enns and Wilson (1999), with their

"White picket Fences" project, confirmed that sense of community exists in

planned suburban developments. However, they caution that a better

understanding (by planners, designers, and residents) of sense of community is

needed, if it is to be facilitated or enhanced through offìcial neighbourhood

planning and design.

2.3 Reinforcement of Place Through community Planning

McMillan and Chavis concluded that strong communities exhibit many of

the above traits. Fudher, they suggest that strong communities are those that

allow ample ways for interaction, the sharing of events, recognition of
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membershíp, investment in the community and a chance for spiriiual bonding.

Additionally, they recognise that there is a dynamic occurring within and between

the elements.

They identified that the five factors of membership are self-reinforcing,

particularly notions of personal investment, sense of belonging, and common

symbols. Fufiher, boundaries have a direct influence on emotional safety. For

integration and needs fulfilment they identified that communities organise around

needs and "people associate with communities in which their needs can be met"

(1986: 16). At the neighbourhood level they noted that elements are intertwined

and mutually perpetuating in nature. Those events that build one element will

trigger responses, which collectively build upon all of the elements in sense of

community.

For the purpose of this study of sense of community can be seen as a

baseline for evaluating ongoing planning interventions within the community. lt ís

through a better knowledge or understanding of sense of community that

neighbourhood planners and designers can better understand the impacts of

their work on the people in the areas within which they work. Chapter 6 of this

study provides a practical investigation into sense of community based on the

work done by Naser and Julien (1995), Cochrun (1994), Glynn (1986) and Enns

and Wilson (2000). The findings from this investigation will be analysed within

the theoretical framework provided by McMillan and Chavis (1986). The

following chapter will revíew salient literature on the importance of 'place' ín

community.
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3. Serusr or Pmce: P¡-arun¡¡ruc AND 'PLAcE'

There is considerable literature available today on the dynamics of 'place'.

One of the seminal pieces is Jane Jacobs' Death and Life of Great American

Cities (1961). Jacobs' work deserves mention not only for the contribution it

makes to the literature on the dynamics of urban places, but also because it is a

common piece of literature that all of the following authors cite as having had an

influence on their work. The following review examines some of the extensive

literature on what makes good places. The scale of place ranges from the

neighbourhood to large urban centres and regions, but what is of importance to

note are some of the similar characteristics that good places demonstrate.

3.1 Experiencing Good Places

Terry Pindell reports on his experience of 16 North American cities. His

journey is a personal quest for community and place; two factors that he

suggests as lacking in many of America's cities. He states that Americans have

"not resolved the problem(s) of place" (1995: xiii). Further, he says that this is

because we do not stay in places long enough to understand the connections

between "place and community" (1995: xiii). Pindell's quest to experience certain

cities is an investigation to determine what is important in places and why these

are good places to live. He concludes by suggesting ways in which communities

can improve, or save, their sense of place and community.
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Pindell identified six factors that he felt were important a-s features of great

places and as contributing to a sense of place. These factors guided Pindell in

evaluating each place that he visited. He began by looking at cities that were

already considered to be good places (guided by the Places Rated Almanac).

The factors for evaluation purposes included: "Cheers", "Foot", "Cake",

"Someplace", "Comfort", and "Fudge" (Pindell 1995: 15).

"Cheers"
The Cheers factor was identified as being the "social libido" of a place and

was established partially through the presence or abundance of good "third

places" (Pindell 1995: 15). The concept of Third Places is explored extensively

by Ray Oldenburg in his book, The Great Good Place, and is examined in more

detail later. Pindell also equated Cheers to a feeling of community openness and

friendliness.

"Foot"
The Foot Factor evaluated the suitability of a place to be negotiated

without the use of an automobile. lt was "where one could come and go without

having to crawl into a private automobile" (Pindell 1995: 15). Pindell recognised

that one of the primary reasons that post-war suburbs failed as good places to

live was the existence of an urban form based on the motor car. The net effect of

this poor design was the creation of neighbourhoods, and in fact cities, that

lacked walkability.

"Cake"
The Cake Factor was the ability to "have one's cake and eat it too"

(Pindell, 1995: 15). Simply, this was the abundance or presence of cultural and
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natural amenities in a place. The combination of natural elements and natural

beauty with urban elements such as cultural amenities was a desirable factor in

good places.

"Someplace"
The uniqueness and character that a good place can have is the críteria that

Pindell calls the Someplace Factor. He suggests that there needs to be

something that sets a place aparl from another place; something that prevents it

from becoming "Anyplace, U.S.A". Knowledge of an area'S history and a strong

connection to that history, often through the character or architectural style,

contribute to the Someplace Factor.

"Comfort"
The Comfofi Factor of a place reflects Pindell's desire for favourable

climates. By this criteria most of Canada would have been categorically

dismissed as not having the potential to be good places. This shortcoming is

recognised by Pindell who agrees that categorising a place with climate as a

criterion is problematic. The problem is that while most of the criteria for making a

good place can be creaied, exterior climates cannot be controlled or produced.

"Fudge"
The final factor that Pindell identifies is the Fudge Factor. Fudge is the

unanticipated surprises that one can experience in a place. Here he recognised

that there could be plusses or minuses influencing the Fudge Factor. Fudge

could be adversely affected, for example, by the presence of interstate highways

or extensive rural sprawl (Pindell 1995).
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Pindell also summarised that there were inherent traits of bad places.

These traits were characteristics evident in many American places that fail to

create a strong resident attachment to them and have little appeal in making

people want to stay there. The first trait he suggests is a lack of community

places. The types of places that he is referring to are informal public places

where neighbouring and socialising occurs (Pindell 1995, Oldenburg 1989). The

lack of such third places is seen as an affront to democratic pluralism.

3.2 The 'Social Libido' of Place

The failure of most communities today, as Oldenburg sees it, is that they

were designed in a way that ignored one of the basic human necessities of

interaction and socialising. Like Pindell, he observed that in the post-war

subdivision there is "nothing to walk to and no place to gather" (Oldenburg 1997:

xiv). The design of suburbs prohibits any chance to create a community. He

suggests more places for "informal public life" are needed (Oldenburg 1997: 9).

This he sees being accomplished through the presence of "third places" within a

community (Oldenburg 1997: xvii).

The third place is a place after the home (first place) and the workplace

(second place). lt is a place that serves the community in providing a place for

informal public life and contributes to the community by being "inclusive and

local" (1g97: xvii). ln early communities the post office or the drug store served

as a valuable third place in uniting the neighbourhood. They offered a place that
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served virtually everybody in the neighbourhood and created an envíronment

where it seems like everybody knows everyone (Oldenburg 1997). Most

importantly, the third place is a neighbourhood "mixer" (Oldenburg 1997: xuiii).lt

is a place for integration, sharing and contributing to the public identity of

community. The third place oflers a focal point for gathering during times of crisis

and it allows people a chance to help themself and to help each other. Strict

zoning codes in many communities have contributed to the decline of

neighbourhood third places.

Strict zoning codes that separate land uses have forced third places to

become auto destinations. ln many cases zoning has destroyed the local

character that is required for a third place to contribute significantly to the

community. Oldenburg contends that "nothing contributes as much to one's

sense of belonging to a community as 'membership' in a third place" (Oldenburg

1997: xxiil. Another factor that Oldenburg suggests is that good places also

allow for people who do not belong, nor wish to belong, to the community to co-

exist within it. He notes that the personal traits of public life and civicism are lost

on some individuals. Membership in a good community should not be one of

necessity or be forced onto a person. Rather, membership in the community is a

conscious choice and a personal "yearning for public life" (Oldenburg 1997:

xxvii).

Oldenburg suggests that the solution to the problems associated with

some places could be solved through the creation of more places for informal
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public life. He suggests three prerogatives that favour the development or re-

discovery of an informal public life within communities and neighbourhoods.

Oldenburg suggests such change is required to relcreate vital neighbourhoods

and communities. The prerogatives include a return to convenience, realising the

limits to self-help, and recognising the power of place (Oldenburg lgg7:2BG).

The following paragraphs give further consideration to theser three prerogatives

of change.

For Oldenburg, a necessary step in creating good places is a return to

convenience. First, it is necessary to realise that our current way of life is not

convenient. The argument is that in an effort to create an efficient society we

have ignored important social rituals that previously lent themselves to creating

communities. ln general, Oldenburg claims that society has been trained by the

media to embrace "time-saving" convenience items and in doing so we have

convinced ourselves that we do not have the time or energy to devote to an

informal public life (Oldenburg 1997).

Oldenburg notes that in a truly convenient society we would not have to

rely upon the automobile; that "the necessities of life are close by one's dwelling.

They are within easy walking distancs'r (1997: 287). He goes further to state that

a walking distance scale is a common denominator in "vital neighbourhoods"

(1997: 288). The convenience of a walking scale neighbourhood or community is

that it allows for casual, unplanned, and unscheduled interaction among

community members.
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A second imperative for Oldenburg is the necessity to create

neighbourhoods with a strong community bond entailing a realisation of the

"limits of self-help" (1997: 291). He contends that the excessive and enduring

promotion of the ideal that achieving the good life is an individual

accomplishment "discourages collective effoft", and obscures the fact that good

things can come from collective action (1997: 292). Oldenburg argues that it is

naive to believe that one's personal contentment is independent from the

contentment of one's neighbours or co-workers. ln order to re-create vital and

vibrant neighbourhoods he concludes that the concept of "private citizen", which

he sees to be a contradiction in terms, will have to give way to civic-minded,

publicly concerned individuals.

Finally, Oldenburg suggests that people need to recognise the ímportance

of the "power of place" (1997: 294). He cites the frequency with which people in

today's society change residences as a factor for why people fail to create bonds

with a place. He argues that "experiences occur in places that are conducive to

them" (1997:295). lf we want neíghbourhoods that are vital and cohesive, then

we need to provide the social and physical structures, which facilitate these

qualities. Oldenburg draws attention to the need for more informal public life in

society. He concludes by saying that the environment within which we live

directly influences the experiences that we can enjoy there.
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3.3 The Urban Foim and Civic Community of Place

Timothy Beatley and Kristy Manning offer literature that provides an

alternative vision for a "new planning agenda" (1997: 1). They ask the reader to

ímagine a different future, one where undeveloped land and cherished

landscapes are protected, and where cities and towns are compact and vibrant.

They suggest places need to offer considerable social, physical, and recreational

activities; and that there should be a strong feeling of community, an active civic

sense and a concern for socialjustice (Beatley and Manning 1gg7).

To achieve such a goal they argue that America will need to rethink its

approach to planning, designing and managing place. They summarise that

"current approaches to planning and place-making are unsuccessful at meeting

human needs and desires" (1997: 3). The primary objective of their book is to

explore the alternatives for place and community. While their analysis is

comprehensive in nature the focus here is on aspects of community relating to

improving the quality of life in place.

Beatley and Manning suggest that "sense of place" is imporlant and agree

with Oldenburg by suggesting that sustainable places offer a built environment

that is conducive to human interaction. They note that locations for informal

gathering can become a focal point for community involvement and attachment

to place.

According to Beatley and Manning we need places that encourage social

and cultural diversity, which embrace the concept of community as a central
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vision. Further, these places must be open to'all and accessible to every age,

culture, and income level. They note that typical patterns of development are

"antithetical to the creation of places where people can share a true connection

with each other" (1997:37). Sustainable places will need to renew a commitment

and connection to the community. They suggest that the neighbourhood may be

the appropriate scale for which integrative and holistic approaches towards the

health of a larger community can be realised. Finally, they call for places that

recognise the true social and environmental cost of public and private decisions.

The remaining portion of this literature review looks more closely at the

importance of community and sense of place as provided by Beatley and

Manning.

Urban Form
Beatley and Manning note that a strong sense of place can be created in

areas with a compact urban form. Further, higher densities do not have to

preclude the presence of natural landscapes. They cite Portland Oregon as a

community that "sought to protect their unique and imporlant natural features -
places where residents have easy exposure to nature and whose features serve

as important ingredients in nurturing a sense of place" (1997: 43). Echoing the

sentiments of Pindell, Beatley and Manning draw attention to the importance of

preserving and integrating the natural landscape into the everyday environment

of places.

One trend they examine is the move towards infill, reurbanisation and

brownfield development. These initiatives represent an attempt to use the
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existing urban fabric more efficienfly and become less dependent upon

consuming natural landscapes. They state that:

... the emphasis on creating places of enduring value, and on
restoring and reusing buildings and other existing elements of the
built environment, creates positive common ground between
sustainability and historic preservation efforts. The result is often
places with rich architectural, historical and neighbourhood texture
to them (1997: 53).

ln creating such places not only is the natural environment being

preserved but also, as McMillan and Chavis (1986) point out, a shared history is

being protected for the residents of the area. The benefit is a contribution to the

construct of sense of place and sense of community. lntegral to the re-use and

reurbanisation of places is the importance of "unsorted" places. Drawing from the

influential work of Jane Jacobs (1961), Beatley and Manning caution against

"Euclidean Zoning" (Friedmann 1987, 1993). They suggest that places will need

a new zoning regime that encourages an interspersion of residential and

commercial land uses. They call for the mixing of different housing types and

densities and a measure to determine the suitability of commercial or industrial

uses compatible with residential living (Beafley and Manning 1g97).

Additionally, they call for an urban form that de-emphasises the

automobile. They stress that we "must begin to re-emphasise the importance of

streets as more than a medium to move cars and start to restore vibrancy to

them" (1997:65). Fufther, transforming our streets will make them more visually

enjoyable, will enhance street life, and contribute to the human scale of our

neighbourhoods (Beatley and Manning 1997).
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The Civíc Community
Beatley and Manning summarise that, regardless of our historic

development patterns, North American society has cherished community life.

They observe that "we have always valued a flourishing community life involving

face-to-face interaction with our felfow citizens" (1997 171). However, as has

been noted by other authors (Pindell 1995, oldenburg lggr), ourtransient

lifestyle and sprawling suburban developments have subfly eroded any

opportunities for significant community life. They note that "there are many

approaches that communities can take to encourage civic involvement and to

foster that undefinable but important feeling of communitf' (1gg7: 173). The

remainder of this review review examines ways which Beatley and Manning

suggest foster a "rìew civic spirit" within our communities Ubrd.).

First, they suggest that communities wishing to foster a sense of place

must begin by inventorying their natural, cultural and physical qualities that are

distinctive of that place. They note that people are more likely to stay rooted in

place if the place is worlh caring about. Places with distinctive qualities lend

themselves to recognition and can assist in creating a "strong local identity, an

ambience and a sense of place" (1997: 175).

secondly, they suggest that communities be designed to encourage

human interaction. They argue that pedestrian-oriented communities encourage

face-to-face interaction and thereby a greater sense of responsibility to place,

security and public safety. Beatley and Manning stress the importance of public

parks and the presence of 'third places'.
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Thirdly, they caution against the piivatisation of the public realm. As

Oldenburg (1997) pointed out with the need for informal public places, there is

also the need for private investment in public places. For example, gated

communities offer an example of how the public space has been privatised.

Beatley and Manning also suggest that most New Urbanist developments, while

claiming to be re-creating community, are often "physically disconnected from the

public realm" (1997: 183).

Beatley and Manning suggest that a sense of community and a sense of

place can be fostered and enhanced by increasing the participation of individuals

in the dynamics of community. They stress the importance of community events

which offer a chance for spontaneous and informal human interaction. The extent

to which community events and rituals enliven community life and a sense of a

place cannot be underestimated (1997 186). ln addition to contributing to a

community's sense of itself major events can be a major contributor to an area's

economy.

Face-to-face interaction can spontaneously occur at several different

scales within a community. Opporlunities exist without the need for a formal

event or the infrastructure of a 'third place'. Activities such as visiting the "dog

park" are an example of ritualthat is common in urban areas. lt provides a

valuable platform for community interaction and contributes to fostering

community relations (Beatley and Manning lgg7: iB7).

Local institutions play a significant role in contributing to an area's sense

of community and are essential to the vitality of place. They provide a variety of
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civic groups with an area to meet, host local events, and "generally foster an

open exchange and opportunities for partnerships" (1997: 188). Finally, Beatley

and Manning suggest that the importance of getting youth participation within the

community cannot be ignored; social, recreational, and support services that are

tailored toward youth allow for intergenerational commitment both to place and

community.

Beatley and Manning conclude that there is a real need to "strengthen

feelings of community" and to enhance opportunities for face-to-face interaction

(1997: 193). They suggest that this can be done by enhancing the distinctive

qualities of the built environment (geographic sense of place) or by offering

greater opportunities for community participation (sense of community). Creating

sustainable places is dependent upon creating a stronger sense of place and a

greater sense of community.

3.4 Applying'Place' to Community Planning

Terry Pindell's work was driven by the desire to find the links between

'place and community' and it is this premise that also influences the present

work. The objectives of this research also involve a desire to examine the links

between place and communities, for these are two of the goals identifìed within

the Steveston Area Plan (City of Richmond Bylaw 7100, schedule 2.4).

For this reason the evaluation of 'place' used within this study loosely

observes criteria established by Pindell, Oldenburg, and Beatley and Manning

(See Table 1). However, as Pindell's criteria are highly subjective and
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experiential, this study wíll not seek to 'rank' Steveston as a place. Factors such

as cheers, foot, cake, someplace, comfort, and fudge are used to describe and

evaluate steveston as a place, and that description is based on an

understanding of the characteristics of place as províded by the other authors

reviewed within this section.
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Table 1: comparative Matrix of the characteristics of 'place'

Oldenburq (1997

Cheers: social libido" of a
place and is established
partially through the
presence or abundance of
good "third places" (1995:

Third Place: is a place after
the home (first place) and the
workplace (second place).
..serves the community in
providing a place for informal
public life ...it is inclusive and
local... a focal point for
gathering ...allows people a
chance to help themselves
and to help each other.

Sustainable places: offer a
built environment that is
conducive to human
interaction... informal
gathering locations .

Fudge: the unanticipated
surprises that one can
experience in a place.

Face to Face interaction:
community events and rituals
enliven community life and a
sense of a place cannot be
underestimated.

Foot: suitability of a place to be
negotiated without the use of
an automobile.

Convenience: the necessities
of life should be close by
one's dwelling within easy
walking distance. Walking
distance scale is a common
denominator in "vital

Street Life: re-emphasizes the
importance of streets as
more than a medíum to move
cars and start to restore
vibrancy to them".

Cake: the abundance and
presence of cultural and
natural amenities in a place.

Human-Environment Fit: if we
want to have neighborhoods
that are vital and cohesive
then we need to provide the
social and physical structures
that will facilitate them.

Urban form: higher densities
do not have to preclude the
presence of natural
landscapes.

Unsorted places: intersperses
residential and commercial
land uses.

Someplace: something that
sets a place apart from
another place.

Civil Society: to re-create vital
neighborhoods the concept
of "private citizen", will give
way to a civic minded,
publicly concerned individual.

ldentity: create places of
enduring value, by restoring
and reusing buildings,
...leading to places with rich
architectural, historical anci
neighborhood texture.

Comfort: places with favorable
climates.
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4. ResrencH FneMEWoRK

4.1 lntroduction

Evaluation research provides the primary framework for this practicum.

For this evaluation specific methods were used to generate the data and

information required for answering the research questions. At their heart, all

evaluative studies are case studies and as such this research utilises a case

study approach to organise the data from the study area (Stake 1gg5). A

literature search was underlaken as an essential step in establishing the

relevant history and background and to provide context for the results from

this study. Established survey techniques and protocols were used in

developing the survey methods applied within the study area and during the

established time period for the study. Analysis of the suruey results produced

information and knowledge to support the objectives of the case study and to

form the basis of the ensuing evaluation. This knowledge, literature-based

and survey-based, will be explored throughout the case study and applied to

the evaluation to gain an understanding of the dynamics of community and

place.

4.2 Research Framework

Evaluation is an activity that is closely tied to the monitoring of

performance for a wide range of policy, programs, or projects. Unlike
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monitoring, which seeks to describe conditions and relationships, evaluation

often involves an assessment of effectiveness and goal achievement (Stake

1995). ln essence, evaluation is "a search for merit or short coming" within

the case study parameters (ibid. p.96). ln conducting evaluation research the

aim is to detect strengths and weakness in the program being studied through

the systematic collection and analysis of pertinent data.

The guiding principle of evaluation research is that it is applied

research intended for practical application. ln that it seeks to assess existíng

policies, programs, or projects, the purpose of the research can be stated as

"to contribute to knowledge that will help people to understand the nature of a

problem," so that we may be able to better interact with our environment

(Patton, 1990). For a planner or a local government, evaluative research

forms the framework within which existing programs and policies are

maintained and new policies and programs are developed. As applied

research there is the presupposition that there is a real world practical

problem to be confronted. This being so, evaluative research needs to

establish the current state of affairs in order to bridge the gap between

evaluation and applied research. The evaluative study within this practicum

addresses the multiple goals established in the sAP to determine the

effectiveness of neighbourhood planning initiatives within the study area.

while the definition and role of evaluation research has been

determined, it is important to consider its significance within the broader

policy framework of a local government. The principal outcome of evaluative
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iesearch of this nature should be to improve ongoing planning interventions at

the neighbourhood level, and to improve decision-making on the part of the

local government as it pertains to the case study area. one risk that has

been identified wíth case study research, and therefore evaluation research,

is the generalisability of the findings. ln this sense the conclusions and

findings of this evaluation have clear applicability only to this study area or

policy issue. However, the process used for this evaluation is one that could

possibly be duplicated in other case studies.

The connection of evaluation research to the policy-making process is

based on a number of important assumptions. First among these is the

assumption that reforming current policies and programs will result in better

government performance and therefore better governance (Vining and

Boardman ,2001). Secondly, there is the inherent conflict withín evaluative

studies that requires decision-makers to acknowledge potentially critical

studies and to respond with improved programs (Patton 1gg0). Typically,

research of this type has the potential to fail to make the link between

evaluation and the policy-making process.

Within this evaluation of neighbourhood planning the specific case

study is the area of Steveston. Case studies are often used within the realm

of social science research as they offer a significant degree of flexibility and

are adaptable to a number of research processes (Stake 1995, Patton 1990).

As with this study, case studies may involve one or more specific techniques

to accomplish their objectives. Case studies can be used to provide detailed
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information that can be þarticularly useful for researchers, planners,

managers, policy makers and decision makers with an interest or a focus on

the research topic (Patton 1990). The information can also be an invaluable

asset in bridging the gap between public perception and public policy.

Unlike traditional quantitative research that relies on large sample

sizes in order to make generalisations about a population, a case study

involves a much more targeted approach. Evaluations of ongoing planning

efforts, such as a community or area plan, require attention to a delicate

balance of public policy issues and the personal beliefs of residents within the

case study area. Fudher, evaluative studies that include public consultations

allow for public debate to potentially influence future policy dírectives. The

City of Richmond has identified neighbourhood planning as a priority of its

OCP (see Chapter 1). Steveston, as one of the more established

neighbourhoods within
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Table 2: Research Evaluation Matrix

Research Evaluation Matrix
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'=
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s
o-

Ð Strengthening the sense of community in Richmond NeighbournooOC
:) Maintaining and enhancing the unique character of individual

neighbourhoods;

=) lmproving the choices for housing within the neighbourhoods as
residents' needs change;

=> lmproving the choices for meeting daily needs within the neighbourhood;
and

= fmproving the walkabilíty and access to community amenities, facilities
and services

(Richmond Official Community Plan,1999 p.29; emphasis in original
document)

Go

g
(E-
ri.u
;o.
.ç

s
o-

create a Vibrant steveston community by maná@
industrial and community uses in a way that will:

=) Enhance the Home Port and Fishing Village Character
+ Be sensitive to the areas history, and
:+ Balance the unique needs and character of the waterfront upland

residential community and the Steveston Business Centre
(Steveston Area Plan: Bylaw 7100 Schedule2.4,1g99 p. 7)

E
oo

!
o
(g
o
u)o
É,
E

o
C)

Are planning efforts in steveston representative vision based on the
values and preferences of the people who live there?

I
(g
oo
o
G'
o)
u,o

ls there a strong sense of
community present
among the residents of
Steveston?

Do the design guidelines for
Steveston contribute the
character of the area and are
they preferred by the residents
of the area?

Can Steveston
be considered a
distínct place
within
Richmond and
is it considered
to be a good
place?

(q
L
o

o

./ Membership

.f lnfluence

{ lntegration

{ Emotional connection

./ Streetscapes

I Architectural Elements

{ Landscape Elements

{ Cheers

t Foot

{ Cake

./ Someplace

{ Fudge
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Richmond, and one of the first neighbourhoods to have an area plan, is

a good starling point in evaluating neighbourhood planning (see Table 2).

The adoption of neighbourhood plans is an evolution of the community

planning process. While some have argued that community planning should

first and foremost be focused on the physical attributes of a community,

others indicate that there is an evolution towards plans that include socio-

spatial components (Graham and Healey 19gg, Hodge lggg). ln essence,

the City of Richmond's efforts to develop neighbourhood plans with strong

social goals such as strengthening the sense of community represents "the

changíng relationship between planning action and the dynamics of place"

(Graham and Healey 1999, 23). ln order to ensure that the evaluation is

justified the three identified objectives reflect the conjunction of these

theories; strictly social objectives (community), stricfly spatial (design), as well

as the socio-spatial (place).

4.3 Research Methods and Techniques

This evaluative study employed two specific research techniques to

collect data for use in meeting the study objectives. First, a sense of

Community Scale (SCS) was used to assess the level of community cohesion

and commitment. The second technique was a photographic survey

designed to evaluate the design criteria as contained within City of Richmond

Bylaw 7100 Schedule 2.4. More details on the specifics of the techniques

can be found in sections 6.1 and 7.1 respectively, and a copy of the survey
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can be found as Appendix 1. Additionally, data collected through the SCS is

used in conjunction with the results of the photographic survey and general

observations of the researcher, informed by the salient literature, to discuss

the socio-spatial dynamics of Steveston as a place.

4.4 Sampling Approach

This survey was conducted on July 1tt, 2000 at the Steveston Salmon

Festival. The festival is a significant event wíthin the community, attracting

thousands of people from within the neighbourhood and the rest of the region.

It employed non-probability sampling, typically referred to as convenience

sampling (Nachmais and Nachmais 1992). According to criteria established

by the Kuder Bell curve a sample size of 650 (based on 1 person per

household replying) would be required for quantitative research, as calculated

from a total of approximately 7000 househords (christensen 1994).

ln contrast Nachmias and Nachmias (1992) indicated that quantitative

studies in the social sciences often strive to achieve a 5% sample of the total

population. Both authors acknowledge that the primary limitation to sample

size ís money and time. As the sample size increases so will the costs and

time required for administering and analysing the survey.

A 5% sample for the area of the households in Steveston would have

required collecting approximately 350 household responses (69g0

households) and a 5% sample of the neighbourhood residents would have

required approxímately 1050 individual responses (20gs0 residents), both
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which were not considered probable withiñ the parameters of this study.

similar research conducted by Enns and wirson (1ggg) during the ,,white

Picket Fence Project" achieved valid results with much smaller sample sizes.

They solicited 359 responses from five different areas within the township of

Langley (pop. 80,000) and 286 responses from four areas within the Ridge-

Meadows community (pop. 70,000). As has previously been noted, case

studies and evaluations will often rely on smaller sample sizes (Stake 1gg5,

Patton 1990). Based on timing established during the pre{esting of the

survey it was expected that a maximum of approximately 12s - 150

responses could be collected during the Steveston Salmon Festival.

A number of factors combined to limit the number of responses that the

research team was able to gather. Failing to reach the established targets, a

total of 84 resÍdent responses were gathered for the Sense of Community

suruey and 116 responses were gathered for the photographic Survey. The

space provided for respondents was an open sided tent with two tables and

several chairs to accommodate respondents (See Figure 1). Participants in

the festival were asked by the researchers if they were willing to participate in

the study. Additionally, fliers were prepared and handed out at different areas

of the festival site and circulated at the community centre in the days

preceding the event.

Along with this researcher, two assistants were trained to assist

participants in filling out the survey and to encourage people to participate in

the study. Both assistants had roots in the area, which was of benefit in
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recruiting people to participate. Several interest groups were situated in the

same area as this study, including others conducting surveys. This study was

located adjacent to a group from the city of Richmond (promoting

neighbourhood block parties) and likely benefited from a clustering of interest

groups (this may have also biased the sample).

During the course of the day potential survey respondents tended to

become interested in the study in bunches and groups; rather than having a

steady flow of people to the kiosk there tended to be an ebb and flow of

people. ln the rush periods the research team was pushed to their limíts to

accommodate respondents. At these times some potential respondents were

unable to answer the survey due to overcrowding, from a lack of space and

materials to accommodate them.

Financial and time restraints limited the data collection for this study to

the single day of the festival. The number of responses gathered ín

comparison to the size of the neighbourhood is similar to that of other

research projects (Enns and Wilson 1999, Nasar 1994). While it would have

been preferred to survey a larger sample of residents, ít is considered that the

responses were sufficient to establish the effectiveness of the survey tool, the

method of data collection and to answer the research questions. The results

from the study are reviewed and analysed in chapters 6, z and g. ln

preparation for this Chapter 5 provides a review of the relevant history of the

area and elaborates on the context for this study.
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Figure 1: Research Kiosk at the Steveston Salmon Festival
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Residents and visitors participating in the Steveston Community Study on July 1, 2000.
(Source, Greg Steves)
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5. HlsroRv eruo GeocRApHy or SrevesroN

lf you stand outside on the prairie-tike tand of Lulu tsland and look at
Sfevesfon there is_little to attract you. You wittsee no trace of the myriad of
things that make Sfevesfon one of the strange pictures painted by námebss
waifs and tucked away in the odd corners of the wortd (barnett t/Veston,
British Columbia Magazine, 1g1r1)

5.1 lntroduction

Steveston is a small community located at the south-west corner of

Lulu lsland at the mouth of the Fraser River. The first setflers to the area

were farmers attracted by the ferlile soil, flat treeless land, and the co-

operative climate provided by the coastal climatic region. The abundant runs

of sockeye salmon on the Fraser River soon caught the attention of fishermen

and other entrepreneurs looking to capitalise on the bounty of the sea.

Steveston thus began its early growth as a farming and fishing village in the

late 1870s to become the largest fishing town on the British Columbia Coast

with the largest cannery in the British Empire (yesaki et al, lggg).

Lulu lsland, and the smailer sea lsland, separates the Fraser River

into three channels: the North Arm, Middle Arm and the larger south Arm

(see Figure 2, next page). ln the late 1BgOs the typical vegetation was; wild

rose, pacific crab apple, bitter cherry and lndian plum on the west-side of the

island. The south side was flat and prairie-like with a mixed forest of: spruce,

cedar, hemlock, alder and yew, covering the upstream half of the island

(Yesaki et al 1998).
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Figure 2: 1889 Map Promoting Steveston

steveston was characterised as having a smail stable permanent

population that was augmented annually with a large and rambunctious

transient population during the peak of the fishing season (Stacey & Stacey

1994). Steveston faced a number of challenges during its formative years,

that have shaped the present village.

From the struggles of a pioneer existence, the turbulence and

excitement of a boomtown, and the noire side of racism and multiculturalism

Map Of Lulu lsland included in W.H. Steves' 1889 pamphlet promoting his land develcoment plans for
Steveston (Source: Harold Steves)
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so typical of the period, has emerged a hardy and vigorous community

(Stacey and Stacey 1994, Yesaki et al 1998). This chapter surueys the

history of development within Steveston. lt offers a glimpse of who the typical

resident of Steveston is and how they differ from residents of the larger

community of Richmond

5.2 Neighbourhood Profile

An essential component of any neighbourhood study or plan is

determining who the residents of the area are. Demographic and statistical

analysis is impoftant for it can show trends and variations in a population that

can be subtle in nature, or occurring over a significant period of time and are

therefore difficult to otherwise detect. Additionally, demographic and

economic statistics for an area are an important component for establishing a

baseline with which neighbourhood change can be evaluated.

A basic demographic profile of Steveston and Richmond follows.

There has been no attempt to undertake a longitudinal study of trends within

the neighbourhood; rather, a comparative demographic profile for Steveston

and Richmond is provided, which should be updated as part of an ongoing

planning process. The data in this section are from a custom tabulation of

Statistics Canada 1996 census made available by the City of Richmond and

the Housing Policy Branch of the provincial Ministry of Social Development

and Economic Security.
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The City of Richmond estimates that the 1999 population of Steveston,

based on housing starts, is 22,472 residents; an increase of 7 .36% since

1996, or approximately 15% of Richmond's 148,867 residents.3 Next to the

Thompson neighbourhood (commonly known as Terra Nova), Steveston has

been Richmond's second fastest growing neighbourhood. A majority of the

dwellings in Steveston were constructed after 1970, with 46% being

constructed from 1971 and 1980, and another 34% between 1981 and 1990

(City of Richmond 2001). Recently construction has slowed and Steveston is

approaching its capacity to accommodate new growth. Only 9% of dwellings

in Steveston were constructed from 1990 to 1996 (City of Richmond 2001).

Like Steveston, many of the residences in Richmond were constructed

after 1971. However, Richmond as a whole has experienced higher rates of

growth than Steveston since 1990. From 1991 to 1996 Richmond as a whole

saw its housing stock increase by 18o/o, approximately twice the growth

experienced in Steveston (City of Richmond 2001). lt is also during

3 Population estimates based on housing starts typically lead to an overestimate in population
counts due to the time differential between permits being obtained and occupation.
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Table 3: Demographic Profile: Steveston and Richmond

lndicator Steveston Richmond

Population (1996)

Chanoe over 1991

20,930 148,867

15%

Average Household Size (persons per
household)

3.0 3.10

Housing Types - Single dwelling units

Townhouse units

Low-rise uníts

Hiqh-rise units

61%
25%

14%

Oo/o

50%

16%

25%
30/

Period of Construction Before 1970

1971 - 1980

1981 - 1990

1991 - 1996

12%

460/o

34o/o

9%

12%

31%

29%
18o/o

Housinq Starts July 1998 - June 1999 93 327

Tenure Type Own

Rent

74%

260/o

70%

30%

Home Language (top a) English -77%
Chinese - 17%

Japanese - 1%

Taqaloq - 1%

English - 64%
Chinese - 27o/o

Punjabi-2%
Taqaloo - 1o/o

Ethnic Origin (Single & multiple origin) Unavailable Chinese (50,210)

English (30,720)

Canadian (20,045)

Scottish (20,010)

lrish (13,140)

Ethnic Origin (Single origin) Unavailable Chinese (46,945)

English (8,445)

East lndian
(7,4e0)

Canadian (7,405)

Filipino (3,715)

Mobility Status - Moved within the last 5
VEATS

47Yo 58%

lmmigration (as % of total population) 36% 4B%

Method of commuting

Drive

CarA/an Pool

Transit

Walk/Cycle
Source: Citv of Richmond 2001 and, Statistics Canada '1996.

B0%

6Yo

9%

íYo

71%

7%

14%

8o/o
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this time that the population of Richmond grew from 62,120 residents

in 1971 lo 148,867, in 1996.

As of 1996, 61% of all dwellings in Steveston were single dwelling

units. Townhouses comprised 25o/o of Steveston's housing stock, while low-

rise apartments accounted for 14%. ln comparison, 50% of dwellings in

Richmond are single dwelling units, 160/o are townhouses,2ío/o are low-rises

and 3o/o are high-rise units. Approximalely 75% of all dwellings in Steveston

are owner-occupied households and 25o/o are renter households (City of

Richmond 2001). Approximately 70% of households in Richmond are owner-

occupied and 30% tenant-occupied. According to the City of Richmond,

Richmond has the third highest rate of homeownership in the greater

Vancouver area, after the District of Norlh Vancouver and the District of West

Vancouver.

Though residential development and population growth have slowed in

Steveston and Richmond in the past few years, Steveston remains an

attractive area for new development. From July of 1998 to June of 19gg

housing starts in Steveston represented approximately one-third of all

residential construction in Richmond. lt is important to note that much of

Steveston is already built out and most new development has been through

in-fill projects and redevelopment made possible through changes in zoning.

The pending re-development of the BC Packers, properties from industrial

use to mixed used residential, could well mean more such change for

Steveston.
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At first glance Steveston, and indeed Richmond, appears to be

culturally diverse. This is confirmed by the statistics available on the area.

According to statistics canada 37% of steveston residents identify

themselves as being a visible minoritya. lndividuals of chinese origin

accounted for 24% of Steveston's population, while 5% identified themselves

as Japanese and 3% as Filipino. ln comparison, for the entire City of

Richmond 49% of all residents identified themselves as being a visible

minority with 33% being Chinese, 7o/o ila South Asian and 3% Filipino.

Steveston can be differentiated from Richmond in that a smaller portion of the

population is of Chinese origin and a greater segment is of Japanese

descent. One apparent explanation of this phenomenon is the historical

significance of the Steveston area for Japanese residents, and the cultural

amenities that exist in the area.

On average family size in Steveston is somewhat smaller to families of

Richmond. ln Steveston there was an average of 3.0 persons per census

family, whereas in Richmond the average was 3.10.5 Steveston residents are

more likely to have been living in the area longer than other residents of

o Statistics Canada 1996 Census - Custom Tab No. GOO334
Figures are rounded; numbers less than 10 are reported as 0 to protect confidentiality
" According to Statistics Canada a census family includes: a couple who was married at the
time of the Census, a common law couple, a lone-parent family of any marital status, and any
corresponding dependants.
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Richmond. Forty-seúen percent of Steveston's population moved between

1991 and 1996. Of those that moved 53% moved to Steveston from other

pafts of Richmond, 24o/o moved from outside the country, 13o/o from within the

province and go/o from another province. By comparison, 59% of Richmond

residents moved from 1991 - 1996. Of those that moved 41o/o moved within

Richmond ,35o/o moved from outside of the country, 15o/o moved from within

the province of BC, and 9% moved to Richmond from another province.

These statistics suggest that Steveston is a desirable location for residents of

Richmond, while other parts of Richmond have a strong attraction for new

immigrants.

Sales and service jobs top the list of occupations held by residents of

Steveston and of Richmond. ln fact, the only difference among the top five

occupations held by residents of Steveston and Richmond is the fifth position,

which is held by social science, education and governmental occupation in

Steveston, as opposed to natural and applied sciences in Richmond. Eighty

percent of Steveston residents indicate that they drive to work, 6% carpool

and 9% take public contrast. Additionally, So/o walk, cycle or take other

methods to commute to work. The commuting methods for Richmond in

general are similar to those for Steveston with the exception that 14% take

public transit and 9% either walk, cycle or commute by other means. These

numbers indicate that the employed residents of Steveston are typically not

working within Steveston, nor possibly within Richmond.
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The'typical' Steveston household profile is: on average they have a

smaller family, are likely to own their own home and probably moved to

Steveston from somewhere else in Richmond. When the 2001 statistics

become available it will be important for planners to update neighbourhood

profiles to discover the subtle, and sometimes not so subtle, changes that

may be occurring.

5.3 History of Settlement and Development

This section examines the settlement and development of Steveston.

Local historians have extensively documented this history; here follows only a

précis.

Duncan and Susan Stacey, both residents of Richmond, have vast

knowledge of the fishing industry and are active historians both for the

industry and the area. Their book Salmonopolis: The Sfevesfon Story blends

extensive oral accounts of living in Steveston with scholarly research. lt offers

a coloufful glimpse of early life in Steveston.

Mitsuo Yesaki, along with Harold and Kathy Steves offer Sfevesfon

Cannery Row: An lttustrated History. All are long-time Steveston residents,

with Mitsuo and Harold being alumni of the "Mosquito Fleet" a type of fishing

vessel that plied the mouth of the Fraser River during the 1950s. Their book,

developed after much consultation with members of the community,

represents a comprehensive look at the development of the fishing industry,

and Steveston, until the present time.
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Discovery and Development: Sfeyesfon to l Bgg
The first residents of Lulu lsland were líkely Coast Salish First Nation

people (Yesaki et al 1998). Whether they made the island a permanent home

or just a summer camp for fishing and collecting berries is unknown.

However, by the late 1800s there were two native villages at the south-west

corner of Lulu lsland and early Caucasian settlers referred to the area as "the

place where the lndians lived" (Yesaki et al 1998, p.9).

From 1860 to 1880 the lsland slowly filled with farming families, many

from lreland, Scotland and England (Yesaki et al 1998). The boggy and low-

lying landscape prevented the creation of permanent transportation networks.

As a result, several small cohesive communities were created rather than one

large one; one of these communities was Steveston (Stacey and Stacey

1ee4).

One of the earliest permanent Caucasian settlers to the area was

Manoah Steves who arrived on Lulu lsland in 1877 (Stacey and Stacey 1994,

Yesaki et al 1998). He was immediately attracted to the rich defta soil and

purchased 700 acres of land (Yesaki et al 1998). ln 1879 the island officíally

became known as the Corporation of Richmond and later the Corporation of

the Township of Richmond (lbid.). Other families had begun purchasing land

in the vicinity and agricultural enterprises were well under way in Steveston

(rbid.).
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Figure 3: 1889 Development Plan for Steveston
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Plan of Steveston included in the 1889 pamphlets promoting the development of the town-site. The towns-
site was laid out according to a modified military grid with the easþwest streets named after New Brunswick
towns to reflect Steves'maritime roots. The numbered north-south streets are unique to the old Steveston
core (Source; Yesaki et al. 1998).

ln the 1880s the Municipality of Richmond had begun construction

of roads and in 1883 No. 2 Road, known then as the "Trunk Road", was

completed (Yesaki et al 1998). However, the principal mode of

transportation was still by water routes (lbid.).

William Herbert Steves, Manoah's oldest son, ¡s known to be

Richmond's first major developer and land speculator (Stacey and Stacey

1994, Yesaki et al 1998). ln 1886 he bought a total of 215 acres in the

nown as Steveston (Yesaki et al 1998). Steves'visionarea that is now k
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create a great port on the Fraser, he advertised Steveston as having "the

deepest water and best harbour on the Fraser River"; maps from the

Steveston advertisement is included as Figures 2and 3 (lbid., p. 15). To

meet this vision he improved the town-site with the construction of wharves,

an opera house and the Richmond Hotel, and the subdivision of the town-site

into lots 30 ft wide (See Figure 4).

During the 1890's rapid expansion occurred with many new businesses

and fifteen new canneries constructed (Yesaki et al 1998). ln 1890 the

Steveston Post Office opened and in '1891 the New Westminster and Burrard

Telephone Co. established a line to Steveston (Yesaki et al 1998). Also

during this time, churches from many denominations, catering to the diverse

ethnicity of people in Steveston, were established (Stacey ad Stacey 1994).

Figure 4: Steveston Town-site (Circa 1898)
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Second Avenue, looking north from the watefront. (Source: City of Richmond Archives)
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Growth and lJncertainty: 1 900-1 940

A severe flood in 1905 forced the Municipality of Richmond to build a

new dyke around the island to protect it from future floods' Also around this

time the cPR completed a spur line into steveston and in 1905 the British

columbia Electric Railway began regular service to steveston (stacey and

stacey lgg4,Yesaki et al 1998). The electric tram signalled the first time that

businesses and residents in steveston had electricity. The tram, dubbed the

"sockeye Special", offered service to Vancouver in one hour (Stacey and

Stacey 1994, Yesaki et al 1998). After many failed attempts to establish a

source for fresh water in Richmond, a water main was constructed from

Coquitlam Lake in 1909 and extended to Steveston in 1912 (Yesaki et al

1ee8).

A ruling by the Richmond School Board, to limit enrolment in schools to

the children of property owners, essentially barred Japanese children from

attending school (Yesaki et al 1998). ln response, in 1909 the Japanese

community built their own four-room school (lbid.). ln 1923 the Richmond

School board agreed to accept the responsibility for educating Japanese

children, and the Japanese community rallied to raise funds to contribute to

the construction of the original Lord Byng School (lb¡d')' By 1930 the school

was already over-crowded and, with fìnancial contributions from the Japanese

community, a new 14-classroom facility was constructed (lb¡d')' The financial

contributions from the Japanese community were for 50% of the capital cost
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of construction in exchange for the ability to teach Japanese classes in the

evenings (lbid.).

Four fires swept through Steveston from 1901 to 1908, causing

widespread devastation and leaving hundreds of people homeless. However,

the most devastating fire occurred in 1918 (See Figure 5). The fire, which

started in the Star Cannery Chinese mess-house, gutted every building from

the waterfront to Moncton Street from Third Avenue to No. 1 Road (See

Figure 3, on page 59).

Figure 5: The Fire of 1918
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The 1918 fìre razed the waterfront, including three canneries and much of the downtown part of the town-
site (City of Richmond Archives)

By the 1920s Steveston had reconstructed itself and was becoming a

bustling coastal community and fishing village (Stacey and Stacey 1994,

Yesaki et al '1998). The local economy was dominated by salmon fishing, and
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to a much smaller extent by small businesses and farming (Stacey ad Stacey

1gg4). Fire struck again in 1924 devastating two wharves, forty houses and

eight fish boats (Yesaki et al, 1998).

Successive waves of fire in Steveston took their toll on the canning

industry; after the Richmond Cannery burnt in 1924 there were only four other

canneries operating (Yesaki et al '1998). Amalgamation of canneries and

automation of canning led to a wholesale consolidation of the industry (lbid.).

As a result fewer cannery workers were required and Japanese women

replaced Native women on the cannery lines (lbid.). Additionally, the Chinese

Exclusion Act of 1923 limited Chinese immigration to Canada and reduced

the role of Chinese workers in the canning industry (lbid.).

Transformation : 1 941 -1 974
By lg4l Steveston was the largest settlement in Richmond with a

permanent population of 4000 people (Yesaki et al 1998). There were 43

Japanese and 28 Caucasian businesses; only two Chinese stores remained

(lb¡d.). However, 1941 was a tumultuous time in Steveston, capped off with

the declaration of war by Canada against Japan on December 8 (lbid.). The

ensuing evacuation of 2600 Japanese residents to internment camps made

Steveston a virtual ghost town (lbid.).

By 1948, newcomers to Steveston during the war had rebuilt the

community to a town of 37 businesses, approximately equivalent to what had

existed prior to the war (Yesaki et al 1998). People of Japanese descent

were not allowed to return to the coast until 1949, and by 1951 only 250 had
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returned (lbid.). Fishirig companies actively recruited fishermen to relocate in

Steveston, but the number of new people never equalled that of the displaced

Japanese.

After the Second World War the population of the lower mainland

increased substantially, helped by immigration from war-ravaged European

countries (Stacey and Stacey 1994, Yesaki et al 1998). Richmond changed

from a farming and agricultural community into a quiet bedroom community

for Vancouver. Road systems in Richmond were generally improved and

expanded, and the connection to the lower mainland was improved with the

Oak Street bridge, and in 1959, the Deas lsland Tunnel (now the George

Massey Tunnel) connected Richmond with Delta to the south (Yesaki et al

1ee8).

ln 1955 two jetties were constructed to better protect the Steveston

waterfront, and move that ensured allowable conditions for future

development along the waterfront (Yesaki et al 1998). Future expansion of

Shady lsland (also known as Steveston lsland, a sandbar naturally forming in

the mouth of the harbour), as a result of the rock jetty, prevented boats from

crossing the sandbar and more clearly defined the Steveston Channel (See

Map #3, Appendix 4).

At the same time, there were few changes within the town-site of

Steveston. The creation of large department stores at Bridgeport and Seafair

attracted some Steveston residents but many still preferred to purchase

goods in their home-town (Yesaki et al 1998). The Steveston Community
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Society constructed the Steveston Community Centre in 1957 and the

Japanese Maftial Arts Building in 1971 , both still remain (Stacey and Stacey

1994). Richmond's first multi-family housing units were built in Steveston, with

the construction of Mariner's Village along Seventh Avenue in 1970 (Yesaki et

al 1998).

Transition: 1975-2000
ln 1977 the Municipality of Richmond decreed that all properties in

Steveston had to be connected to the sewage system, almost all of the

remaining cannery houses on the waterfront were demolished after this ruling

(Yesaki et al 1998). Also, during this time Richmond was evolving from a

bedroom community for Vancouver, into a regional centre with shopping malls

and considerable commercial development (lbid.).

Property values escalated during this time and construction shifted

from predominantly single dwelling units to primarily multi-dwelling

townhouses and apartment buildings (Yesaki et al 1998). During the 1980s

several apartment buildings were constructed along the Steveston waterfront.

Also at this time, Steveston residents rallied in court to successfully fight high-

rise development in the area (lbid.). By 1995, the multi-dwelling units, in the

form of townhouses and apartments, outnumbered single dwelling units in a

one-half mile radius from the Steveston Business District (roughly equivalent

to the original Steveston town-site - City of Richmond 2001). At this time

significant development occurred along the eastern boundary of the
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Steveston Neighbourhood Planning Area, including several large

condominium complexes and some single-family housing.

During the 1980s and through the 1990s the local economy under went

considerable transition (Yesaki et al 1998). While fishing was still an

important contributor, it was now sharing the limelight with tourism (lbid.).

The working waterfront, the Gulf of Georgia National Historic Site and the

Britannia Shipyard proved to be a strong attraction for tourists. The number

of businesses slowly began to increase in the 1980s and gained momentum

in the 1990s (lbid.). Many of the new businesses have been established to

provide consumer goods and seruices to the burgeoning number of visitors to

Steveston.

5.4 Beyond 2000

There are several factors that will influence the future of Steveston.

The attractiveness of Steveston as a place to live will continue to draw

residents to the area. New residents will place an increasing the demand on

existing infrastructure. When there is a change in population, such as occurs

when there are relatively high rates of growth and economic transition, the

character of a place will also be under pressure to change.

At the same time, growth of Steveston as a tourism destination within

the lower mainland is both beneficial to the area and a potential threat. lt is a

benefit in that tourists are attracted to the unique character of the area. ln

light of the importance of tourism for the local economy it is unlikely that the
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commun¡ty will distance itself from its history, and therefore the character of

the area. While the fishery plays less of a role in the local economy, it has

effectively been replaced by tourism. To the extent that the tourists often

come to Steveston to experience the fishing village character of the area it will

be important for steveston to maintain a firm grasp on the area's connection

to the fishing industry. Local residents, old and new, will need to balance the

needs of having a community that offers a high quality of life while still

meeting the needs of tourists and the fishing industry. Chapter 6 is an

exploration into Sense of community with a focus on the residents' sense of

commitment to the area and cohesion within the Steveston community'
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6. Sr¡¡sr or GoutvluN¡w: Reslor¡¡rs' PeRcePTloN

What a cosmopolitan town Sfeyesfon is; and yet in its peculiar features there

is but one SfeYeston in the world'
(Rev. William J. Stone, Missionary Bulletin,1905)

The City of Richmond in its OCP identifies strengthening Sense of

Community as one of the broad objectives of neighbourhood planning within

the municipality (City of Richmond 1999a, p7). Consequently, determining

what levels of community exist within Steveston is a primary objective in this

study, and is essential for both evaluating existing planning efforts within

Steveston and establishing a baseline for future planning evaluation' This

chapter will analyse the findings of the sense of community study and answer

the following research question:

Based on the literature and evaluative scales available, is there
a strong 'Sense of community' present amongst the residents of
Steveston?

The research will show what levels of commitment and cohesion exist

within the Steveston Community, which will reflect the sense of community

that exist within the neighbourhood. The research findings will be analysed

within the established criteria for sense of community, including: membership,

influence, integration and emotional connection.
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6.1 Measurement of Sense of Gommunity at the Neighbourhood
Level

Glynn (1981 and 1986) developed and tested a measure to assess

place-based notions of sense of communityo. The measure included a series

of open-ended questions, 60 forced choice questions on the actual sense of

community, and 60 forced choice questions of ideal sense of community'

Glynn tested his survey extensively to suggest that it had validity. He used the

judgment of peer experts in the field to evaluate the survey and conducted the

research in three separate communities. Additionally, he found that his

measure agreed with other research findings in the area.

Nasar and Julien (1995) recognised the validity of Glynn's research,

but noted two shortcomings of the measure. First, they felt that aL120

quest¡ons it would be too time-consuming and costly to use effectively.

Second, they felt that the focus of the measure was incorrect. Glynn's

measure asked about Sense of community, at the community scale, while

Nasar and Julien suggested residents of a community experience sense of

community at the neighbourhood or block level. Nasar and Julien developed a

modified scale to test for social and physical conditions of the immediate

neig hbou rhood. Add itionally, they compared results across different

opsychological sense of community can exist in two basic contexts. lt can be both

geo'grapn¡ðally defined like a neighbourhood, or about an aspatially-defined community, such

ãs icfrurcn, work place, or a group committed to a certain lifestyle. They are referred to

respectively as a community olf place and a community of interest (Glynn 1986, McMillan and

Chavis 19d0, Cochrun 1994, and Naser and Julien 1995)'
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neighbourhoods and housing conditions. Their study concluded that the 11-

item scale "yield (s) reliable and valid measures of the psychological sense of

community" (1995: 180). They found that at the neighbourhood level it

differentiated amongst demographic characteristics and among different land-

use types. They caution however, that the instrument has not been tested in

dense urban centres and further research would be required to assess its

suitability in such situations.

Additionally, based on the work of McMillan and chavis (1986) and

influenced by Glynn (1981) and cochrun (1994), Enns and wilson (1999)

conducted surueys measuring levels of interaction and involvement at the

neighbourhood and the community levels. They discovered, similar to Nasar,

that sense of community was most closely associated with neighbourhood

level interactions. They also discovered that association with 'place'was most

evident at the neighbourhood level. Their research indicated that most

interaction within the community occurred at a levelthat could best be

described as neighbouring, but that place was most closely associated with a

larger more communal setting comprised of several neighbourhoods (Enns

and wilson 1999). While sense of community is most clearly displayed at the

neighbourhood level it is most often related to association with a place'

Based on studies of sense of community at the neighbourhood level, a

suryey instrument was designed to assess the current level of commitment

and involvement in Steveston. For the purposes of this study, sense of

community at the neighbourhood level is based on the definition provided by
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McMillan and Chavis (1986), and can be characterised as having the

following characteristics: membership, influence, integration, and shared

emotional connection. Also of importance is that the four characteristics do

not exist in isolation (i.e. a strong emotional connection to the community will

cause an increased sense of membership in the area, and so on) and are

mutually reinforcing

It needs to be recognised that the community boundaries used within

the report are constructed by the City of Richmond and may not be the same

as those perceived by residents of the area. Based on the research of Glynn

and Nasar, a shott scale was developed to try to ascertain residents'

perceptions of their sense of community. A list of the survey questions and

results can be found in Table 4 and the entire survey instrument can be found

in Appendix 1.

6.2 Survey Findings

The City of Richmond was chosen as the general, municipal area of

this study due the City's stated commitment to neighbourhood planning.

Further, Steveston was identified as the targeted neighbourhood for a

combination of reasons. First, this author has lived in the neighbourhood and

has a personal connection to the area. Secondly, the neighbourhood has

been in a state of transition for the past decade; it has evolved from a fishing

seruice community into a well-established tourist centre, based on its fishing

tradition. lt ís the author's premise that there exists a strong sense of
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community in this neighbourhood and that conducting research into sense of

community would allow for a baseline to be established which can be used to

evaluate future planning interventions in the area'

Trying to assess current levels of commitment and involvement in the

community is considered one way to evaluate the effectiveness of planning

efforts in areas where a strong Sense of community has been promoted as a

civic goal. The OCP identifies "building sense of community" and "enhancing

the unique character of individual neighbourhoods" as guiding principles for

planning objectives and policy within Richmond neighbourhoods 
7 

lçity of

Richmond, 1998; p2g). The sense of community study within this survey

consisted of 16 questions about neighbourhood familiarity, interaction,

sociability, community involvement, and commitment to the neighbourhood

(See Table 4). ln-depth background and demographic data was not collected

in this survey.

7 Creating neighbourhoods with a sense of community is listed as a community vision in the

Cñy of ni-cnmõn¿'s Officiat Community Plan as identified through consultation with community

members (City of Richmond 1999, p.1)
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Table 4: Sense of Community Survey Results

1 = strongly agree, 2= agtee, 3 = neuttal, 4 = disagree

1. I am quite similar to most people who live in Steveston'

1 = 2Oo/o 2 = 560/o 3 = 160/o 4=5Yo 5 = 2o/o

2.

1

lf lfeel like talking, I can generally find someone in my neighborhood to talk to

right away.

= 260/o 2 = 51o/o 3= 14o/o 4 = 7o/o 5 = 2o/o

3. I do not care if Steveston does well.

1=2o/o 2=2o/o 3=0 4=12o/o 5=84%

4. The police in Steveston are generally friendly'

1=19o/o 2=56o/o 3=26Yo 4=0 5=0

5. People here know they can get help from others in Steveston if they are in

trouble.
1=2?o/n 2=44o/o 3=33% 4=0 5=0

6. My friends in Steveston are part of my everyday activities'

1 = 26o/o 2 = 40o/o 3 = 21o/o 4 = 12o/o 5 = 2o/o

7. lf I am upset about something personal there is no one in Steveston to whom I

can turn.
1=7Yo 2=12o/o 3=22o/o 4=560/o 5=23%

lf there were a serious problem is Steveston'
together to solve it.

1 = 260/o 2 = 53o/o 3 = 14o/o

the people living here could get

4=7o/o 5=Oo/o

B.

9. lf some one does something good for Steveston; that makes me feel good'

i-A^o/^ 2=AAo/^ 3=12o/n 4=2o/o 5=0o/o

3 = 28o/" 4 = 5o/o 5 = 0o/o

10. lf I had an emergency even
to help me.

4 - 4aoL )=Á.Qo/^

people I do not know in Steveston would be w¡ll¡ng

11. I have no friends in Steveston on whom I can depend'
1-7o/^ 2=4o/^ 3=21o/n 4=21o/o 5=44o/o

12.1 am aware of the history of Steveston'

1=37Yo 2=53% 3=5o/o 4=2L 5=07o

13. The history of Steveston is important to me'

1=47o/o 2=44o/o 3=7o/o 4=0o/o 5=0o/o

3 = 5o/o 4 =2Yo
14. I often frequent the businesses within Steveston'

5 = 2o/o1 = 560/o 2 = 35o/o

15. I meet friends at businesses within steveston to socialise.

1=ZBo/o 2=42o/o 3=21% 4=5o/o- 5=5o/o

16. Public areas and parks within steveston are important to me.

1=670/o 2=26o/o 3=7o/o 4=0o/o 5=0Yo

'ada Nasar ancl Julten (1vvbSource: adap
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It was realised early in the study that this research would be competing

with several other attractions at the venue and that a cumbersome and time-

consuming survey would prove deleterious to the project. To indicate the

spatial distribution of respondents a map was provided and all participants

were asked to indicate the approximate placement of their house on the map.

No efforts were made to align individual responses with their geographic

distribution, but future studies could make efforts to do this.

MembershiP
Membershiþ is defined as the feeling of belonging and emotional

safety that one associates with belonging to a place (McMillan & Chavis

1986). lndividually, a person could recognise the boundaries set by the city

of Richmond and associate their membership in steveston as being resident

within those boundaries. Additionally, an individual could associate their

membership in the neighbourhood through association with the

neighbourhood as a "place". Boundaries of a neighbourhood or community

can be reinforced and enhanced by the physical design of a community's

infrastructure. For example, the original town-site for Steveston is

characterised by numbered avenues and streets named after areas in New

Brunswick. Residents within this area have always considered themselves to

be from steveston, first and foremost, and many considered individuals

outside of the numbered avenues (see Figure 3) to be Richmond residents'

Additionally, the street grid pattern found within the Steveston core reinforces

membership within the neighbourhood. unfoftunately this street patter was
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not carried fonruard into subsequent development. The physical design of an

area can enhance or inhibit one's sense of belonging to an area, this concept

is examined in more detail later in this study.

Respondents were asked to indicate their membership in the

neighbourhood by first identifying if they were residents of Steveston. Other

studies examining membership in neighbourhoods have asked respondents

to indicate the boundaries of their neighbourhood. For the purposes of this

study it was considered relevant to engage people who were physically

residents of the neighbourhood (i.e. those living within the municipal boundary

prescribed for neighbourhood) and individuals who perceptually associate

themselves as being residents (i.e. people who indicate that they are

residents, but live outside the prescribed boundaries of the area).

lnformation gleaned from the map where respondents were asked to

indicate their home, showed that most residents of Steveston do closely

associate with the municipally prescribed boundaries. However, 12% of lhe

respondents did not live within the boundaries, suggesting that membership in

the community of Steveston spans the official boundaries.

It is interesting to note the role that boundaries, both real and

perceived, can have in setting membership criteria in a community. For

instance, the municipal boundary for the Steveston area ends at Williams

Road in the North, between No. 1 Road and the Dyke; however, many

elementary students on the other side of Williams Road will attend Manoah

Steves School. Further, Steveston High is located outside of the official
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boundaries of the Steveston area, as defined by the City of Richmond (See

Appendix 4).

It is of some importance to note another factor that neighbourhood

planners need to be aware of when considering the phenomena of

membership in a neighbourhood or community. McMillan and Chavis noted

that membership provides a sense of security and intimacy. lt can also

contribute to a collective bias against change within the area. This bias is

commonly known as Not ln My Back Yard (NIMBY) syndrome and its

influence can inhibit ongoing planning or development efforts due to the

perceived or real negative impacts that a development could pose.

This research suggests that many people who claim membership in

Steveston reside within the municipal boundaries for the Steveston

neighbourhood planning area. However, members of the community also live

outside of the municipally prescribed boundaries. Neighbourhood planners

need to be aware of the real and perceived boundaries that may exist in their

area. They also need to be cognisant that other boundaries may exist.

Membership in the neighbourhood could be through place association that

spans official boundaries. For instance, a neighbourhood with a strong sense

of place, or a unique history could see its name used as a "brand" to

capitalise on the recognition of an area. For example recent commercial

development at the far east end of Steveston Highway has marketed itself as

being located in Historic Steveston, when in fact it is located in Shellmont and

is several kilometres away from the Steveston town-site. Furthermore,
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neighbourhood boundaries might chairge over time (as prescribed by the

local government)while residents'association with place might not. This

research shows that membership in Steveston can be attributed both to living

within the prescribed boundaries of the area or by having close association or

a conscious connection with Steveston as a place.

Influence
For the purpose of this research, influence is defined as, residents'

perceived control over activíties within the Steveston area. Perceptions of

control can result from involvement in the community and from working

together with neighbours to solve local problems. A majority of the

respondents felt that residents of Steveston were able to control local

activities. Approximately 79% felt that if there were a serious problem in

Steveston then members of the community could get together and solve it.

Additionally, S4o/o of respondents indicated that when individuals within the

community do things that benefit the community as a whole that they feel

good.

The survey results also indicate that residents of Steveston are able to

live with a sense of personal safety. A majority of the respondenls,6T0/o,

agree that people in the community know they can get help from others in

Steveston if they are in trouble.

The results seem to indicate that residents within Steveston feel they

have a degree of control over the community and that the community is able

to control its own future. The ability of the community to solve serious
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problems shows that influence is a bilateral activity. At the same time,

individuals are able to gain influence within the community through unselfish

acts that benefit the community as a whole. While the above scenario is, at

best, an oversimplification of a complex issue it does provide insight into the

nature, influence, and dynamism of 'community'.

Integration
lntegration includes a resident's involvement and satisfaction with their

neighbourhood and community. ln this study individuals were asked to

indicate their feeling of similarity to others in Steveston. Asking respondents

to identify with others in Steveston, as opposed to others in their municipal

community (i.e. Richmond) or others in their neighbourhood (within

Steveston), was intentional so residents who lived within the prescribed

boundaries of the area, and others who associated with the perceptual

boundaries of Steveston were included. Respondents were further

questioned to determine how long they intend to live in the area and to

indicate their concern for the success of the area as a whole. Finally,

respondents were asked a series of questions to ascertain their level of

interaction within the neighbourhoods of Steveston.
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Seventy-six percent of respondents indicated that they perceive

themselves to be similar to most of the people that live in Steveston, To/o

perceived themselves to be different from others in the area and 17o/o

indicated a neutral response.s Residents who have lived ín Steveston the

longest or the shortest periods of time were more likely to indicate that they

are not similar to others in their neighbourhood (See Table 5 for residency

duration of all respondents). Six residents (7% of all respondents) who have

lived in the neighbourhood more than fifteen years indicated that they are not

similar to others in their neighbourhood. Similarly, six residents who have

lived in the neighbourhood five or fewer years indicated a neutral response to

this question. The majority of respondents (81%) îndicated that they intend to

remain living in the area for five or more years, while 65% indicated that they

intend to remain living in Steveston for more than fifteen years. Additionally,

82% of respondents indicated that they plan to remain living within the

community for six or more years. The commitment to remain líving in the area

is a manifestation of personal satisfaction with the area as a place to live.

Sixty-five percent of respondents indicated that their friends and

neighbours in Steveston are part of their everyday life. Additionally, T0o/o

I This question was left intentionally vague to allow for a wide range of interpretations by
respondents. lt was anticipated that respondents might feel any number of connections to
other residents.
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of all respondents indicated that they often socialise with their friends at

businesses, including restaurants and pubs, within Steveston. Moreover,

91% of all respondents indicated that they shop or are otherwise involved in

commercial activity with businesses in Steveston.

Table 5: Respondents by Duration of Residency
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A majority of respondents also indicated their concern for the success

of Steveston. Ninety-five percent of all respondents indicated that they care

for the future well-being of Steveston. This fìnding, in conjunction with the

other findings within this section, shows that the respondents are fully

integrated into the fabric of Steveston and that this integration is present in

both recent and long-time residents. The fact that many of the long-time

residents do not feel the same as others in their community could be an

indication that they have not yet fully accepted the growth and transition that

has been occurring dramatically in recent years. Overall the survey showed a
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high level of interaction, both at a personal level and a community level, and a

high level of satisfaction with the community as a prace to live.

Sh ared Emotional Connection
Shared emotional connection builds on many of the factors that are

requisite for the concepts of influence and integration. For instance feelings

of safety and supporl could manifest themselves through a greater sense of

connection to the area. Furthermore, as shared emotional connection

represents the interaction of aspects of sense of community, it also forms a

link to the concepts of 'community' and the theories of 'place' (Pindell 1g93;

McMillan and chavis 1986). Though a shared emotional connection is

formed through the interaction of the various aspects of community

(membership, influence and integration) it is also formed through several

place-specifìc concepts.

Chavis and McMillan attributed shared emotional connection to, among

other concepts, the contact hypothesis. This concept, they suggest, is that

the more people interact the closer they will become, and therefore the

greater the emotional connection to the community. Within Steveston, many

of the factors indicate that a high level of neighbouring occurs in Steveston.

ln addition 70% o'f respondents indicated that they socialise with friends at

businesses within Steveston, and a further 66% of respondents indicated that

their friends within Steveston are a part of their everyday activities. Other

factors reinforce the contact hypothesis, including the physical design of

urban spaces and the density of the neighbourhood. Compared to Richmond,
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Steveston has more small lot single dwelling lots and a higher number of

town-houses, the higher number of dwelling units per acre promotes informal

contact.

Another factor that can contribute to emotional connection of residents

to the community, and to each other, is a common or shared history and the

"valent event hypothesis" (McMillan and Chavis 1986, 14). ln Steveston the

valent event could be the character and history of the area. Ninety-one

percent of the respondents indicated that they were familiar with the history of

the neighbourhood and the same number indicated that this history was

impoftant to them. The Steveston Salmon Festival could be considered as a

valent event within the community. The respondents' participation in the

salmon festival was a prerequisite for participating in this study; respondents

were not asked to indicate their satisfaction or preference for the event.

McMillan and Chavis indicated that the more significant the event the stronger

a corresponding emotional connection would be. The high response rates for

the queries about the area's history indicate that this is a significant factor in

an individual's connection to the area.
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6.3 Discussion

Research such as that undertaken in this study has some unique
:

limitations. Using convenience sampling, such as that undertaken at a

ì neighbourhood festival or other event can have some beneficial effects, but it
:

also has some serious drawbacks. One benefit is that this type of data

collection is very public in nature. lt allows the researcher to interact with a

number of resídents within the community and to get to know the area and its

, citizens better. The value of this for a neighbourhood planner is

unquestionable. Part of being an effective planner, at any level, lies in

knowing the audience with whom you are planning. Public activíties such as

' this can help bridge the gap between the citizens of a neighbourhood and
:

I their public servants.

:

ì The drawback to conducting research in this manner is the challenge

, in attracting people's attention long enough to allow for meaningful

I interaction. lf the intent is collecting valuable data, and not public relations,

efforts will need to be made to ensure that the survey is trouble-free and

: makes efficient use of the individuals' time. People will be further enticed to

', participate if there is a reward or benefit for them in doing so. Other

. Arawbacks to this kind of research include locational and climatic factors. A

: highly vísible locatíon is valuable, as is a space that is attractive and eye

catching. Of less control to the researcher are climatic conditions. Adverse
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weather can have a ser¡ou's impact on any research that is conducted outside

and this is a double threat when the study is restrícted to a single day event.

Padicipation in a community event in itself reinforces a sense of

community and enhances an emotional connection to the neighbourhood

(McMillan and Chavis 1986). lnsofar as this research occurred withín the

community event, it could be argued that individuals who do not h'ave a strong

sense of community, a sense of commitment to the neighbourhood or an

emotíonal connection to the area would not be in attendance at the event.

However, it is the opinion of this researcher that the steveston salmon

Festival not only reinforces a sense of community, but also increases the

capacity of the community to support an individual's need or desire, to exhibit

their membership in the community.

6.4 Summary

One of the primary goals of this practicum, and essential in evaluating

planning efforls within steveston, was to determine if there was a strong

'sense of community' in the area. The City of Richmond's oCp identifies

"Strengthening the sense of community in Richmond's neighbourhoods" as a

guiding principle for its neighbourhood planning efforts. To this end the broad

goals of the Steveston Area Plan include "enhancing the unique character of

steveston". lt was the intention of this study to determine if there was a

strong sense of community within steveston and to identify how this is
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manifested among the residents of the area. The research objective was as

follows:

o Based on the literature and evaluative scales available, is there a
strong 'sense of community' present amongst the residents of
Steveston?

The results indicate that the respondents have a strong commitment to

the area and there is a high level of neighbourhood cohesion. This is

exhibited through a high degree of interaction and integration in the

community. Additionally, residents seem to identify themselves as members

of the community. The research also indicates that there are many

oppoftunities for residents to show their membership in the community.

Lastly, respondents to the survey responded in a manner indicating they have

a strong emotional connectíon to the area. cumulatively, the research

findings suggest that there is a strong sense of community within Steveston.

Chapter 7 will look at the built form of the area and how the design guidelines

preserve and enhance the steveston's valued physical elements (city of

Richmond 1999b).
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7. UReaN FoRwI ¡t¡ SrevesroN

The photographic survey used within this portion of the practicum was

designed with the intention of evaluating the design guidelines contained within

the section 6, of the city of Richmond's Bylaw T1oo, schedule 2.4 (see

Appendix 5, section 6). The guidelines wíthin this section represent the

predominant architectural and urban design characteristics found within different

character areas of Steveston. The guidelines within the plan prescribe the

criteria to be applied to all new development within the neighbourhood. There

are guidelines for built form and character standards for the entire area,along

wíth more specific guidelines for development permit areas e 
lCity of Richmond

1999b, 73). The intent of the guidelines is to "build upon Steveston's recognised

strengths, preseruing and enhancing the valued elements of its built form,,(lbid.

55).

This part of the practicum research will address the second research goal

of this repoft:

Do the design guidelines for steveston contribute to the unique
character of steveston as reflected in the preferences of the
residents of the area?

e Areas that have been designated under the Locat Government Act asrequiring issuance of adevelopment permit prior to the commencement of any deveropment.
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7.1 Determining the Visual Preferences of Steveston Residents

A photographic survey was used to evaluate the design guidelines

contained within Section 6, of City of Richmond Bylaw T1OO, Schedule 2.4. The

use of photographic surveys as an evaluative toot is common in planning and

design research and evaluation (Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan 1gg3, Nasar 1gg0 &

1994, Brower 1996, Nellessen 1994, and Stamps 1gg6).

Respondents were asked to indicate their preference for a number of

scenes depicting different design components found within Steveston as

described by the bylaw. Their preference for the scene was indicated on a five-

point Likert type scale ranging from "not at all" to "very much". To ensure that the

design component of the scene is being evaluated a coloured dot was placed

next to the structure (Stamps 1gg4).

The selection of photographs used within this survey followed a two-part

process. ln the first stage the researcher identified several different design

components that could easily or readily be assessed using graphic depictions.

The design components chosen were sorted into two categories used by the City

of Richmond, including landscape elements and architectural elements (See

Appendix 5, section 6). Within the category of architectural elements three sub-

classifications were chosen, including streetscapes, roofscapes, and windows

and doors. The images selected represented several areas within Steveston

including development permit areas.
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The second stage of selecting the photographs included sorting and

ranking' Two individuals were presented with 96 images containing design

elements from Steveston (one individual with a design background and one

without). The índividuals were asked to separate all of the images into the four

previously-noted categories. Once sorted they were then instructed to rank the

photographs as to how well they depicted the design element(s). The researcher

made note of the rankings and selected the top images that were common to

both individuals. Enough highly ranked common images were obtained through

the two screenings that subsequent screening efforts were not considered.

Some images were specifically inserted to depict particular designs that the City

of Richmond hopes to avoid, such as the substantial building setbacks found on

Chatham Street.

The images were mounted on poster sized placards and respondents

were given an answer key to indicate their preference for the scene (Appendix 2).

lnstructions on the placard asked respondents to indicate how much they liked

the scene (Appendix 3).10 specifìc design components were highlighted by a

coloured sticker, and particípants were asked to indícate their preference for the

component within the scene (Stamps and Naser lgg7).

l0 xaq¡an, Kaplan and.Ryan (1998) asked respondents to rank theír preference as 1 = not at ail,2 = a little,3 =somewhat,4= quitea bít,5 =värymuch. ln contrast, Stampsand Naser(1ggz)used th-e phrase pleasantness, and asked respondents to indicate how'pleasant;tne sceneswere' Stamps and Naser also suggest that the two words, rorìrre purpose of this tvpe ài 
'--

research, are interchangeable.
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7.2 Survey Findings

A total of 117 respondents participated in the survey. six respondents who
participated in the first part of the suruey either did not complete the photographic
suryey or their responses were discarded due to errors or omissions. The
sample included 78 residents of the area and 32 non-resídents. The composite
results of the survey can be found in Table 6.

Table 6: photographic Survey Findings

Composite Mean Score
Preference
1=notatall 2=alitfle 3=somewhat4=quiteabit S=verymuch

Non-residenls (n=32)Çard #1 - Sf raafe^

3.6

3.3

2.7

Picture 1A

Pícture 1B

Picture 1C

3.4

3.4

Picture 1D

-

Card #2 Rotrfen-^oo

o.c
3.5 3.0

Picture 2A
Picture 28

2.0

3.0

3.7

2.5

Picture 2C
3.25

3.6Picture 2D 2.8 2.7Card#3-l an¡{c

Picture 3A 3.4 3.0
Picture 3B

Picture 3C
4.V 40
3.8

Picture 3D

-

Card #4 -
Windows & Doors
Picture 4A
Picture 48

3.7
4.4 4.1

4.0 4.25
4.1

Picture 4C
4.1

4.25 3.4
Picture 4D 3.1 3.1
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Figure 6: Steveston Character Area Map

Character Area Map - the areas indicated are subject to special development permit guidelines, an
example of which can be found in Appendix s, sect¡on 6 (source: city of Richmond l gggb).

Sfreefscapes
The streetscape scenes, which partic¡pants were asked to evaluate

were chosen for how well they depicted a number of design components

within an area. ln essence the street scenes represent the "special characte/'

and "distinctive" quality that the city is trying to preserve and enhance (City of

Richmond 1999b,55). The development permit areas evaluated in this

survey include the Steveston Village (A), Gary Street and Railway Avenue (E)
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Avenue and Chatham Street (See Figure 6 - Character Area Map). ln addition,

two of the scenes represent residential streetscapes (multi-dwelling unit and

single dwelling unit scenes) and two commercial streetscapes.

Overall, the composite mean score for each scene indicates that the

participants "somewhat" prefer all of the scenes depicted. However, further

analysís of each scene indicates some interesting discrepancies in this finding.

For example, Picture 1A had almost equal composite scores for residents and

non-residents. However, the most frequent response for residents indicated a

preference of quite a bit (n=28) while non-residents indicated a preference of a

Iittle and very muchwith the same frequency. Overall the responses indicate a

high level of preference for the scene with 56% of all respondents indicating a

preference of quite a bit or very much.

Picture 18, also showed comparable composite scores for residents and

non-residents alike. The most frequent response for non-residents matched the

composite preference of somewhaf and the most frequent response for residents

showed a higher level of preference with an indication of quite a bít. The median

and average scores for both groups indicate somewhat of a preference for the

scene, with only 49% indicating a high level of preference for the scene (Quíte a

bit or very much).

Non-residents and residents also disagreed on their preference for Picture

1C. The composite scores for this scene indicated that residents had a lower

preference for the scene depicted than that of non-residents. The highest

frequency of responses indicated that there was somewhat o'f a preference for
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the scene (from both groups). However,23o/o of residents indicated that they did

not prefer the scene and an additional 1B% indicated only a little preference for

the scene. By comparison, 44% of non-residents indicated a high level of

preference with responses of quite a bit or very much.

Unlike Picture 1C, which had a higher preference by non-residents,

Picture 1D was most preferred by residents of Steveston. The image of single-

storey, non-descript retail buildings garnered the highest number of responses

indicating quite a bit of preference for the scene. ln addition a total of 56% of

residents indicate a high level of preference for the scene. By contrast, the

composite average of non-resident suryeys indicated a lower level of preference

for the scene and the most frequent responses were polarised between not at all

and very much.

Roofscapes
The area plan for Steveston identifies roofscapes as having a significant

impact on the visual impression of a development or area. The pictures in this

set were selected for how they represent different roof styles specifically

identified in the area plan, including false-fronted commercial buildings, steep-

pitched and gabled roofs, as well as flat roofs. lt is of importance to note that the

guidelines for roof, including, pitch and material, vary depending upon the

character of the development area.

Picture 24, depicting a modern two-storey commercial building in the

Chatham Street Development Permit Area received a relatively low composite

score indicating a lower level of preference for the scene. Residents and non-
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residents both responded with the greatest frequency that they did not prefer the

scene. Additionally, only 2 respondents indicated that they liked the scene ve4iz

much.

Another picture that deserves special mention when analysing the

responses is Picture 2D. Similar to Picture 2A, this scene received a relatively

low level of preference. While the most frequent overall response indicated

somewhat of a preference for the scene, one quarter of all respondents indicated

that they did not prefer the scene.

Both Pictures 28 and 2C in this group received comparable composite

scores from residents and non-residents indicating that there was sotnewhat of a

preference for the scene. The most frequent response indicated from all

respondents for Picture 28 indicated somewhat of a preference and the most

frequent response for Picture 2C indicat ed quite a bit o'f preference for the scene.

Landscape Elements
The intent of the area plan is to ensure that new developments in

Steveston incorporate landscape elements that "reinforce the importance of

Steveston's public realm, and enhance it as a green and pedestrian-oriented

environment reflective of both its riverfront setting and its garden traditions" (City

of Richmond 1999b, p.67: emphasis in original). With this intent the plan

identifies public open spaces, street edges, private open Spaces and trees and

vegetation with specific guidelines. The images chosen within this set represent

the Steveston Village Character Area (including the water-front area) and 7th
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Avenue at Chatham Street. Specifically, they focus on public open spaces and

street edges.

All of the images presented in this set received comparable composite

mean scores from residents and non-residents. Additionally, each group showed

a relatively high level of preference for Pictures 38 and 3D. The image that

showed the most discrepancy was Picture 34. This scene depicts a street edge

scene showing a cobble stone sidewalk with two mooring piles used as bollards.

This scene indicated a slightly lower composite score amongst non-residents,

with 25% of residents indicating that they did not have a preference for the

scene.

Picture 38 received composite scores indicating that respondents showed

quite a bit of preference for the scene. More than three-quaÍers of all

respondents indicated a high level of preference for the scene with 79% of

residents and 68% of non-residents indicating that they liked the scene quite a bit

or very much. No respondents indicated that they did not like the scene.

Similarly, Picture 3D showed a high level of preference from both

residents and non-residents. The most frequent response indicated by all

respondents showed that they liked the landscape element very much (n=60).

Further, 90% of all respondents indicate a high level of preference for the

landscape element by liking it quite a bít or very much.
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Windows and Doors
The final architectural elements evaluated in this survey were windows

and doors. The images chosen included two commercial buildings and two

residential buildings. ln addition to specific guidelines contained within the

development permit, or character areas, there are general guidelines for all new

developments in Steveston. Within the category of architectural elements,

windows and doors fall into guidelines of Exterior Walls and Finishes. Windows

and doors were chosen for evaluation as they were considered to be more

identifiable than some of the other elements (i.e. materials and trim). Most of the

features evaluated could best be classified as facades of buildings, with the

exception of specific window treatments such as dormers and canopies.

Picture 4A, showing a bay window in a recently constructed single

dwelling unit received a high level of preference from both groups, with non-

residents indicating that they like the element slightly more than residents.

Almost three-quarters of residents indicated that they fiked the element quite a bit

or very much while compared to 80% of non-residents. Very few negative

responses were received for this window treatment; only two resident

respondents, and no non-residents, indicated that they did not like the element.

Picture 48 received identical composite scores from residents and non-

residents. The highest frequency of resident and non-resident responses

indicated that they liked the scene very much. No non-residents indicated that
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they did not like the element and only two residents indicated a negative

response to the scene.

Picture 4C of this group received the only contentious results when

comparing resident preferences to those of non-residences. Residents of

Steveston indicated a high level of preference for the element shown. The most

frequent response for residents indicated that they liked the elementvery much

and 85% of residents indicated that they liked it quite a bit or very much. ln

comparison the majority of non-residents indicated that they only liked the scene

somewhat.

Picture 4D, depicting the window covering treatment on a commercial

building received identical composite scores from residents and non-residents.

The most frequent responses received for this element were that of liking it

somewhaf and quite a bit from resídents and non-residents respectively.

However, a large number of respondents, including 20% of non-residents

indicated that they did not like the element. ln total, approximately one-third of all

respondents indicated that they liked the scene only a little or not at all.

7.3 Discussion

The results of the photographic suruey used within this study indicate that,

overall, there is a preference for the actual design characteristics of Steveston.

There was an exhibited level of preference indicated for both residential and

commercial scenes and the results seem to indicate the scenes which residents
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are familiar w¡tn (and therefore the design characteristics) are more likely to have

a higher preference.

An example of this is Picture 4C; residents ranked this scene with a high

level of preference while non-residents were indifferent. On its own the design

component is somewhat non-descript, a brightly coloured dormer (actually a lift)

on an older building. However, for a resident who is familiar with the scene, the

component stands out as being part of the old post office which is currently a

museum and a designated heritage building. So while on its own accord, there

may be little preference for the component, when it is considered within the

context of the entire scene it becomes more significant. For the resident the

context is that of an important landmark within Steveston and a highly visible

connection to the area's history. Though not grand in stature the small facility

provides a permanent reminder to the area's roots and helps to reinforce

membership ín the community.

Familiarity likely also plays a factor in the preference of residents for

Picture 2A. The modern commercial building seemingly does little to contribute

to the character of Steveston, a fact which is reflected by its low level of

preference by most of the respondents. The Steveston Area Plan recognises

that this building does not contribute in a positive way to the neighbourhood. The

plan indicates that the this area on Chatham Street "lacks a strong sense of

character, and is made to feel almost highway-like by its broad building setbacks,

parking lots, lack of trees and wide road right-of-way" (City of Richmond 1999b,

88). The design guidelines for this area try to ensure that new devefopments
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"promote a stronger sense of place änd to enhance the area as part of the

Sfevesfon Village and the gateway to Garry Point ParK'(lb¡d. emphasis in

original).

On its own a building might do little to add to the character of an area.

However, when viewed as part of its surroundings the composite image may

become the character of the area. An example of this is depicted in Picture 1D.

The relatively non-descript row of single story commercial buildings seems to

hold little visual appeal. However, many respondents indicated a fondness for

the scene. Some of the comments received for this image seem to offer an

explanation for this phenomenon. For example, one respondent provided the

following reasoning "l like the low buildings in Steveston. Although not appealíng

to the eye (it) has (a) special quality because of relationships with retailers; the

building doesn't hold as much impoftance". This raises two very important issues

when reviewing design guidelines and design preferences within Steveston. The

relationship that an individual may have with an area or building will influence

their preference. Additionally, the history of the character area will influence an

individual's preference for the scene. The scene depicted here is one that all

residents are familiar with and probably have a personal relationship with people

who operate the businesses located there. As a result the buildings, though not

necessarily appealing, are highly liked because they are embedded in the social

and physical fabric of the community.

ln contrast, Picture 1C, which was relatively well liked by non-residents,

showed less than favourable results among residents. This likely has less to do
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with the actual design of the facility than it has to do with the location of the

building. The residential building is located in an area that was previously not

developed for residential purposes and is located in close proximity to the

popular Garry Point Park. Many residents may consider the development of this

building as an encroachment of residential land use in areas that were typically

industry-focused in the past. Today, this development still stands out as a pocket

of residential land in an area that is zoned as industrial, though most of the land

is only being passively used (primarily off-season storage)to support the fishing

industry.

When the results of the survey are examined on an area basis somewhat

different results seem to emerge. Pictures 1C,2D, and 38 are all from the 7th

Avenue and Chatham Street Character Area. As a whole the image attracted

relatively low levels of preference (14) as did the roofline (2D) while the street

edge treatment scored quite highly. As previously mentioned, this is likely biased

by how the residents value this area within the community, as opposed to the

preference for the actual building. ln essence it is likely that the building does not

fit the character of the area. Possibly, if this building were being considered in

the context of a different area, it would have a higher preference rating.
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7.4 Summary

It is apparent when reviewing the findings from the photographic survey

that there is a factor of familiarity, on the part of the respondents, to the scenery

and structures that form the urban texture of Steveston. The images indicate that

there is no one style that is indicative of Steveston, or the clear preference of

Steveston residents; this should not be surprising. The intent of this portion of

the case study was to evaluate how well the design guidelines within the area

plan are liked by the residents of Steveston. Also considered within this

framework were the opinions of non-resident visitors to the area. The results

suggest that there is a preference for most of the guidelines contained within the

plan. One area that failed to get the endorsement of respondents was the

guidelines for the 7th Avenue and Chatham Street area.

The images tested in this chapter represent the predominant architectural

and urban design characteristics found within different character areas of

Steveston, as stated in Section 6 of the City of Richmond's Bylaw 7400,

Schedule 2.4 (Appendix 5). The research shows that these characteristics are

generally well-received and well-liked by both residents and non-residents. The

stated objective for this section was to determine:

Do the design guidelines for Steveston contribute to the unique
character of Steveston as reflected in the preferences of the
residents of the area?
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The findings suggest that the design guidelines reflect the preferences of

the residents of Steveston. Further, the findings also suggest that people

recogn¡se the built form of Steveston as being integral to preserving the

character and nature of the neighbourhood. This leads to the suggestion that

people value the physical components of 'historic' Steveston for their utility and

their role in supporling the sense of community that exists in the larger

municipally defined neighbourhood of Steveston. The guidelines will help to

ensure that future development is built in accordance to the preferences of

residents. The conjunction of social aspects of community and the physical

components of a neighbourhood are examined in more detail in the following

chapter.
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8. Se¡¡se or P¡-ece

Sfeyesfon is a beautíful smalltownship with a lot of history.
Keeping the heritage and fishíng village look is a must! rhrs is
one of the many locations I bring my friends from visiting
countries to. lt is a great touríst spot because of ifs history (non-
resident survey respondent).

8.1 lntroduction

Today Steveston is very much a 'place'of contrasts. lt is home to the

working and evolving fishing industry, and the emerging and dominating

tourism industry. One industry has evolved out of the other; as the economic

role of fishing declines the importance of tourism escalates. However,

tourism within Steveston has led to a sort of schizophrenia, for Steveston now

has two personalitíes: the home-town that the resident experiences, and the

quaint fishing village that visitors are attracted to.

while the previous two chapters examined the sociar aspects of

steveston (sense of community) and the spatial aspects of community

(neighbourhood design) this chapter brings those concepts together to

examine the socio-spatial aspects of community (sense of place). lt is an

obseruation of steveston, in its totality, as a place. The experience of place,

such as that offered by Terry Pindell(1995), is highly subjective and wíll

undoubtedly reflect an observefs own values and preferences. To balance

this apparent bias, the evaluation of Steveston as a place will also be based
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on the salient planning literature on place-theory (see chapter 3) and the

findings of the two surveys.

8.2 Discussion

It is likely that a sense of community can exist índependenfly of a

sense of place. However, based on the literature on place and community it

ís improbable that a true sense of place could exist without a sense of

communityll. While sense of place will reinforce a local sense of community

at the neighbourhood level. Sense of community is likely a prerequisite for a

sense of place. The design of a neighbourhood will influence the nature of

the "neighbouring" and contribute to sense of community, which ín turn,

through the broader community, influences a sense of place on a grand scale.

The following discussion is structured around the categories provided

by Terry Pindell in his evaluation of different places throughout North

America. Pindell rated the places he visited by giving each of his criteria a

score out of five and then comparing the results (Pindell 1gg5). Such a

comparison could only be subjective, and rating steveston using these

guidelines would offer little benefit. My evaluation of Steveston will

tt Proponents of neo{raditional designs make claims of their ability to build a sense of place.
However, in practice many have lacked a true sense of place due to their inability to create a
sense of community. They often only provide the physical infrastructure that couid promote a
sense of place but fail to make the link between space and place thereby failing to create
socio-spatial communities (Graham and Healey lggg).
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use the same cr¡teria as Pindell, but offer only three rankings; pass, fail or

needs improvement. A passing grade indicates that the criteria for place

have been met. A rating of "needs improvement" means that some of the

criteria are met, but that minor improvements are needed, while a failing

grade means that none of the criteria have been met or that significant steps

need to be undertaken to meet the criteria. The categories include; cheers,

foot, cake, someplace and fudge.

Cheers
Cheers is the "social líbido" of a place and is described as being the

presence or abundance of "third places" (Pindell 1995, 15). Oldenburg

described third places as being areas that allow for informal social interaction

and that are inclusive and local in nature. lt is apparent upon first glimpse

that there are severalthird-places within Steveston. The difficulty comes in

finding gathering places that are both inclusive and local. lt is likely that being

inclusive and local means that it is inclusive to both locals and visitors, while

being local in nature means that it serues as an important gathering place

within the community or neighbourhood.

Many of the suruey respondents indicated that they often meet friends

at businesses within Steveston to socialise. Establishments where they are

likely to do this, include; the Steveston Hotel, the Legion and O'Hare's Pub.

However, until recently the Legion was not typically considered to be inclusive

in nature. The impoftance of many of these places is that they have the
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ability to bridge generations and appeal to a wide variety of people. lt is not

uncommon to be having a meal at the Steveston Hotel and to overhear

snippets of conversation from local politicians, fishermen, tourists, families or

any variety of other groups; the point being that the establishment is both

inclusive and localin nature. While at different times different establishments

may meet either of the requirements of inclusiveness or locality, the

Steveston Hotel stands out as being both at all times.

The downtown area of the Steveston Village offers wide sidewalks that

invite people to stroll. There are several areas where a person can sit on a

public bench and people-watch. There are also a few cafes that offer

sidewalk seating. The design characteristics evident in the downtown area of

the village promote walkability (see Foot) but also allow for greater

oppoftunity for casual face{o-face interaction among neighbourhood

residents and visitors. The abundance of local businesses offers a great

oppodunity for casual interaction by residents. This is confirmed by the fact

that 93% of study respondents indicated that they frequent local businesses.

Foot
One of the elements that all of the literature on place seems to have in

common is an emphasis on the walkability of a place and therefore a reduced

reliance on the automobile. Oldenburg advises that, to promote walkability, a

place needs to be convenient, and the necessities of life need to be available

nearby in a compact area.
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Figure 7: The Steveston Hotel

The Steveston Hotel - 1910 - 1977 - 2000 (counter-clockwise from top). The Sockeye Hotel, now known
as the Steveston Hotel. ln an effort to improve its image the pub changed its name from the Buccaneer, to
the Buck and Ear (it has also been known as the Third Avenue Pub). lt is still commonly referred to as the
"buck".

The relatively compact form of the Steveston Village would lead to the

impression of walkability and a favourable rating for the foot factor. lt quickly

becomes apparent when navigating the core area of the village that walking is

the most conven¡ent and the quickest way of getting around. However, it may

not necessar¡ly be the safest way. The streets that cross No. 1 Road pose

t--- r:IfrTÉ
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the greatest challenge, as does Moncton Street in front of the community

centre. During the survey the intersection at No. 1 Road and Moncton Street

was mentioned as being an unsafe area within the neighbourhood. No

responses were solicited on this topic, so it can be assumed that this is

considered vital to some (many?) residents.

While the core area of the Steveston Village seems to be well

designed, having wide sidewalks, street oriented buildings and plentiful

crosswalks, the traffic activity around the edges of the village can make this

option daunting. At the same time, the volume of traffic makes the option of

walking all the more attractive. During the course of this study respondents

suggested that Moncton Street, from No. 1 Road to Third Avenue, should be

closed to traffic and transformed into a pedestrian boardwalk. This may

improve the walkability of the area, but it overlooks the fact that the village is

still a seruice centre for the commercial fishing fleet. Closing the main street

in the Steveston business centre area could have a deleterious impact on

these businesses, and should be approached cautiously.

Cake
The combination of natural elements and natural beauty with urban

elements such as cultural amenities is critical in creating good places to live.

This is reinforced by Beatley and Manníng (1997)who state that ecological

places do not need to sacrifice natural areas for higher densities.

An impofiant cultural amenity in the neighbourhood is the Steveston

Community Centre. lt could be argued that the Steveston Community Centre
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plays an important role as a third-place; however, at most times of the year ít

would not likely be viewed as being inclusive. While not being a third-place,

the Steveston Community Centre is one píece of the overall 'cake'. This is a

place where individuals will go for any number of reasons. The Centre meets

the needs of a number of residents: there is a fitness centre, a library, a day-

care, a cultural centre, sports activities, and a community police office, all in

one campus-like setting. The centre offers endless opportunities for the

casual and informal interaction of members of the community. Participation in

events at the Centre promotes membership in the community. The

opportunity for unplanned social interaction, which can occur at the centre,

contributes to the sense of place that resídents feel for Steveston.

The abundance of parks in Steveston, including the park at the

Steveston Community Centre and Garry Point, combined with the scenic

vistas offered along the Steveston waterfront are 'the icing'on the cake when

experiencing Steveston. ln addition, the trail system along the dyke links the

village area to many of the surrounding neighbourhoods and to the rest of

Richmond (See Map 3 Appendix 4).

Someplace
This factor is the character and uniqueness that sets one place apart

from another. This is the factor that gives an area its identity. lt is the factor

that allows a place to emerge from being a nowhere and establish itself as a

somewhere. According to Pindell this is the factor that prevents a place from

becoming an "anyplace". There is no shortage of character in Steveston. The
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literature points to the architecture and history as being major criteria for

. establishing an area as a someplace. However, in Steveston a major

contributor to the someplace factor is also the fishing activity indicative of the
l. area.

While the eclectic architecture contributes to the character of the atea,

the function of the buildings is an important contributor to uníqueness and the

diversity of the area. ln the village there is: a lumberyard, on the main street;

', â machine shop, next to a dance gallery; and a hotel beside a net storage

' area. ln otherwords, the village serves a wide variety of functions as an inter-

mixture of land uses, rather than a series of segregated zones, and each

r land-use contributes to the character of the area.

Another criteria for a 'someplace' is the history of the area. steveston

has capitalised on its history and this has contributed to the special emotional

. .onnection that residents feelto the area. Additionally, the thematic

' reference to this history throughout the village allows for the creation of a

¡ someplace. The historic preservation of Steveston as a community and the

marketing of that history to establish the area as a someplace began w1h

' residents of the area. Today the Steveston Hístorical Society operates the

. museum at the Steveston Post Office and the Gulf of Georgia Cannery is now

'1 a National Historic síte operated by Parks Canada. These institutions have

' been a response to residents'perception that they have a 'someplace'and

' become a rallying point for increasing the community's capacity to enhance its

own 'someplace' factors. The institutions strengthen the connection of the
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place to its history and herp to ensure that the prace wiil continue to be a

'someplace' for future generations.

Fudge
Fudge is the unanticipated surprise that one can experience in a place.

ln steveston one needs only to stroll along the public dock on a sunday

morning, or to go to Garry point on a lazy summer afternoon to experience

the special surprises that Steveston can yield. The 'fudge' factor is unique to

each individual, good praces wiil set the stage in order to ailow for the

greatest variety of surprises. Residents and visitors are likely to find their own

surprises' For some this could be encountering a friend from another street,

or socialising with a neighbour while buying fresh fish from a local fisherman

at the public dock. For others it could be enjoying a bon-fire while watching

the sun set at Garry point. The more time you spend in steveston the more

likely you are to find your own surprises.

8.3 Summary

Steveston appears to be an area with two identities - the Steveston that

residents experience, and the one that visitors experience. There is a

symbiotic relationship between the two phenomena. That steveston has a

strong sense of place is apparent; what is also evident is that the physical and

social infrastructure of Steveston contributes to this sense of place. However,

much of what makes steveston a prace is possibre due to the revenue and
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interest generatéd by visitors. On the other hand, much of what draws

visitors to the area, at least initially, is the unique character of the area due to

its strong sense of community.

Third-places, warkable streets and areas that promote casual

interaction among residents also promote the sense of community among

residents (For instance, meeting with friends at the Steveston Hotel, window

shopping on Moncton Street, or having an ice cream at the boardwalk along

the waterfront). McMillan and Chavis (1986) offered the contact hypothesis to

suggest that the more opportunity residents have to interact informally, the

greater the sense of community would be. lnsofar as the built environment

can provide oppofiunities for contact to happen, fostering the local sense of

community creates sense of place.

steveston's location, on the outer edge of the Fraser River delta,

combined with the protection of and access to parks, allows residents to

"have one's cake and eat it too" (Pindell 1995; 15). However, as Steveston is

an attractive place to live for these reasons it will contínue to experience the

pressure of growth. Those advocating for development will need to be

cognisant of the factors that make this place different and Cake is one of

these factors. lt will not be sufficient to simply protect existing cultural and

natural amenities. consideration needs to be given to ensuring that new
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cultural amenities are developed to reflecl the values of new residents and to

exploring new opportunities to share the natural amenities.

Steveston is a someplace. The character of the area,which is rooted

in the history of the area, is one of the factors which sets steveston apart

from other areas. ln other words, the history of the area has been tangibly

intenruoven into the fabric of the neighbourhood. The result is the special and

unique character that helps make Steveston a someplace. The character of

the area arises out of the combination of,a working fishing seruice centre and

a rich heritage site. Together, these factors make Steveston attractive to

visitors and residents.

The final task of this case study was to consider Steveston as a. place

and to answer the following research question:

. ls steveston a distinct'prace'and can it be considered a good
'place'?

The findings from this research indicate that Steveston ís a distinct place and

is considered to be a good place, by residents and visitors alike. The criteria
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Criteria

I Major lmprovements Required
,/ Pass*
. Minor lmprovements Required

Overall Rating

ïhird Places

Face-to-face interaction

Walkability

Convenience

Street Life

Needs improvement:The
intersectíon of No. I Road and
Moncton Street was
specifically indicated be
respondents as being

Natural landscapes

Unsorted places

Human environment fit

Pass: The linkages between the
upland residential area and
natural landscapes could be
enhanced. Future
developments, especially
along the waterfront should
increase access to natural
lands.

ldentity

Emotional Connection
Pass: Future development in the

neighborhood should be
guided in a way that is
sensitive to the history and
identity of the area.

*A pass rating means that the factor met the criteria as set out in the literature, however there is still room for
eserve what is already there.

for making this determination are outl¡ned above and based on the findings of
this study, Steveston receives the following ratings:
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9. SuurvlARy AND Co¡lcl-ustoNs

9.1 planning Goats and Objectives

This practicum began with a review of the stated goars for pranning
efforts within steveston' These goats constituted the guiding framework for
this evaluation' The goals of the steveston Area plan (Bylaw Tloo,schedule
2.4) are as follows:

The goar of the steveston Area pran is to create a vibrantSteveston community by managing resideÃtial, commercial,industrial and commúnity uses,-in ã way thaì will:

' Enhance the home-port and fishing vitage character;. Be sensitive to the area,s history; and

' Balance the unique needs and character of the waterfront,uprand residentiar community and steváston BusinessCentre.
(City of Richmond 1999b, pg. 7)

The city of Richmond devetoped the goars of the Area pran with
contributions from the steveston wateriront working committee, comprised
of a small group of neighbourhood stakeholders. The Area plan sets out an
overall communíty vision for the area of steveston, then identifies a number of
policies to guide land use in the area. The plan arso contains provisions for
implementing and monitoring the policies. This practícum did not evaluate
policies within the pran, nor monitor the imprementation of them. Rather, this
practicum focused on evaluating the goals of the pran and the representation
of the neighbourhood's varues. The goars of the pran are the vision that is
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used as the pran evorves; the goars reflect the unique needs of the
neighbourhood. As we rearn from Hodge, the pranning process must,,make a
concentrated effort to tie rand devetopment to community goars,,(1ggg,

p.300).

The Area pran, most recenfly reviewed by councir in 1ggg, contains
provisions for a major review every five years. Additionaily, the pran cails for
continual monitoring and an annual review, as necessary. The evaluation of
the goars of the pran, such as was done in this study, shourd be a preriminary
step in any major review of the pran. Moreover, the information gained from
this study courd assist in creating rerevant poricies. Determining the
relevance of goars sets the stage for subsequent anatysis, poricy

development and evaruation (vining and Board man 2001).

Finally' this evaluation considered the goars of the offïcial community
Plan and its focus on neighbourhood pranning. According to the ocp,
planning objectives and poticies within Ríchmond's neighbourhoods shoutd be
based on:

strengthening the sense of community in RichmondNeighbourhoods;

Maintaining and enhancing the unique character of individuarneighbourhoods;

lmproving the choices for housing within the neighbourhoods asresidents'needs change; 'i

lmproving the choices for meeting dairy needs within theneighbourhood; and s

lmproving the warkabirity and access to community amenities,facirities and servic es (RíchmorJ on¡i¡à'í ð;;;i;ii,'ptan,l eeep.29; emphasis in original oo.umentj:'-' -""""ut'tLv '
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ldentifying the official goals for planning in the neightiourhood assisted
in the development of research goals and objectives, incruding the evaruation
criteria.

9.2 Reflections on Research Design

Sense of Community Suruey
Recently several t"éuttth"is have embraced the concepts of McMiran

and chavis (lgg6) and Grynn (rgg1, 1986) and have appried the theory of
sense of community to pranning practise (cochrun 1gg4,Enns and wirson
1999; Nasar and Jurien 1gg5; and, Taren l ggg). The resurts from the case
study suggest that a strong sense of community exists in steveston. Future
studies could focus on the specific interactions that occur in the area, to try
and discover the nature of the sense of community that exists there.

specific questions could be developed to tearn how individuats interact
with others in their neighbourhood, and how important thís is to them.
Additionaily, questions courd be designed to rearn about their personar
invorvement in the community, such as through vorunteer efforts, and to rook
at the role that this invorvement prays in the rong_term viabirity of sense of
community in this place.

one of the rimitations that the survey method emproyed in this study
may have is that it was conducted during a high profire community event.
Among the participants of the survey were vorunteers at the festivar who may
have a stronger than average sense of community. rt is unknown how many
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of the respondents were also volunteers; they were in the minority, but it does

merit recognition when observing the composition of the sample. Additionally,

the sample seems to be in favour of long{ime Steveston residents. This

study did not include multivariate analysis to compare the results based on

duration or location of residency, but future studies should consider this.

Photographic Suruey
Photo surveys have been used by several researchers who have

established the valídity of the research tool (Kaplan, Kaplan and Ryan 1998;

Nasar 1990 and 1994; Brower 1996; Nelessen 1994; and Stamps 1996).

However, during the course of this practicum several problems arose, which

indicate limitations to this form of consultation. Among these is the time and

resources necessary to conduct a photographic survey. The photo-suruey

took longer to conduct than had been anticipated or experienced during pre-

testing, due to: not being able to accommodate enough respondents at one

time given the limíted space and resources. The final challenge to conducting

research in this manner was the high winds which proved quite effective at

dispersing surveys, pens, picture cards and anything else not firmly secured.

At the same time, respondents appeared to enjoy this portion of the

research, often discussing the merits of different images and scenes.

Additionally, the visual nature of the suruey attracted attention and interest to

participate. Some individuals chose to examine the picture cards and

corresponding materials within the kiosk, while at the same time declining to

participate in the study. Future use of photographic surveys would be
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encouraged, given a means of broadcasting the images to a larger group of

people, perhaps by using a slide show (possibly in a focus group setting).

9.3 Recommendations

lnformation from photo surueys done within the neighbourhood of

Steveston could assist in development permit approval in Richmond.

Specifically, information on residents'design preferences can be used to help

streamline approval processes. Future consideration should be given to

evaluate existing and potential designs to determine specific design trends

that are preferred by residents. There exists a considerable amount of

literature on different forms of review, be it administrative or discretionary.

Recurring neighbourhood photographic surveys, as paft of a monitoring and

review process, could guide these reviews. Further monitoring within this

neighbourhood could seek to evaluate recently approved projects and to see

how closely they follow the design guidelines for their area'

This study focused on an evaluation of the goals of the Steveston Area

Plan. As part of the plan-making process, the evaluation of goals is a

necessary first step before any major review of land use policies. Future

consideration should be given to analysing how the Sub Area Plan evolves,

specifically this should include a review of any changes that have been

necessary and to determine how these might reflect changing values and

preferences within the neighbourhood. lnvestigating the nature of changes to
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the Sub Area Plan will help to identify potential problems with the

implementation of the planning vision.

Neighbourhood events like the Steveston Salmon Festival play a

significant role in creating a sense of community and a sense of place.

Similarly, associations such as the Steveston Community Society,

responsible for organising the Salmon festival and operating the community

centre, make un-measurable contributions to community organising and

"unofficial" community planning. When these events grow beyond the

neighbourhood level they can place a burden on the social structures that

have provided for them. As a result there is a risk that the task of running

such an event through a network of neighbourhood volunteers can be

deemed as too daunting of a task. Local government infrastructure and

support should continue to be provided to assist neighbourhood volunteers in

organising and running these events and contribute to the "unofficial"

community planning that is occurring.

9.4 Summary

Concepts of community and place are imporlant factors in creating

places where people want to live. This study evaluated efforts made by the

City of Richmond in the Steveston Area Plan: Bylaw 7100, Schedule 2.4, in

promoting these concepts. Many areas that have experienced significant

population growth in the post-war era have been developed in a way that is

heavily auto-dependent and generally lacking a solid grounding in the area's
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history. The lack of character in many neighbourhoods in Richmond has

prohibíted the cultivation of community values and resulted in places without a

sense of vitality and vibrancy (Pindell 1995, Kunstler 1996). As a result, this

form f development has contributed to creating spaces, which fail to offer the

social and physical infrastructure that makes people want to live there. The

trend that has emerged is a North American population that is not rooted in

place, and as a result, having mobility patterns that see one in five

households moving annually (Pindell 1995). Additionally, the demand for new

places to live is contributing to the consumption of approximately one million

acres of undeveloped land annually in Nodh America (Langdon 1994).

Cultivating and promoting neighbourhoods with a strong sense of

community, and a strong sense of place, leads to stable and dynamic places

to live. A cohesive community is one that is a liveable place, which entices

residents to stay in place and allows people to enjoy a quality of life that

meets their needs. Additionally, a community with a strong sense of itself is

better able to overcome obstacles or crises that it may be challenged with.

Neighbourhood planning efforts in Steveston, which are intended to

strengthen the sense of community in the area and promote the area as a

unique and special place, help to inoculate Steveston from becoming an

'anywhere' or'nowhere' within the burgeoning Greater Vancouver

metropolitan area.

This practicum was an evaluation of planning goals for Steveston,

within the framework of the Steveston Area Plan and the OCP. The central
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question of the study was to help determine the relevance of area plan-

making to a neighbourhood vision representing the values and preferences of

the people in the area. To accomplish this the guiding goals of both the OCP

and the Steveston Area Plan were reviewed. As a result of this review three

strategic objectives were identified to guide the evaluation in this case. These

objectives were:

. Based on the literature and evaluative scales available, is there a
strong 'sense of community' present amongst the residents of
Steveston?

. Do the design guidelines for Steveston contribute to the unique

character of Steveston as reflected in the preferences of the
residents of the area?

. ls Steveston a distinct'place'and is it considered to be a good

'place'?

The results of the research suggest that there is a strong sense of

community within Steveston. Additionally, it indicates that the design

guidelines for the area positively contribute to the unique character of the

Steveston, and are aligned with the preferences of the residents. A strong

sense of community in Steveston, and neighbourhood designs that are valued

by residents and visitors, results in the creation of an area with a strong sense

of place.

Community and neighbourhood planning can be a means to create

liveable places that reflect local values and preferences. Further, the

expression of values through social structures and the built environment can

lead to a reinforcement of a sense of community and the creation of a sense

of place. Social structures lead to the reinforcement of a community of
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interest and assist in the socio-spatial construct of a place' The physical

design of a neighbourhood can both inhibit and promote a sense of place,

while both physical and social factors contribute to building a stronger sense

of community. Accordingly, it can be concluded that Steveston has been

well-served by a formal planning vision that responds to the unique needs of

the area and reflects the values of the people who reside there.
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Apperuolx 1: SunveY QuesrloNNAlRE
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Secr¡oru 1 : QuesrloNNAtRE

The following questions are intended to determine sense of community

and levels of neighbouring present in the community of Steveston. The survey is

intended for residents of Steveston. lf you are not a resident of Steveston
please proceed to section 2 of this suryey. lf there are any questions in the

iollowing section of this survey that you do not feel comfortable answering you

r"y respond with a neutral answer or skip the question. Please do not write on

thié sheet. Mark alt your answer choices on the response sheet provided.

1. I am quite similar to most people who live in Steveston.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disagree e) strongly disagree

2. If I feel like talking, I can generally find someone in my neighbourhood

to talk to right away.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disagree e) strongly disagree

3. I do not care whether Steveston does well.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disagree

4. The police in Steveston are generally friendly.

a) strongly aglee b) agree c) neutral d) disagree e) strongly disagree

5. people here know they can get help from others in Steveston if they are in

trouble.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disagree e) strongly disagree

6. My friends in Steveston are part of my everyday activities.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disagree e) strongly disagree

e) strongly disagree
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1. rc I am upset about something personal there is no one in Steveston to

whom I can turn.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disagree e) strongly disagree

8. If there were a serious problem in Steveston, the people here could get

together and solve it.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disagree e) strongly disagree

9. If someone does something good for Steveston, that makes me feel good.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disag¡ee e) strongly disagree

10. If I had an emergency, even people I do not know in Steveston would be

willing to help me.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disagree e) strongly disagree

11. I have no friends in Steveston on whom I can depend.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disagree e) strongly disagree

12. I am aware of the history of Steveston.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disagree e) strongly disagree

13. The history of this Steveston is important to me.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disagree e) strongly disagree

14. I often frequent the businesses within Steveston.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disagree e) strongly disagree

15. I meet friends at businesses within Steveston to socialise.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disagree e) strongly disagree
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16. Public areas and parks within Steveston are important to me.

a) strongly agree b) agree c) neutral d) disagree e) strongly disagree

17. How long have you lived in Steveston?

a) 0-2 years
b) 3-5 years
c) 6-i0 years
d) 10-15 years
e) more than 15 years

How long do you expect to live in Steveston?

a) 0-2 years

b) 3-5 years

c) 6-10 years
d) l0-15 years
e) more than 15 years

Section 1 is now complete, please proceed to sectÍon 2 on the next page.
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Section 2: Photographic Survey
For EACH of the photographs please indicate how much you like the scene

that is presented. When a particular part of the scene is highlighted (with a
coloured sticker) consider your preference for the given component within
the scene. The more you like the scene the higher the number you would
circle for each picture on every card.

Preference:
l. Not at aII.
2. A little
3. Somewhat.
4. Quite a bit.
5. Very much.

Card 1": Street Scenes

Please indicate your preference for the indicated scene by circling the

appropriate number.

Picture A: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Picture B: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Picture C: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Picture D: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Card 2: Roofscapes
Please indicate your preference for the indicated building components by
circling the appropriate number.

Picture A: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Picture B: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Picture C: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Picture D: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
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Card 3: Landscape Elements
Please indicate your preference for the indicated landscape features by
circling the appropriate number.

Picture A: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Picture B: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Picture C: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Picture D: l. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Card 4: Windows and Doors
Please indicate your preference for the indicated building components by
circling the appropriate number.

Picture A: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Picture B: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Picture C: l. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Picture D: l. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Section 3
Attached to the first page of your response sheet is a small sticker. Please

detach it and adhere it to the large map of Steveston in the approximate area

of your household.

Please deposit your completed response sheet in the drop box, or return it to
one of the researchers.

Thank you for your time and consideration in participating in this research

project. You contribution is greatly appreciated in the ongoing graduate

research of this researcher.

Thank-You
Greg Steves
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Appe¡¡orx 2: ReSPoNSE SHeer
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Response Sheet: Steveston Gommunity Suruey

Section 1: Sense of Community
1. A B C D
2.ABCD
3.ABCD
4.ABCD
5.ABCD
6.ABCD
7. A B C D
8.ABCD
9.ABCD
10. A B C D

11. A B C D
12.ABCD
13. A B C D
14.ABCD
15. A B C D
16. A B C D
17. A B C D
18. A B C D

Comments:

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
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Section 2: Photographic Survey

Card 1:
Picture A:
Picture B:
Picture C:
Picture D:

Card 2:
Picture A:
Picture B:
Picture C:
Picture D:

Gard 3:
Picture A:
Picture B:
Picture C:
Picture D:

Gard 4:
Picture A:
Picture B:
Picture C:
Picture D:

Gomments:

12345
12345
12345
12345

12345
12345
12345
12345

12345
12345
12345
12345

12345
12345
12345
12345

Please deposit your completed response sheet in the drop-box provided, or
return it to one of the researchers.

Thank-You
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This study is being conducted in order to determine the relationship between community
planning and community identity through both social and physical structures. This
research is being used as part of a case study on Community Planning in Steveston.
This study is being conducted by Gregory D. Steves as part of the requirements to
graduate with a Master in City Planning degree from the University of Manitoba. This
practicum work is being advised by Dr. David van Vliet of the Department of City
Planning, Faculty of Architecture at the University of Manitoba. The Faculty of
Architecture's Ethics Review Committee has approved this interview process.

Within this survey you will be asked a series of questions that are intended to gauge the
sense of community that exist in Steveston. Additionally, a photographic survey will allow
this researcher to evaluate the design guidelines of the Steveston Area Plan. lf at any
time a portion of this survey there are questions that you do not feel comfortable
answering then you may chose to ignore that item. Also, if you have any questions or
concerns while completing the survey feel free to question the researcher at any time.

Your identity will be kept confidential. Background and personal information is being
collected only to create a demographic proflle of the respondents and will not be linked
to you directly. At all times your confidentiality will be protected.

This work will be published as a practicum and will be placed in the Architecture and
Fine Arts Library at the University of Manitoba. This information may also be considered
for future publication within planning journals by the researcher.

lf you have any questions or concerns after this survey is completed, please feel free to
contact myself at 1-204-254-3066, or 106 Pear Tree Bay, winnipeg MB, canada - R3N
156. Questions or concerns may also be directed to the Advisor for this Practicum
Project. Dr. David van Vliet at204-474-7176.

Thank you for giving your time to participate in this survey. Your responses are very
valuable to this research project and are greatly appreciated.

give Gregory D. Steves permission to use the
information gathered through this survey under the conditions stated above for the
purpose of researching community planning and identity.

Date Signature
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Pnouor¡orual HR¡¡oour
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Appe¡lorx 3: PHorocRApHlc Sunvey Plcrune Cenos
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Apperuorx 4: Grry or RrcHllot¡o NelcHBouRHooo Maps
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MAP #1: Ornclel CourMuNtry Pmru: Key Mnp, prnruNrruc ARees
(Source, City of Richmond)
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Original Adoption: M¡rch 15. 1999
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Mnp #2 SrevESToN WRTeRTRoNT NEtcHBouRHooo Map
(Source, City of Richmond)
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Mlp #3 SrevesroN Bus¡¡¡ess Dlsrn¡cr
(Source: The Phoenix, Community Brochure)
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Legend:
1. Gulf of Georgia Cannery
2. Steveston Museum and Post Office
3. Britannia Heritage Shipyard
4. Fisherman's Wharf
5. Gary Point Park
6. Steveston Community Centre and

Steveston Park
7. London Farm and Musuem
B. Public Fishing Wharf
9. London Landing Park and Fishing Pier
10. Historic "Old Court House"
12 Ralston Park
13. Japanese Gardens
14. Steveston Fisherman's Memorial
15. Steveston community Police Stn
16. lnterurban Tram Display
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Appe¡¡orx 5: SrevEsroN Anee Pmru - Selecreo ExceRprs
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STEVESTON AREA PLAN

This plan sets out the goals, objectives, policies and development guidelines for the

Steveston Area.

Additionat Conservation Area and Envi¡onmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) policies,

!uiA"tit"t, and locations are included in Schedule 1 of this Bylaw and its'attachments

íS.h.dul" t is a separate document which applies to 
-the 

entire Ciry). Reade¡s should

òheck Schedule I aJ it takes precedence over this plan in the case of Conservation Areas

and ESAs.

The plan may be amended from time to time and users should check with the Ciry's

Urban Deveiopment Division to make sure that they have an up-to-date version

containing all of the adopted amendments.

uD.l1.9851 Originat Adoption: March t5, 1999
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1..0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PREAMBLE

Steveston has had an historical role as an early port site, business centre and residential

hub in Richmond. Today Steveston sUnds ai the threshold of some very important

.t*g.r. With B.C. Paciers, a long time employer, closing its frshprocessing plant,

tt"¡""ir pressure for these lands to beiedevelopè¿. Locat residents are deeply commined

io pr"r.hi"g the unique asPects of the area *iti.t give it its character and yet recognize

in"' "t.ngi;g 
social and economic conditions which give rise to potential new

development.

The nature of the fishing industry is changing as a result of federal and provincial

policies which will see a cãnsolidat-ion of faciiitiès at Steveston as one of two Home Ports

ior ttre Pacific frshing fleet. Industrial land use trends are changing at the same time that

demand is increasing for public access to and views of the water. Open space needs are

changing; open space opiortunities are now needed on the neighbourhood, community,

rnunióipãi unA ,"gionri ievets. There is a continuing demand for residential land in

Richmånd and thJ Steveston area is an att¡active location with many amenities'

With population growth, community services - roads, parks, schools, and infrastructure -

*iff U"'requiredl Business opPorpnities, oPen spãce opportunities and communiry

services wiil need to be strengthened. Valuable hãritage resources of the communiry

require careful management. There is keen public interêst in securing access to the

Stóveston waterfront ãnd in seeing that new development enhances the unique character

of the area.

Original AdoPtion: March 15. 1999
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How these changes are handled, and what might ultimately occur, a¡e influenced by the

values of the loðal residents, and has been tht subject of ongoing public debate' This

plan builds upon previous plans and reports,. and provides the framework within which

future changes can occur. 
'The 

framework is basid on how the communify sees itself

growing in'a way that will integrate and phase new growth so as not to disrupt the

õhar".tét and existing fabric of the community which is so valued.

The area plan for Steveston sets out an overall community goal for Steveston' From this

uirion, a series of achievable and realistic objectives covering basic issues and categories

of laná use are formulated which together will attain the goal. Specifrc policy stateme[ts

are then developed which detail the ways in which Council could achieve the objectives'

ilnatty, ttre process for implementing, monitoring and evaluating the plan is described

so thai ih" .ô*rnunity will'huu. 
" 

plan that is a mèaningful document. Rather, the plan

allows for changes as Steveston 
"u-olv.t, 

reflecting the unique needs of the community'

I.2 INTERPR.ETATION

r.2.1 The Plan

This document is the Off,rcial Community Plan Bylaw for the Steveston Area

(Schedule 2.4 of. BYlaw 5400).

This Area Plan sets out City's intentions for the future develoPment of the Steveston

Area (see key map, pug. uii¡ through sets of council approved Goals, objectives,

policies an¿ 
-Cui6etinàr. 

fné policiãs ourlined in Section 3 of this document apply

ttrroughout the Steveston Area; those in Se-ction 4 apply specifrcally to the Waterfro¡t

Ñ"igËUourf,ood (see key map, page viii). Area widCpolièies continue to apply to the

Waterfront Neighbourhôod, èvén though they are not restated in Section 4'

All multiple-family residential, commercial, industrial and mixed use areas are

development Permit areas.

Original AdoPtion: March 15, 1999
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L.2.2 Defïnitions

NOTE: Schedule I of the OCP contains a definitions section which applies to the entire

OCP. The following definitions apply to this area only.

At-Grade Housing: Housing uni6 of one or more storeys that have their own private

entrance and private outdoor area at ground level.

Commercial: Thcjse areas of the City where the principal uses are dirêcted toward

ñ"tdrg f"r the retail, business and personal service, recreational, enteÉainment, and

itort-rctit accommodation needs of the community and travelling public. Commercial

areas may also include residential uses in marinas.

Conservation Area: Areas considered environmentally sensitive whose protection has

b"." r*"t.d by legal means (dedication, public acquisition, legislation, Order in

Council, etc.), ór by a long+erm policy commitment by a senior level of government'

Development Permit Area: Areas that have been designated under the Municipal Act as

*q"ttt"g ttt**e oi " development permit prior to the commencement of any

development.

Ground Oriented Housing: Means housing units situated no more than four-storeys

"UoueatuA., 
inclucling at-grade housing. In addition, housing units within three-storeys

of an accessible usaUte cornmon roof deck may be coßidered equivalent to

ground-oriented in special circumstances.

Heritage: Means anything of a physical, cultural or social nature that is unique to and

v"fu.a Uy a community and can be passed from generation to generation.

uD. ¡ r.985r Original Adoption: March l5' 1999



Heritage Residential: As applied to the l¡ndon/Princess node means those areas

intended to accolnmodate residential structures of recognized historic significance' or

new structures designed to a distinctive heritage .pp."iunce reflective of Steveston's

character.

Home Port: Means an area of land and water in which provision is expressly'made for

the moorage of 
"omm.r"ial 

Frshing boats and other conunercial vessels' and for the land

based services that support a maritime economy'

Industrial: Means a use providing for the manufacturing, processing' assembling'

fabric¿tion, storing, tr.nrpätting, à'istributing, testing, servicing or repair of Fqodt'

materials or things, *iiftËt witñout an ancillãry off¡cã to administer the industrial use

on the site. Industry includes the operation of iruck terminals, docks and railways' and

wholesale businesses.

Institutional: Those ateas accommodating organizations estrblished for civic' political'

Ëi¡gi"*, *cial cultural, educational, health care' or like purposes'

Light Industrial: Means industry which is.wholly enclosed w]1trin a building or buildings

except for the ,,or.g.-ãi;ommärcial vehicles, iecreation vehicles and boats' and which

is not offensive by t..t* oit*oke, noise, ïibration, dirt, glare, odour or electrical

' interference.

Maritime Heritage: Those areas where the principal use is a historic site associated with

the fishing industry and which is used to acco'nr¡nodate features such as traditional

moorage, heritage artifacts and structurar, *urau*s, education facilities' and related

programs and servíces.

Original AdoPtion: M¡rch 15, 1999
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Maritime Mixed Use: Means an area set aside to support themaritime economy' with

;" ñÑñt dwhich support primarily the commercial Frshing fleet, including:

(Ð Custom workshoPs;
Enclosed Storage Facilities;
laundry and Drycleaning;
Light Industrial;
Maritime educational facilities;
Moorage;
Offices;
Other services related to maritime uses;

Parking; and

Service and repair of boats and marine equipment'

(iÐ Retail uses are accornmodated as accessory uses in the Maritime Mixed Use Area,

between Phoenix Pond and No. 1 Road.

(iiÐ Between Phoenix Pond and No. 1 Road, residential uses are accommodated above

grade and only over the dry land portions of the Maritime Mixed use area as a

iecondary ur.. In addition, residential uses are to be situated so as to minimize

potential conflicts with other uses.

A combination
same building, including

Muttiole-Familv Residential: Means a building containing two or more dwelling units'

Pedestrian Arcade: Means an exterior pedestrian Passageway, with or without a roof'

typically abuning shoP fronts.

uD. t ¡ .9851 Original Adoption: March 15, 1999
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Public Open Space: Those areas where the principal use is public or private recreation,

public administration, City works, schools, parks, and trails.

Residential: Housing and uses associated with residential neighbourhoods including:

single-family, two-family and multiple-family housing: childcare facilities; group homes;

community uses; and home occupation. Local commercial uses of no more than 375 m2

(4,036 ft2) may be provided as part of a residential development where they will
complement adjacent uses, be conveniently accessible by local roads and pedestrian

routes, and enhance the character of the neighbourhood.

Sinele Family Residential: Means a deøched building used exclusively for residential

purposes, contâining one dwelling unit only.

Steveston Business Centre: Means the specific designated com¡nercial area centeriDg on

Moncton and Chatham Streets.
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2,0 GOAL

THE GOAL OF THE STEVESTON AREA PLAN IS TO CREATE A VIBR.A.NT

STEVESTON COMMUNITY BY MANAGING RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL'
INDUSTRIAL AND COMMUNITY USES, IN A WAY THAT WILL;

. ENHANCE THE HOME PORT AND FISHTNG VILLAGE CHARACTER;

. BE SENSITIVE TO THE AREA'S HISTORY; AND

. BALANCE THE UNIQUE NEEDS AND CHARACTER OF

WATERFRONT, UPLAND RFSIDENTIAL COMMUNITY AND

STEVFSTON BUSINFSS CENTRE.

uD. t I.985t Original Adoption: March 15. 1999
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5.0 IMPLEMENTATION

Sections 3 and 4 provïde a guïde for decisions that wilt shape the.future of the Steveston

community. fi," concepi aid policies of the plan.are-deveioped in conjunction with the

"o**unity 
and the ..hiLu.t.nt of the plan's goal, objectives and policies depend upon

,t. ,uppor, of the whole communiry. ificnmõn¿ Council has ultimate responsibility to

.nrur" ìhe plan's successful implementation. Because this will happen over time, a

process for implementation is required'

council's role in implementation is primarily to ensure orderly-development cons.istent

with the overall goal, objectives and iolicies itated in this plan' In addition' Council will

finance, construct rná-äp.rrt. ttt.'City facilities called for by the Steveston Plan as

financei permit. In apiroving ,"roning, and development permits, Council will be

guided by the stated policies of the Steveston Plan'

The City, in matters under its jurisdiction, shall be governed !f ttre Steveston Plan in the

iot*ofutíon of specif,rc progt"ot and in the determination of capital expenditures'

Implementation stePs include:

1. Adoption by Richmond council of the Steveston Area Plan Bylaw after the

required formal Public hearing;

2. Rezoning of properties to conform with the plan at the time that development

occurs;

3. Designation of the areas shown on Attachment 5 as Development Permit Areas;

4. Designation of all multiple-family residential, commercial, industrial, and mixed

use sites as Development Permit Areas;
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5.

6.

7.

Development of priorities of all public works and services (including public

safety) io be included in the city 10 Year capital Program based on the Plan;

Ongoing monitoring of the plan on a continuing basis with a yearly review and

incorporation of changes, if any by Council; and

Review of entire plan every five years to determine whether the major policy

issues continue to be addressed in the plan.

54 Origirul Adoption: March l5' 1999
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6.0 DEVELOPMENT PERMIT GTITDELIMS

6.1 APPLICATION ANTi INTENT

These guidelines form part of the Steveston Area Plan, and prescribe criteria to be

applied in the design of new development. These guidelines provide built form and

ciräracter standards for the entire Steveston cornmunity, along with more detailed

information for selected locations, and should be used in conjunction with more general

City of Richmond Developmènt Permit Guidelines and related documents aimed at

enzuring the provision of adequate levels of livability, health, amenity, environment, and

safety. It is the intent of these guidelines to support the area plan by building upon

Stevãston's recognized strengths, preserving and enhancing the valued elements of its
built form, and encouraging new elements supportive of:

a) Steveston's special character, and the distinctive qualities and opportunities

in-herent in its neighbourhoods, geography, and heritage;

b) A high standard of livability, in residential, non-residential, and mixed-use

settings; and

c) A high quality public realm, including public circulation routes, open spaces, and

the buitdings and structures that define them.

These guidelines do not require literal interpretation, in whole or in part. They will,
however, be taken into account in the consideration of Development Permit applications.
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6.1.1 Development Permit Areas

Pursuant to the Municipal Act, the City designates multiple-family residential,
institutional, commercial, and industrial areas as Development Permit areas. Exemptions
to the Development Permit process are as follows:

l. Renovations to interiors;
2. Exterior renovations of less than $15,000 in "Steveston Village"; and

3. Exterior renovations of less than $50,000 outside "Steveston Village".

It should be noted that the Ciry also designates Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA)
as Development Permit Areas. For details and exemptions to ESA'S, please refer to the

Official Community Plan.

Justification

Development policies for Steveston are aimed at creating a high-amenity communiry
focused a¡ound iæ historic village centre and the riverfront, and complemented by a

variety ofresidential and industrial neighbourhoods and special recreational oppornrnities.
The communiry's mix of uses and users, its significant social and physical heritage, and

its setting along the banks of the Fraser River create significant challenges to its sensitive
development. Implementation of Development Permit Guidelines will help support

Steveston's area plan and the evolution of the area's physical form by providing the

opportunity for site-by-site consideration of development projects.
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6.2 GENERAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT GUIDELINES

6.2.1 Settlement Patterns

The Steveston area has developed over an extended period of time, and the community's

resulting settlement patterns are reflective of its transformation from an isolated frshing

village, to a single-family suburb, and, more recently, to a centre for single- and

multiple-family residential infill. As a result, an exami¡ation of Steveston reveals it is
composed of a number of distinct "neighbourhoods" def,rned by their common

characteristics (i.e. street and lot layout, relationship to specific park/school sites or

roads, proximity to the v/ater or a conmercial centre, etc.). As Steveston continues to

evolve and densify, new development should respect and en¡ich the communiry's existing

settlement patterns.

A. Cohesive Environment
For all intents and purposes, the Steveston area is fully developed. New

development, regardless of scale, should be approached as "infill" designed to

knit together and en¡ich its context. To achieve this:

a) Private roads, driveways, and pathways should be designed as extensions

of public systems;

b) Developments should be designed to avoid their function and/or
appeamnce as new "insular neighbourhoods';

c) New development should look beyond the boundaries of its own site in
order that it may knit into not only what exists today, but what existed in

the past and is likely to exist in the future; and

d) All development near the south and west dykes should provide for public
access and views to/along the waterfront.
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B. Pedestrian-Oriented Development
As Steveston densifies and attracts increasing numbers of residents, tourists, and
businesses, it is critical that this growth support the community as a

people-friendly place that is safe, recognizable, visually pleasing, and easy to
move around in. To achieve this, new development should:

a) Create small, walkable blocks, defined primarily by public streets; '

b) Contribute to a cohesive public trail network designed to complement the
street system and support a fine grained, human scale of development; and

c) Enhance connectivity within the communiry and improve public access to
local services and amenities.

C. Neighbourhood Identity
New development should seek to respect and enhance the individual identities and

hierarchy of local neighbourhoods within the Steveston area. To achieve this, the

design of new development should:

a) Enhance the edges, focal points, commercial and recreational/social nodes,
- and the hierarchy of circulation routes which contribute to make each

neighbourhood distinct;
b) Avoid projecting a homogeneous image across the community by building

on local character attributes; and
c) Help define recognizable linls between neighbourhoods.

D. Views
New development should enhance, preserve, and, where possible, contribute to

the creation of significant publiê views, yistas, and foc¿l points. Most
importantly, new development should:

a) Enlance street-end views towards the river on the south ald Sturgeon
Ba¡k on the west;

b) Enhance views of Steveston Village from the river; and
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E.

" c) Contribute to the attractiveness of public streets and open spaces.

Natural, Built, and Human Heritage
New development should contribute to the conservation and enhancement of
heritage features, valued human landscapes, and natural areas, along with
personal and cultural historìes. To achieve this, new development should:

a) Retain and re-use historic and/or culturally significant structures in ways
which respect the unique value and oppornrniry of each;

b) Seek to maintain the relationships of recognized heiitage sites to thei¡
contexts (eg. The park and boardwalk adjacent to the historic Post Office
on Moncton Street are important to the heritage significance of the site
and should be retained.);

c) Encourage the protection and enhancement of significanr landscâpe
features, such as trees and water courses, through sensitive design and
construction;

d) Enhance public enjoyment and awareness of local natural and man-made
features, and provide complementary amenities (i.e. trails, interpretive
signage, etc.); and

e) Especially in areas of high pedestrian activity, facilitate opportunities to
respect, honour, and celebrate the heritage of Steveston and its people
through public art and other means.
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A.

6.2.2 Bulk and Height

Steveston has traditionally been cha¡acterized by its single-family dwellings on smaller
lots, the modest scale and varied forms of the commercial buildings in its historic village
centre, and the massive fishing industry buildings that once dominated its riverfront.
Recently, a distinctive new image has been introduced in the form of Southcove's
four-storey apartment buildings. Together, these forms represent a ',vocabulary" that
helps define the Steveston community. A vocabulary which is special for rhe fact that:

o Form is ma¡ried less to use than location(i.e. cannery-like buildings are typically
appropriate along the riverfront whether they house industrial uses, shops,
restaurants, or bed and breakfast/hotels); and. Sloped roofs and gable ends are com.mon throughout.

The form of new development should be f,rrmly rooted in this vocabulary, and seek to
refine and enrich it.

Cohesive Character Areas
The form of new development should be guided by that of adjacent existing
development, even where new uses are being introduced. For example,
multiple-family residential or commercial uses introduced adjacent to
single-family homes should adopt a scale and character simila¡ to those existing
dwellings, while the same uses introduced along the riverfront would be bener to
adopt a scale and form reflective of the area's historic camery buildings.

Shifts in Scale
steveston is typically characterized by two-storey buildings, except along the
riverfront where some cannery buildings stand as high as i8.3 m (60 ft.). while
this change in scale is significant, the transition is typically softened by
intervening service yards, smaller industrial buildings, park, or road. New
development should:
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a)

b)

c)

Generally ensure that a gradual transition in scale is maintained between
larger riverfront structures and existing low-rise residential buildings;
Ensure that larger strucilres do not unnecessarily block views from or
impact the privacy of smaller ones; and
Utilize changes in scale to reinforce the role or signif,rcance of specific
areas or focal points. (For example, although it may be appropriate that
a local commercial development adopt the scale and cha¡acter of its
low-rise residential neighbours, a taller element could be introduced as a
focal point and landmark.)

Architectural Elements6.2.3

steveston's maritime heritage and historic buildings combine to create a powerful image
of pitched roofs, false-fronted commercial buildings, porches, picket fences, clapboard,
bay windows, docks, boardwalks, and fishing boats. while this image is not found
tfuoughout Steveston, references to it and a love of it seem to exist everywhere, along
with a distinctly human scale of development. New development should similarly be of
a human scale, and demonstrate keen attention to detail and respect for local vernaculars.

A. Animated Streetscapes
Development should provide for street-oriented uses designed to contribute visual
diversity, reinforce a human scale, and enhance pedestrian interest. Orient uses
and architectural elements to enhance site-specific opporhtnities (i.e. prominent
corners, landmarks, pedestrian nodes, etc.), and provide special treatments at
principal entries (i.e. porches, trellises, stoops, and canopies) which emphasize
the transition from public to private. Furthermore:

a) In retail areas, including shopping centres:
i) Shops should typically front streets, not parking lots;
iÐ Small, individual store fronts should predominate, having an

ayerage frontåge of 4.6 m (15.1 ft.);
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b)

iiÐ where a large tenancy is planned, its retail frontage should be
limited to a maximum of 15.2 m (50 ft.) and its adãitional floor
area should be concealed behind smaller retail frontages;

iv) Frontages should predominantly be devoted to windows which can
accom¡nodare changing displays and provide views into shop
interiors;

v) Main entries should open directly onto city sidewalks and/or
public open spaces. Where entries are set back from the Ciry
sidewalk, they should be highly visible, clear-glazed, and easily
recognizable and accessible from the street; and

vÐ outdoor reuail displays, restaurants, and related activities a¡e
encouraged either along the sidewalk adjacent to related
businesses, space permining, or in dæignated areas e.g. as
required by the Liquor Control Board opening onto the sidewalk.
ïVhere a designated a¡ea is provided, it should typically be no
larger than 37 m2 (398.3 ftr) and have an elevationaf diffeience of
no more than 0.9 m (3 ft.) berween its grade and that of the
adjacent Ciry sidewalk. In the case of a designated outdoor dining
area, if it must be enclosed, the fence or wall should be no higher
than 0.9 m (3 ft.)(although a trellis or similar srrucrure may be
permitted overhead, supported on posts);

In residential neighbourhoods, including areas of townhouses, deached
dwellings, and/or apartments:
Ð Where properties abut public roads, developments must provide

grade-oriented units with individual front doors (directly accessible
and visible from the Ciry sidewalk) and windows onto habitable
rooms;

iÐ Where no public road exisrs, developments should provide
grade-oriented units with individual front doors and windows
opening onto internal nstreetsn (or where appropriate, public trails)
designed to function and appear as an extension of City systems;
and
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c)

iiÐ New development should promote publicly-accessible streets as the
primary pedesuian space and 'front door" on the community.
Off-street t¡ails and paths should only take on this role when this
will not diminish the role of the street system, and off-street routes
extend no further than 76 m (249.3 ft.) before being intercepted
by a publicly-accessible street, and no further than 36 m
(118.i ft.) before being intercepted by an alternative pedestrian
route (i.e. accessible trail, lane, or driveway);

At industrial sites:

Ð Site buildings to directly address the public srreer without
intervening areas of parking and/or service yards;

iÐ In areas of high pedestrian activity, provide windows and doors
onto the street to permit public viewing of activities irside
buildings, especially where those activiries are visually interesting
or related to the fishing industry (i.e. boat repair);

iiD Service and storage yards should be fenced for securiry and safery,
6ut public views into those yards should be maintained and
enhanced with trees, vegetation, street furniture, public art, etc.;

iv) Parking should typically be kept away from public view (i.e. to
the rear of or inside buildings or appropriately screened with
vegetation); and

v) Where the nature of the use requires expansive building walls with
minimal openings, specia! attention should be paid to building
form, details, materials, and associated landscaping in order that
it provides visual interest and compliments the public realm and
adjacent developments (eg. as demonstrated by the area's historic
Cannery buildings); and
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d) At marinas, particular aftention should be paid to the points where they
connect to the upland. These points should be much more than security
gates, fencing, and ramps. Ideally, they should contribute to the visual
diversity of the riverfront as seen from the water and upland. Where
public access is intended, they should be designed as public "pãvilions':
Ð Providing views of the water and riverfront acrivity;
iÐ Inviting people to sit in the sun or get out of the rain;
iiÐ Incorporating special (or even playful) a¡chitecrural features and/or

public art which make them distinctive landmarks on the
waterfront; and

iv) Offering interpretive material to enhance public appreciation of the
area.

Roofscapes
Steveston's roofscape is a key element affecting not only the.area's character, but
its livability. New development should show an awareness of this by attending
to the following:

a) Employ roof forms consistent with Steveston's traditional character,
including pitched roofs with gable ends and slopes of 8 in 12 or greater;

b) Flat or other roof forms (i.e. dormers, turrets, etc.) may be used
selectively in combination with simple pitched roofs to provide diversity
and visual interest, where traditional character references can be
demonstrated;

c) Rooflrng materials should be selected on the basis of consistency with the
a¡ea's local vernacular;

d) Mechanical equipment must be concealed from view, and antennae,
dishes, vents, etc. should be situated where least visible from public areas;
and

e) Special attention should be paid to the þosition of vents from restaura¡ts
and other food preparation uses to avoid negative impacts on adjacent
pedestrian a¡eas and residential uses.
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C. Exterior lValls and Finishes
The form and flrnish of a building are key to determining not only the quality of
that building, but the quality of the public realm it touches. Sreveston's historic
buildings were typically simpte structures whose beauty came from their narural
¡nelerials, craftsmanship, human scale, and attention to detail. New development
should demonstrate a similar understanding ãnd respect for these qualities, as
follows:

a) Front facades of buildings shourd employ projecting and/or recessed
features to better integrate structures with their landsðapes/streetscapes,
and to provide visual interest and clues to passers-by with regard to the
uses contained within. For this reason, bay windows, recessed and
projecting porches, and similar features are encouraged.

b) Materials should be of high quarity, natural, and ãurable, and should
avoid artificial "heritage" looks (i.e. brick with excessive efflorescence)
and misappropriated images (i.e. river rock facade treatments). The
preferred material is wood in the form of narrow-board tap siding, board
and barten, and shingles. unpatterned stucco (preferably withã heavy
texrure, such as "slop-dash") is an acceptable alærnative io wood, whilê
brick is suitable in the historic com¡nercial centre and comrgated metal
siding is appropriate in the "maritime mixed use,' and industrial areas.
Typically, combinations of two or more materials on a single building

4 should be avoided. .D,.

c) Trim, including cornices, corner boards, windows, doors, window boxes,
brackets, exposed rafters ends, etc., should be simple and designed to
en¡ich the architecrural character of the st*.tur.s and enhance
appreciation of their materials.
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d) Building colours should be compatible with sreveston's traditional
character. strong, but muted, colours produced as a nheritage series,' by
a number of commercial paint manufach¡rers are typically preferred.
Typically, bright colours should be reserved for accent and trim
applications and large expanses of white and pastel colours should be
avoided.

e) Exposed end/party walls, along with rear facades in areas of high
pedestrian activity, should be treated in a man¡er which is consistent wiìh
the level of finish and materials employed on each buitding's front facade.
cornices, recesses, signage, planters, trellises, decorativè trim, climbing
vines, and tall trees may all be employed to enhance party walls and rear
facades. Painted or raw concrete block should typicãtty Le avóided, and
contemporary materials, such as split-face concrete block, are discouraged
in favour of brick, wood, and heavy stucco finishes (i.e. "slop-dash"f.

Weather Protection
Attractive, durable pedestrian weather protection along publicly-accessible
frontages is key to enhancing the relationship of buildings with adjãcent srreets
and public areas, and to encouraging pedestrian activity. New development
should provide weather protection where:

i) Retail uses are encouraged at grade;
ii) shared residential building entries front public sidewalks or open

sPaces;

iii) Pedestrian activity and local character is enhanced;
iv) Transit stops exist or are contemplated;
v) Buildings are ser far back f¡om the public sidewalk;
vi) Places of public gathering exist or are nearby; or
vii) A "gap" in the continuity of existing weather protection can be

filled.
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6,2.4 Landscape Elements

Situated at the mouth of the Fræer River, Steveston's coastline is characterized by Gany
Point Park's windswept meadows, Sturgeon Bank's intertidal marshes, the south dyke
with its view of Steveston Island, the fishing boats moored near the village, and boats
plying the waters of the channel. Tucked away from the wind and the river, manicured
gardens abound with flowers. New development should seek to reinforce the importance
of Steveston's public realm, and enhance it as a green and pedestrian-oriented
environment reflective of both its riverfront setting and garden traditions.

A. Public Open Spaces
To be invaluable to a communiry, public open spaces must go beyond supporting
specific activities; they must be integrated with the acriviry of everyday life. In
Steveston, this requires that the City's parks and trails adopt a cha¡acter which
reflects the diversiry of Steveston's landscape and built form, and that they be
integrated visually and physically with adjacent development. For new
development, this means it should:

a) Facilitate the physical and visual continuity of the city's open space
network, especially as it applies to trails and the provision of continuous
public access along the water's edge;

b) Provide a varied open space environment along the riverfront reflective of
existing and/or historic site features (i.e. piers, boardwalks, natural areas,
etc.);

c) r#herever possible, seek to enhance the physical and visual openness of
City open spaces onto public roads;

d) Provide privately-owned/publicly-accessible open spaces where they will
serve recognized needs, and/or enhance the physical and/or social
relationship of the development with its neighbours;
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e) open onto parks and trails with pedestrian-friendly edge treatments, ,'front
doors", "front yards" (eg. with low fences and gates), windows,
pathways, etc. designed to enhance the safery, surveillance, accessibility,
and usefulness of the open space; and

Ð Be designed to complement the intended activities, landscape character,
etc. of the adjacent open space, whether it is a lighted sports field, a
"naturalized" trail, or a noisy playground.

Street Edges
New development should contribute to a strongly public streetscape that is
comfortable and attractive to pedestrians through:

a) Provision of high quality, coordinated street improvements (i.e. finishes,
Iandscaping, and furnishings) designed to complement local activities and
character;

b) Restriction of driveway crossings at sidewalks and, where crossings are
needed, use of measures designed to ensure that such crossings db not
inconvenience/endanger pedestrians, nor compromise street landscaping
and furnishings;

c) concealment of utility wires and related equipment (eg. underground)
yherg the City has determined these elements are unsightly or undeiirable;

d) creation of "display gardensn adjacent to uses which are either
inaccessible or require privacy, incorporating a variety of indigenous and
other plant materials designed to provide a year-round buffer and visual
amenity for the street; and

e) Provision of public art.
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c. Private Open Spaces
Outdoor spaces intended for the private or shared use of tenants in a development
should be designed to enhance the use, comfort, and enjoyment of associated
indoor spaces, and to integrate the development with its environment. New
development should:

a) Design decks, patios, and other outdoor spaces as natural extensions of
indoor spaces;

b) Ensure that a grade difference of no more than one half-storey exists
berween usable outdoor spaces and associated primary indoor living areas;

c) Along publicly-accessible streets and rights-of-ways, provide usable front
yards, defrned not by high fences, but by any combination of changes in
grade, vegetation, and low, decorative fences/walls which serve to:
Ð Accommodate an area of privacy for residents;
iD Maintain some view to and from the street; and
iiÐ Create a series of landscape "layers" between the st¡eet and the

building;
d) Ensure that where a unit's main living level is above the grade of the

adjacent publicly-accessible sidewalk or path, the difference in elevation
is no greater than 1.2 m (3.9 ft.), or where the grade difference is grearer
than 1.2 m (3.9 ft.), the yard between rhe sidewallc/path and the building
should be raised to an elevation equal to approximately half the total
difference in grade. under no circumstance shourd a unit's main living
level be more than 2.4 m (7.9 ft.) above the grade of the adjacent
publicly-accessible sidewalupath. Furthermore, the ratio of total grade
change to building setback from the sidewallc/path should typically be no
steeper than I in 3; and

e) Explore opportunities to cluster sha¡ed open spaces with public trails,
parks, and/or the shared open space of neighbouring development(s) to
provide a larger, more usable and accessible space, and a focus for local
neighbourhood activities.
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D. Trees and Vegetation
New developm-ent should contribute to the image of a mature landscape tied to its
unique setting and the traditions of is residens by:

a) Maintaining and incorporating existing trees and mature vegetation
wherever possible;

b) Tailoring the siting and selection of trees to enhance specific
neighbourhood characteristics, focal points, features, etc. ;

c) Avoiding the consistent planting of street t¡ees in even rows in favour of
tree planting patterns which are more sensitive to the area's distinc.t

neighbourhoods;
d) Where possible, advocating the nurturing and ref,rnement of the nanrral

flora rather, than replacing it with typically suburban vegetation; and

e) Incorporating planters, window boxes, and container gardens (rendered in
materials compleinentary to the local built form) as a key way to introduce
seasonal colour and interest.

6.2.5 Parking

While Steveston's original townsite was laid out as a regular series of blocks with lanes,

outside the commercial area, many of these lanes were never opened. Subsequent

single-family and townhouse developments followed the conventions of the day and

adopted curvilinear road patterns without a secondaqy lane system. As a result, garage

doors and parking are dominant images in many parts of Steveston. New development
should seek to minimize disruptions to the safety and attractiveness of the public realm
caused by on-site parking and related services.
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A. Lanes
New development should retain or expand the existing lane system and, where
appropriate, create new lanes to facilitate r.*L. ñ¡nctions. where
implementation of service lanes is not practical, parking/service functions should
typically be internalized within the prôposed developm"ent, and:

Ð Access should typically be from se.ond^ry sheets;
iÐ Driveway crossings of pedestrian routes should be minimized; and
iiÐ Parking and service enrrances should be consolidated and

integrated into the development's building/landscape design.

Visual Impact
New development should minimize the visual impact of parking on rhe public
realm and, where possible, mitigate the impact of-existingfacilities, as foilows:

a) Parking structures should be fully concealed from public streets and open
spaces by non-parking uses, or with landscaping and special architectural
treatments where the resulting building is consistenr with and
complementary to the character of adjacent development and uses;b) Surface parking lots should be:
Ð Located to the rear of buildings, where they can be concealed

from public streets and open spaces;
ii) Limited in size to 0.13 ha (0.3 ac) (as applied to a single lot or the

aggregate toral area of abuning lots defined by buildings or
publicly-accessible streers landscaped to Ciry standards);

iir) Landscaped, fenced, etc. a¡ound their perimeters to enhance thei¡
appearance from public streets and open spaces and reinforce
continuity of the streetscape;

iv) Planted with sufficient trees so thar within ten years, 70% of ¡he
surface area of the lot will be shaded in summér; and

B.
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v) Planned to minimize the extent of paved areas, and designed so
that, wherever possible, the parking surface complements the
surface treatment of adjacent pedestrian areas (i.e. heavy timber
decking should be used where a parking lot is adjacent to a
pedestrian boardwalk); and

c) In residential situations, especially townhouses and detached dwellings:
D

iÐ

Garage entries should not be located on the front facades of units
(eg. the same facade as the "front door"), especially where this
situation is repeated on adjacent units;
Garage enEies should receive special architectural and landscape
treatments to enhance their appearance (i.e. decorative doors,
narrow door widths, overhead trellises with climbing plants, trees
and planting between the garage and adjacent uses, decorative
paving, and where no solid door is installed, the extension of the
building's exterior materials and level of finish into rhe areas of
the garage visible to the public);
Driveways and private roads should not be gated;
Driveways and private roads should be kept as narrow as possible,
paved and landscaped to enhance the appearance of the overall
development, and designed to safely accommodate a variety of
activities (i.e. basketball, road hockey, car washing, etc.); and
In the case of townhouse ànd detached units, where a unit's garage
door is not adjacent to its front door, a "back door" should be
provided so that residents may access the unit's interior without
using the garage door.

iiÐ
iv)

v)
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6.3 ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT GIIIDELINES:
CHARACTER AREA GTIIDELINES

The Steveston Area contains a number of "cha¡acter areas" or neighbourhoods which
impart to the community a sense of time, place, diversity, and lndividualiry. The
purpose of these guidelines is to provide supplemental guidance to the deveiopment of
those areas whose form and character are considered key to Steveston's identity.
Attachment 5, Character Area Key Map, shows the boundariás of each character 

"r.a 
to

which additional guidelines apply.

AREA A: STEVESTON VILLAGE

The "Steveston Villagê Character Area" etrcompasses the communiry's original
commercial centre and the historic focus of its fishing industry. The area ii made rip of
a number of distinct sub-areas which exhibit many unique, yet cornplementãry,
characteristics and oppornrnities. Attachment 6 showsihe approximate bouidari.r oi -
area.

Due to the importance of Steveston Village's form and cha¡acter to its roles as a home
port' a tourist destination, and a focus for the community, the "General Development
Permit Guidelines" for the Steveston area are not considered to be adequate to diiect its
development. ôdd are provided here to address
issues specific to this location. The guidelines are giuen in two parts: "General
Guidelines" applicable to the entire character area; and, "Sub-Area Guidelines" applicable
only to specified locations.
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1.

GENERAL GIITDELINES

ARCHITECTIJR.A.L ELEMENTS

With Steveston's heritage, and its community's love of that heriøge, it is

tempting for new development to simply mimic the area's historic structures.

Steveston has, however, never been frozen in time. Whether as a result of fire,
economic conditions, or shifting values, Steveston has changed and so have its
buildings. As Steveston continues to change, its architecrure, while rooted in the

past, needs to keep pace.

Roofscapes, Exterior Walls, and Finishes
The Village's historic buildings are humble structures. They are not

cha¡acterized by ornate gingerbread details or grand archilectural gestures, but by

natural materials used in a simple, straight forward way. New development

should aim to complement, rather than copy, the style of the Village's historic
buildings by:

a) Designing buildings that have clearly articulated bases, middle sections,

and tops;
b) Employing forms such as pitched roofs (with slopes of 8 in 12 or greater)

with gable ends and false fronts, and flat or other roof forms where

traditional character references can be demonstrated;

c) Ensuring that the first storey reads on the ouside of the building as

approximately 5 m (16.4 ft.) high and provides cotrtinuity with adjacent

buildings;
d) Providing first floor interiors which a¡e generally high, airy volumes with

large windows onto the street;

e) Typically using windows and doors with heavy wooden frames/sills and

intèresting door designs, and avoiding use of windows with imitation
divided lighs;

1.1
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1.2

Ð Providing larger windows on the ground floor than on the floors above,
and not extending windows to floor level;

gl Recessing building entries ar leasr I m (3.3 ft.);
h) Designing buildings which focus artenrion on their high qualiry of

materials and craftsmanship;
Ð using wood and brick ãs the village's primary exterior cladding

materials, complemented by a judicious use of glass, ðonct.t", stucco, and

- metal siding, along with timber and metal struðnrral elements and details;j) Employing construction methods that complement the material used and
are consistent with past practices in steveston, such as "puriched" window
openings and heavy timber, post and beam construction; andk) "PersonalÞing" buildings with special architecrural features and finishes
(i.e. insetting building/business names, addresses, etc. into entry floors in
ceramic tiles, pebbles, cut stone, brass characters, etc.).

Weather Protection
Traditional methods of weather protection in steveston were canopies supported
on posts and projecting canvas awnings. To enhance the cha¡acteiof the Vi[age
area' new development should continue this tradition, and ensure that:

a) Awnings and canopies are typicaily simple, flat planes (eg. nor curves,
vaulrs, domes, etc.), with a slope of 6 in 12 or leìs (though a maximum
slope of 72inL2 is acceptable), and little or no valance (o.ts 

"yo.s 
n.

maximum);
b) Awnings, whether retractable or fixed, are made of durable fabric (not

vinyl or plastic);
c) canopies are designed as permanent structures, exhibiting the same

character and level of finish as the buildings which support them;d) where canopies are supported on posts, such posts are situated on private
properry and a clearance of at least 2.7 m (g ft.) is maintained to the
underside of the canopy;
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e) Any weather protection typically has a minimum clear depth of l.Z m
(3.9 ft.); and
Vy'eather protection maintains minimum clearances to -
Ð Adjacent street curbs (measured horizontally) 0.6 m (Z ft.)
ii) Utility poles I m (3.3 ft.)
iiÐ Utiliry wires 2.1m (6.9 ft.).

Signage
Signs for the identification of businesses or activities should be in keeping with
the historic nature of the town. signs in the early 1900's were usually painted
on wood, either directly on buildings or on boa¡ds fastened flush to the fascia
("fascia signs") or suspended beneath canopies ("marquee signs"). occasionally,
larger establishments displayed roof signs. New development should ensure
signage is:

a) An integral part of the building/landscape design, and that its form,
materials, and the character of its copy complement the types of activities
being advertised;

b) Wood (painted, stained, sand blasted, or carved), metal (cast, painted,
embossed, or enamelled), fabric, or painted/etched on windows or glazed
door panels;
Not plastic, internally illuminated, back-lit awnings/canopies, electronic
or moving signs or messages, or neon;
Primarily oriented to pedestrians along the sidewalk;
Not a navigational hazard when seen from the river;
Illuminated externally by concealed, incandescent Ftxtures or fixtured with
a nautical or industrial chaiacter; and
In compliance with the Ciry of Richmond bylaws controlling signage, ald
with the following:
Ð Marquee (Under Canopy) Signs

- 2.4 m (7.9 ft.) minimum clear distance above grade
- 0.74 m2 18.0 ft2) maximum sign area per business

1.3

c)

d)
e)

f)

s)
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- 0.15 m (0.5 ft.) maximum height of letters
iÐ Fascia, Canopy, and Awning Signs

- 0.14 m2 11.5 ftz) maximum sign area per linear metre of building
frontage

iiÐ Projecting Signs
- 3.2 m (10.5 ft.) minimum clear distance above grade
- 0.28 m2 (l t) maximum sign area per linear metre of building
frontage

iv) Free Standing Signs
- Limited to sandwich boards or the equivalenr

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

The juxtaposition of Steveston's working waterfront with its village centre greatly
en¡iches its character. More than a'small townn, Steveston is a port. It is
comfortable, but "gritty". It is urban, but not rerrned. It is old, but evolving.
It is both intimate and open. To enhance this siruation, the landscape of the
"Village" must strike a balance between "small town Steveston" and 'working
waterfront Stevêston". To accomplish this, new development should:

a) Keep sidewalks narrow;
b) Where possible, employ timber planls for walkways/sidewalks (especially

near the waterfront), and planks, gravel or other special paving treatrnents
for parking areas, rather than asphalt;

c) Provide planters, window boxes and/or other types of container gardens
to provide an abundance of year-round seasoual colour;

d) Typically avoid manicured planting schemes and lawns in favour of wild
flowers and indigenous vegetation;
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e) Selectively plant/retain a limited number of trees near the riverfront and
from there increase the amount of tree planting towards the north
culminating in signiFrcant tree planting along Chatham Street and Moncton
Street east of No. I Road;

Ð Plant trees in surface parking lots:

Ð At a ratio of I tree for every 3 stalls;
iÐ At the sides, not the heads, of stalls; and
iiÐ Protect them with guards designed to take a high level of abuse;

g) Wherever possible, incorporate industrial equipment and features (i.e. rail
tracks) found on site, especially those of a large scale (i.e. cranes); and

h) Provide furnishings and furishes (i.e. seating, bike racks, drinking
fountains, walkway/sidewalk paving, etc.) as specified under City
standards for the 'Village" along major public routes (i.e. streets and the

waterfront walkway), and provide coordinated furnishings and finishes
expressive of individual businesses and developments along lanes,
pedestrian arcades, and similar publicly-accessible spaces.

SI JB.AREA GT.JIDELINES

1. MONCTON STREET

' nMoncton Street" is the heart of the "Steveston Villagen area, attracting tourists,
residents, and fishermen to eat, shop, and stroll. Historic buildings, like the

Hepworth Block and the Post Office, allude to the way the area once looked, but
the passing of time has resulted in vacant and underdeveloped sites which detract

from the area's appearance and vitality. New development should seek to
sensitively infill the "Moncton Street" area with pedestrian-oriented projecs
which respect the a¡ea's architectural heritage.
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1.1 Settlement Patterns
To take advantage of the area's regular pattern of small blocks, and support a rich
and vibrant pedestrian eñvironment, new development should:

a) Typically reinforce the image of a continuous street wall, built at or close
to the property line, along all street frontages;

b) Limit significant interruptions in the streer wall to those places where it
will enable preservation of a valued historic structure or tree(s), or
provide a special public open space opportunify;

c) Develop lands abutting lanes, particularly south of Moncton street, to
accommodate pedestrian-oriented open spaces and a mix of retail,
restaurant, artisan, custom workshop, and industrial uses;

d) Vary building setbacks along lanes to create interesting pedestrian spaces;
and

e) create a network of narrow, open-air, pedestrian arcades and courryards
linking public streets and lanes, as well as providing access to residential
and non-residential uses siruated above grade.

Bulk and Height
To maintain the intimate, pedestrian scale of the "Moncton street" area, Dew
development should:

a) Typically be two-storeys and 8 - 9 m (26.2-29.5 ft.) in heighr atong
Moncton Street'
situate those buildings or porrions of buildings which are taller than 9 m
(29.5 fi.), at least 10 m (32.8 ft.) back from Moncton Srreet;
Limit the length of building frontages to a maximum of 20 m (65.6 ft.);
Employ open-air pedestrian a¡cades and similar features, along with
changes in a¡chitecrural massing, detail, colour, and/or materials, to break
large fronøges inro smaller building block;
vary building heights and forms along lanes to create a more inforrnal,
intimate, and complex environment than is intended along the street; and

1.2

b)

c)
d)

e)
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1.3

Ð Enhance public use of pedestrian arcades and courtyards by massing
development to allow direct sunlight access where possible.

Architectural Elements
To enhance the commercial vitality of the "Moncton Street" area, new
development should:

a) Provide continuity of retail, commercial, restaurant, and other uses of
public interest at grade along all street frontages, especially south of
Moncton Street;

b) Discourage business and service uses at grade along street frontages south
of Moncton Street which are characterized by bla¡k walls, windows onto
private office, and other features which do not contribute to the animation
of the streetscape;

c) Along lanes, provide variety in the architectural form, details, materials,
and colours, and incorporate special features which enable

buildings/businesses to open up physically and visually (i.e. garage doors
with glazed panels); and

d) Provide pedestrian a¡cades which are typically:
Ð Lined with shops, cafes, etc. and provide access to upper storey

businesses and residences;
iÐ 3 m (9.8 ft.) in width, and no wider than 5 m (16.4 ft.), EXCEPT

where necessary to accommodate a-
. Feature tree, public art, stair/elevator to upper storey(s),

sunny dining court, etc.;
. Residential courtyard providing access to individual units;

or
o Pedestrian route serving a large scale activity generator;

iii) Designed to provide visual surveillance and personal safery;

iv) Open-air (eg. enclosed arcades, or malls, are t¡rpically
discouraged) and open to the public around the clock;

v) Covered or open to the sþ; and
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L,4

vÐ situated at grade, ExcEpr that where it is desirable to provide a
parking structure at grade, a pedestrian arcade may be introduced
to provide public access up and over it (eg. to a maximum of one

, storey above grade) and provide access to above grade, non-retail
uses (i.e.residential, off,rce, or community uses).

Landscape Elempnts
To enhance the "Moncton street" area as a comfortable, green,
pedestrian-oriented environment, while respecting characteristics of its eiisting
landscape/streetscape, new development should:

a) Limit tree planting along street frontages to special locations where
intem:ption of the street wall is warranteã, such as sunny courryards and
entries to pedestrian arcades;

b) Plant a variety-of large growing tree species to the rear of buildings to
provide a backdrop to the area's buitdings as seen from the street, and to
enhance the use and appearance of the lãnes;

c) Enhance lanes and pedestrian arcades (not just street frontages) with an
abundance of flowers and plant material in planters and window boxes, as
well as climbing vines; aad

d) situate garbage uses to the ¡ea¡ of buildings, a minirnum of 15 m
(49'z ft.) from a public street, and ensure girbage containers are fuily
housed within the principle building or a strucrure which enlances the
appearance/character of the area.

Parking
To support pedestrianisation of the "Moncton street" area, new development
should:

1.5

uD.I r.985 t

a) siruate surface parking lots and loading uses,to the rea¡ of buildings and
screen them from view of adjacent public streets;
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)

b) support the primary use of the lane system south of Moncton street and
west of No. I Road for non-parking uses; and

c) Focus parkade development north of Moncton Street and ensure that it is
fully concealed by non-parking uses along all public streers and open
space frontages.

BAYVIEW STREET AND B.C. PACKERS RIVERFRONT

once a veritable wall of cannery structures defining the water's edge, the
"Riverfront" uplands have become a gap-toothed collection of gravel parking lots,
fuel facilities, trailers, moorage access, visitor attractions, and derelict industrial
buildings. The boa¡dwalk and wharves that were a focus for fishing activity and
community interaction are now mostly gone or inaccessible. New development
should seek to reanimate the "Riverfront" by integrating new and revitalized
ma¡itime-oriented industries and activities within an unconventional,
pedestrian-friendly, mixed-use environment.

Settlement Patterns
To integrate the "Riverfront" with the "village" and "BC packers Residential
Neighbourhood" areas, and reinforce it as a special place, new deveropment
should:

Be characterized by images consistent with the a¡ea's historic cannery
buildings;
Strongly def,rne the water's edge and the alignment of the dyke;
Front both the upland development on its north and the river;
Extend south over the watejr with finger piers and floating docks, both
with and without buildings or structures on them, as was cha¡acteristic of
the area in the past;
Provide a pattern of seemingly random openings, courtyards, and
pedestrian a¡cades of varying scales:

2.7

a)

b)
c)

d)

e)
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Offering direct and indirect physical access between the water and
the "Village" and "BC Packers Residential Neighbourhood"
(especially near ñorth-south street ends);
Framing special near and distant views;
Providing pedestrian access to a continuous waterfront walkway;
and

Accommodating vehicular access and service functions in a shared
pedestrian/vehicular environment ;

Ensure that street ends are focal points providing views to:
Ð The river;
iÐ Active uses siruated on public or private piers/open spaces; or
iiÐ Special archite*ural, public art, or heritage elements;
Define the street edge along the:

Ð South side of Bayview Street with buildings built at or close to the
property line;

ii) North side of Bayview Street with buildings following a

"build-to-line" approximately 5 m (16.4 ft.) back from the
property line (respecting the alignment of an existing stonn v/ater
culvert); and

iiÐ South side of the Bayview extension (east of No. 1 Road) with an
"undulating street wall" incorporating regular setbacks and/or
breaks in the building mass and associated va¡iations in roof form
to complement the scale and rhythm of neighbouring dwellings in
the "BC Packers Residential Neighbourhood"; and

Where possible, avoid segregating residential uses from non-residential
uses, in favour of an approach which sees the tr,vo uses share a common
cha¡acter and features.

Bulk and Height
To establish the "Riverfront" as an unconventional envi¡onment where viable
industrial uses and public activities are juxtaposed to create exciting spaces and
opportunities, new development should:

i)

iÐ
iii)

iv)

Ð

s)

h)

2.2
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a)
b)

Typically be simple building blocks with pitched roofs;
Be of a scale and form to:
Ð Create a dramatic and varied edge as seen from the river; and
iÐ Provide a backdrop to the "Village" and "BC Packers Residential

Neighbourhood"; and
c) With regard to building height:

Typically vary from one to three-storeys and 6 - 12 m (I9.7 -
39.4 ft.), with feature buildings being as tall as approximately
18.3 m (60 ft.);

iÐ Typically orient buildings or portions of buildings that are taller
than i2 m (39.4 ft.) such that their "spines" run north-south and

their narrow ends face the "Village" and 
'the "BC Packers

Residential Neighbourhood"; and
iiÐ Provide abrupt transitions in height with neighbouring buildings

and open spaces.

Architecturai Elements
To impart a human-scale and build on the distinctive chæacter of Steveston's
historic waterfront buildings, new development should:

a) Contribute to an interesting and varied roofscape which combines
extensive us of shed and gable forms wittr more limited use of flat,
symmetrical hip, and fearure roofs;

b) Ensure that windows, doors, and other features are used

graphically/boldly to enhance a building's simple shape and accentuate the

. scale of these elements versus that of the overall building mæs;
c) Provide contrasting areas where architectural elements (i.e. windows,

doors, etc.) are concentrated, versus areas where large simple wall
surfaces focus attention on materials, colour, and the overall building scale

and shape;

2.3
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d)

e)

Typically, focus architectural details near a building's first floor to impart
a human-scale to adjacent public streets and pedestrian areas, particularly
in areas of highest public pedestrian use and adjacent to/facing residential
development in neighbouring character areas;
Employ architectural elements which enlance enjoyment of the river, the
sun, and the view and provide opportunities for private open space,
especially in the case of residential uses where generous roof decks,
french balconies, and similar features are strongly encouraged;
In the case of residential uses, be designed to create an unique housing
environment which takes advantage of the a¡ea's industrial vernacular in
the form of:
Ð Large, Iofty, bright interior spaces;
ii) Single and multi-storey units, some with mezzanines;
iiÐ Large windows oriented to the view and sun;
iv) Small unit clusters, typically with individual or shared exrerior

stair access to grade (rather than indoor elevator access);
v) weather protection over unit entries and used as special fearures

(i.e. sun shades on windows or privacy screens on roof decks);
vÐ Planters, window boxes, and other rypes of container gardens

which impart a very "green" image to individual dwellings; and
vii) special exterior lighting which enhances personar securiry and the

identity of individual units;
use durable materials, finishes, and details throughout the area which are
characteristic of maritime/industrial activities (i.e. metal, timber, or
concrete guards and bollards near building corners where they may come
in contact with vehicles or equipment);
use changes in colour and materials to make individual buildings distinct
and create a more visually interesting environment; and
situate garbage away from public view and residential uses and, where
necessary to accomplish this, house garbage containers fully within the
principle building or a strucrure which erùances the appearance/character
of the area.

s)

h)

Ð
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2.4 Landscape Elements
To create a pedestrian-centred environment, new development should:

a) Ensure that continuous public pedestrian circulation is provided along the
. waterfront with frequent and convenient access to public upland ãreas

(i.e. streets);
b) Ensure that where maritime/industrial activities result in any intemrption

in grade-level public access along the waterfront, an alternàtive
handicapped accessible public route is provided and designed to bring
people as close to the tvater as possible (i.e. via elevated walkways,
floating docks, pier strucrures, etc.);

c) Where open areas exist along the waterfront (including parking lots),
typically provide surface treatments consistent with that of ã ¡acent piers
and boardwalks (i.e. heavy timber planks);

d) Support development of Bayview Street in a man¡er which will calm
traffic, encourage safe, shared pedestrian/vehicular use of the roadway,
and enhance use of some portions of it for special events (i.e. festivals,
markets, temporary fishing industry-related activities, etc.);

e) Utilize the required 5 m (16.4 ft.) setback along the south side of Bayview
Street to provide special landscape features which:
i) Encourage more active use of this area;' iÐ Support adjacent businesses/activities;
iiÐ Provide visual interest; and
iv) Help to "knit" the waterfront into the "Moncton street" area;

Ð Limit tree planting along street frontages to special locations where
interruption of the st¡eet wall is warranted, such as sunny courtyards and
entries to pedestrian arcades, EXCEPT along the Bayview extension east' of No. I Road, across from the "8.C. packers Residential
Neighbourhood", which should:

Ð Be defined by a double row of trees lining a broad pedestrian
walkway leading from No. I Road to the area a¡ound phoenix
Pond; and
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s)

h)

iD Incorporate gardens, planters, and other landscape features
designed to enhance the relationship of rhe area with the "packers
Neighbburhood";

Plant large growing, deciduous trees away from public streets as special
landscape features to be seen as "báckdrops" to the streetscape; and
seek to en¡ich its setting and increase pubric awareness oi the area's
heritage by placing special emphasis on its incorporation of public art and
features/artifacts related to the area's history of maritime/industrial
activities.

Parking and Loading
To support pedestrianisation of the "Riverfront" and provide for the needs of
industrial and ma¡itime service uses, new development should:

a) For lands north of Bayview street, situate parking and loading to the rear
of buildings with vehicular access f¡om north-south roads anã lanes; and

b) For la¡ds south of Bayview street and the Bayview extension east of
No. I Road, either screen parking and loading from view from key
pedestrian areas (i.e. the waterfront walkway) or:
Ð Design loading to the sa'ne level of finish as other public areas

and integrate it with the overall building äesign (or even make it
a fearure);

iÐ Provide non-residential and visitor parking in small lots
(0'04 ha/O.1 ac maximum), designed as att¡active, ha¡d-surfaced

. open spaces which visually complement the waterfront (i.e. paved
with heavy timber planks and landscaped with t¡ees and
furnishings), and planned as possible multi_purpose a¡eas;

iiÐ Provide residential parking in private or smail, Jhared garages, the
entries to which are oriented away from highly visible pubiic area
or are designed to complement overall building design/streetscape
and ensure pedestrian safety; and

2.5
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iv) 
li:ïrt::?i^ütffnities 

to coordinate development with increased

3. CHATHAM STREET

Unlike the "Riverfront" and "Moncton Street" areas, Chatham lacks a strong
sense of character, and is made to feel almost highway-like by its broad building
setbacks, parking lots, lack of trees, and wide road right-of-way. New
development should seek to enhance the role of this area as part of "Steveston
Village" and the "gateway" to Garry Point Pa¡k.

3.1 Settlement Patterns
To support "Chatham Street" for convenience commercial uses serving the local
community, while creating a visually richer and more human-scaled environment
enhancing the area's relationship with the'Village", Garry Point Park, and

Steveston Park, new development should:

a) Provide retail continuity along Chatham Street at grade;

b) Where commercial uses (retail, office, etc.) are to be provided above
grade, access should be via open-air walkways;

c) Situate any residential uses above grade and orient entries to north-south
streets and lanes;

d) Typically set buildings back from Chatham Street to align with their
neighbours, approximately 19 m (62.3 ft.) on the south side of the street
and 11 m (36.1 ft.) on the north side, and provide surface parking in front
of them;

e) Selectively introduce built form elements (i.e. buildings or structures)
close to the Chatham Street properly line, with taller elements near street
corners; and
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3.2

Ð Typically reinforce the image of a continuous building wall, built at or
close to the property line along ail north-south st¡eets ãn¿ r*., (to arign
with neighbouring buildings in the ',Moncton street' area- of the
"Village").

Bulk and Height
To help better "define" the street and create a more interesting pedestrian-oriented
environment, new development should:

a) Ensure that buildings developed along chatham form a ,'conti¡uous wall"
which is at reast two-storeys and 9 rn(29.5 ft.) high and acts as a ,,visuar
backdrop" for the street;

b) rvhere a building, a portion of a building, or a strucrure is introduced near
the Chatham Street properry line, ensure it is designed to be a:
Ð Visual focus for the surrounding developm-ent;iÐ Distinctive image herping to id;ntify *rË pro¡ect and the area;iiÐ Human-scaled erement that en¡an.es iedestrian activiry 

jand

amenity (i.e. a gazebo, pergola, open_áir stair tower, weather
protection, a singre-storey retail unit with a small footprint, etc.);
and

iv) Part of a coordinated streetscape composed of comprementary
forms.

Architectural Elements
To enhance recognition of retair units and complement the character of the
"Village", new development should:

a) where a "back^ground" building or its ground tever retail units may be
difficult to see from the streer (due to setù'acks, randscaping, etc.¡, emþloy
"focal" structure(s) nea¡ chatham to enhance ttre oevåtoi'åent;s ioentity
and sensitively incorporate project signage;

3.3
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3.4

b) Ensure that each project's "background" buildings and "focal" structures
express a unified character; and

c) Where a residential use is situated above grade, its character must be

consistent with and complementary to the project's commercial image.

Landscape Elements
To help reinforce a strong sense of place through its landscape and create a more

pedestrian-oriented environment, new development should:

a) Extend the natural, almost ntral, character of Gany Point Park eastwa¡d

to meet and blend with the "small town" aïnbience and pedestrian-friendly
environment of the "Village";

b) Support a concept for Chatham Street which would see it lined with large

scale, deciduous trees, and an enhanced form of it's existing recreational
greenway extended to Steveston Park;

c) Coordinate landscape treatments along parking lot/street frontages with
neighbouring properties to achieve a unified image for this portion of
Chatham Street and convenient movement between neighbouring
developments, including:

Ð A coordinated and connected parking layout;
iÐ Trees and indigenous/naturalized shrubs, grasses, and wildflowers;
ii| Street furnishings (i.e. bolla¡ds, seating, lighting, decorative walls

or fencing, etc.);
iv) Pedestrian walkways/sidewalks along both building and street

fronts; and
v) Convenient, safe pedestrian routes from buildings to

Chatham Street at street corners, lanes, and,where appropriate,

mid-block;
d) Make special efforu to incorporate fealures which wilt differentiate this

a¡ea from other convenience commercial areas, such as:

Ð Boa¡dwalks, instead of concrete walkways;
iD Attractively designed weather protection along shop fronts;
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iiÐ

iv)
v)

Abundant plant material providing seasonal colour in the form of
flower baskets, planters, and climbing vines;
large scale tree(s) featured as project focal points;
Comfortable, attractive seating areas designed to enhance both the
use and appearance of a project;
Iarge and small amenities, such as a clock, water feature, or
drinking fountain; and
Public art.

vi)

vii)

3.5 Parking
To ensure the area is convenient for shopping, new development should:

a)

b)

c)

lVherever possible, provide adequate parking on-site for shoppers;
Typically'situate shoppers' parking along chatham street-in front of .

buildings;
ïVhere sites cannot accommodate adequate parking on-site;
i) Typically provide only employee parking in a remote location; and
iÐ Explore opportunities to coordinate development with increased

on-street parking;
Provide residential and employee parking ro the rea¡ of buildings; and
Restrict vehicular access to on-site parking to north-south stieets and
lanes.

d)
e)

4. GULF OF GEORGIA

The "Gulf of Georgia" area is key to steveston's role as a home port for the
fìshing industry, as well as being a national historic site and the "Village's'
gateway to Garry Point Park. Large portions of the area cunently lay vacani and
are used as surface parking lots. over time, these lands may be developed for
the use of the fishing industry or simila¡ activities. New develópment should seek
to enhance this area's role as a ngateway', and tourist àestination, while
supporting the viability of its industrial activities.
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4.1 Settlement Patterns
To respect the historic cannery site, and better integrate it with the ,'village"
and the residential neighbourhood north of chatham street, new development
should:

a) where possible, respect the area's historic development patterns, and use
those patterns to help guide and shape its form and siting;

b) Be designed to make practical use of its waterfront location, and to
generally benefit from its proximity to the views, etc. that the river
affords the site;

c) Enhance the site as the "gateway" to steveston for water-borne vessels;
d) Maintain the existing east-west road across the area as the site's primary

circulation spine, a public view corridor, and, as much as posiible, a
publicly-accessible walking and cycling route;

e) Break the area up into a series of smaller blocks with a road network
(private and/or public) that conforms to the existing grid system north of
Chatham Street;

Ð concentrate new buildings along the site's east-west road, rather than
dispersing rhem across the site;

g) orient new buildings to front onto the proposed road network and enhance
views south to the Cannery; and

h) site buildings to frame the east-west road and the cannery as seen from
Moncton Street and Garry Point park.

Bulk and Height
To maintain views to the historic camery from chatham street, and buffer
sensitive residential neighbours from the visual impact of new industrial buildings,
new development should:

a) Along Chatham Street, typically be no taller than 9 m (29.5 ft.), and be
of a similar scale and rhythm to the single-family dwellings on the north
side of the street;

4.2
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b)

c)

Typically set taller buildings and those with longer, uninterrupted facades
away from Chatham Street; and
Incorporate taller building elemens or strucilres at key locations (i.e. the
intersection of Seventh Avenue and the site's east-west road, the west end
of Moncton Street and other street ends, etc.) to provide landmarks and
add visual interest.

Architectural Elements
To enhance the role of the Gulf of Georgia Cannery as a national historic site,
and complement the character of "Steveston Village", new development should:

a) Strongly reflect the character of the site's historic Cannery;
b) Enhance public use and enjoyment of the Ciry's greenway route along the

south side of Chatham Street th¡ough the introduction of buildings,
strucnrres, and/or activities which provide visual interest;

c) Vy'here visible to the public, employ materials consistent with the hisdoric
Cannery;

d) Employ a variety of building colours which are compatible with
Steveston's traditional character, complementary to the historic Cannery,
and create visual interest; and

e) Avoid furnishings, lighting, signage, materials, finishes, etc. which do not
express a strongly maritime/industrial cha¡acter consistent with both the
site's historic and contemporary uses.

Landscape Elements
To complement the Gulf of Georgia Cannery æ a major tourist destination and
the "gateway" to Garr¡l Point Pa¡k, new development should:

a) Support development of the Tin Shed site and the west side of 3rd Avenue
as a landscaped open space designed to enhance:

Ð Public views and access to the historic Cannery from Moncton and
Bayview Streets;

4.3

4.4
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ii) The relationship of the Cannery to the "Village's" commercial
area;

iii) Moncton Street's street-end view looking west and develop it as a

key image for the commercial area; and
iv) Pedestrian access between the "Village" and Garry Point Park;

b) Enhance public pedestrian/bicycle access between Moncton Street and the

Chatham Street greenway;
c) Support improvements to the Chatham Street greenway, consistent with

improvements pursued in the Village's Chatham Street area;
d) Incorporate special measures (i.e. public art) along the perimeter of

storage yards and other open/fenced areas (i.e. parking) to enhance their
appearance; and

e) Treat surface parking a¡eas and storage yards with:
Ð Heavy, timber planks for small areas in prominent locations near

the river, Moncton Street, and Garry Point Pa¡k;
ii) Gravel for large areas; and
iii) Grass for areas used only intermittently or seasonally, such as the

public parking lots along Chatham Street.

4.5 Parking
To meet local parking requirements, new development should:

a) Accommodate public parking parallel to Chatham Street in heavily treed

Ios; and
b) Where possible, situate private parking areas away from public view

(i.e. behind buildings).
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AREA B: B.C. PÀCKERS RESTDENTIAL NEIGHBOIJRIIOOD

The "8.C. Packers Residential Neighbourhood Character Area" is a new housing area
on lands formerly used for B,C. Packers' operations. To the south, it is bounded by the
riverfront and other Packers lands which will be redeveloped and incorporated into the
"Bayview Street and B.C. Packers Riverfront" sub-area of the "Steveston Village
Character Area". \ffest of "Packers Neighbourhood" is the "Village's" "Moncton St¡eet"
mixed-use sub-area. North of "Packers Neighbourhood" is Moncton Street and Steveston
Park with its extensive community facilities. East of "Packers Neighbourhood" are
existing areas of single-family homes and townhouses, beyond which lies the Brita¡¡ia
Heritage Shipyard.

The location of "Packers Neighbourhood" imposes upon it a challenging role: to help link
Steveston Park and existing residential development to the various recreational and
maritime activities found along the riverfront, and provide a transition between the a¡ea's
lower density residential neighbours and "steveston village". In addition, the
"Neighbourhood's" location near the river, the park, and the "village" presents an
opporrunity for its built form and character to be "special", not just a copy of some other
area in Steveston. General Development Permit Guidelines for the Steveston area are not
adequate to meet this challenge. Additional Development Permit Guidelines are provided
here to address issues specific to this location.

1. SETTLEMENTPATTERNS
To support establishment of "Packers Neighbourhood" as an unique housing area
which combines and reinterprets eiements of Steveston's built form and landscape
to create a fine grained, pedestrian-oriented, and "green" residential environment,
new development should:

a) Conform to a grid system based on "steveston Village's' pattern of small
blocks and rear lanes, providing:
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b)

c)

Ð North-south streets and trails, designed as 'green" pedestrian
routes, linking Steveston Park with a continuous public trail along
the waterfront;

ii) East-west streets and/or pedestrian routes linking areas east of' "Packers Neighbourhood" with the "Village" and the waterfront,
without directing fast moving traffic through existing residential
neighbourhoods;

iiÐ Along all publicly accessible srreets and trails, continuous
residential frontages and entrances to individual grade-oriented
dwelling units, or in the case of non-residential uses (i.e. library,
communiry policing station, . etc.), frontages which are
predominantly devoted to windows (providing interesting views to
the uses within), public entries, and other features which
conEibute to an animated, attractive streetscåpe;

iv) All parking access via rear (public or private) lanes or, in the case
of the area's apartment projects, a limited number of garage
entrances designed and siruated to minimize visual impact and
disruption to pedestrian activity; and

v) Special oppornrnities for innovative dwelling 'rypes where
appropriate in rea¡ yards (i.e. coach houses, front-back duplex
units, triplex and four-plex dwellings, stacked townhouses, etc.);

Cont¡ibute to the image of a "fire grained urban fabric' composed of
many 'small' buildings set close to each other along continuous "build-to"
lines, (versus the image of a continuous "street wall" as in the "Moncton
Street" a¡ea of the "Village"); and
Set back buildings f¡om front yard property lines or traiVright-of-way
bounda¡ies as follows:
Ð Along Moncton Street, 6 m (19.7 ft.) to align with existing homes

to tl¡e east and provide adequate landscaped front yard space to
conEibute to Moncton Street's development as a broad "green"
avenue;
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East of Phoenix Pond (for all buildings and projections,such as

porches, bay windows, chimneys, etc.), a minimum of 6 m
(19.7 ft.) onto lVestwater Drive, 9 m (29.5 ft.) onto the riverfront
trail and any associated public open space/natural areas, and 18 m
(59.1 ft.) between buildings where a publicly-accessible trail
designated under the area plan intervene.s; and
Elsewhere, rypically 4.3 m (14.1 ft.) in order to create an
intimate, human-scale streetscape, and accommodate private yards,
public gardens and seating areas (eg. in association with public
uses), etc. and some building projections (i.e. porches).

BIJLK AND HEIGHT
To create a neighbourhood characterized by an intimate, human scale and respecr
the scale of neighbouring development, new development should:

a) With regard to building height in the area north and west of Phoenix
Pond, generally increase it from 2Vz storeys and 9 m (29.5 ft.) on the east
to 4 to 5 storeys and 15 m(49.2 ft.) on rhe wesr and:

Along Moncton Street, typically be two to th¡ee storeys and a
maximum of 9 m (29.4 fr^) with taller buildings of up to 5 storeys
and 15 m (49.2 ft.) set a minimum of 10 m (32.8 ft.) south of the
Moncton Street right-of-way;
rWithin 30 m (98.4 ft.) of lower density residential properties
situated east of "Packers Neighbourhood", typically be no more
than2Vz storeys and 9 m (29.5 ft.) including any sloped roof, and
within 60 m (196.9 ft.) typically be no more than 3 t/2 storeys and
12m (39.4 ft.) including any sloped roof; and

iÐ

iii)

,,

iÐ
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3.

iiÐ Elsewhere in "Packers Neighbourhood", vary building heights
such that lower buildings or portions of buildings (e.9. up to 9 m
129.5 ft. including any sloped roofs) are typically set closer to
publicly-accessible streets and trails, while taller buildings or
portions are set back, EXCEPT where a taller strucrure near a
street will provide a desirable visual landmark or enhance the
overall character of the neighbourhood;

b) With regard to building height in the area east of Phoenix Pond, limit it
to 4 storeys over I storey of parking with:
i) A significant amôunt of any parking storey being siruated below

the elevation of the crest of the dyke;
iÐ Any parking structure being blended seamlessly into the

topography (i.e. the dyke) or concealed by non-parking uses; and

iiÐ L¡wer building elements being siruated along Westwater Drive and

the riverf¡ont trail having a maximum height of 9 m (29.5 ft.) as

measured from the crest of the road and the elevation of the t¡ail
. respectively; and

c) Limit the length of building frontages to a maximum of 20.0 m (65.6 ft.),
and where the length of a building frontage exceeds 12.0 m (39.4 ft.)
employ measures to nbreak" the facade into two parts (i.e. changing the
plane of the facade, creating a deep recess in the facade, pulling the roof
line down, changing building height, and/or changing materials/colours);
and

d) Enhance the use of trails and courryards by massing development to allow
direct sunlight access wherever possible.

ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS
To create an uniquely livable residential neighbourhood, that complements the

intended character and vitaliry of the "Village" area, new development should:
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a) Create roofscapes typically characterized by:

Ð Steeply sloped principle roofs combined with more gently sloped

secondary roofs;'
iD Flat roofs used as habitable decks;
iii) A limited number of special roof features (across the

neighbourhood) designed to provide a desirable landmark or
enhance overall character; and

iv) Roof cladding of wood (i.e.shake or shingle) or metal sheet

(i.e. corrugated, standing searn, or V-crimp);
Create residential streetscapes cha¡acterized by features which
expand/enhance usable residential space, strengthen relationships with the

public realm, and contribute to a distinctive character, including:

Ð Generous, useable entry porches (e.9. extending across roughly
half of each grade level unit's front facade with a minimum depth

of approximately 2.4 m17.9 ft. (and projecting up to 1 m13.3 ft.
into front yard setbacks in the area north and west of Phoenix

Pond);
ii) Balconies, decks, terraces, and roof decks designed to provide

usable private outdoor space, and enhance access to views and

sun;
iiÐ Bay windows, f¡ench balconies, window boxes, etc. which

enhance both the interior living space and the personaliry of a
dwelling as seen from a street, trail, or open space;

iv) Front doors opening onto well designed/functional entry areas

(i.e. not sliding patio doors onto the street or front doors opening
directly onto living rooms without benefit of an entry area, closet,
etc.);

v) Garages which a¡e designed to the same level of quality as the
principle buildings including, in the case of parkades, the interior
area visible from the street; and

b)
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c)

d)

vÐ Variations in building form to acknowledge special places or
"gateways", or to provide visual interest and more dynamic living
spaces (i.e. a structure's top storey may project through the main
roof as a turret, dormers, etc.);

Create non-residential streetscapes characterized by the same features
cornmon to the area's residential developmenti with the addition of
features common to "Steveston Village' as described under this bylaw as

Section 6.3. Area A: Steveston Village. General Guidelines. 1.

Architech¡ral Elements; and
With regard to materials, promote building designs which:
i) Focus attention on their higþ quality of materials and

crafumanship, and their "fitn with the "Village" and the
waterfront;

iÐ Avoid materials having artificial "heritage" looks;
iiÐ Avoid materials/elements which do not reinforce the a¡ea's

intended character; and
iv) Especially in the case of non-residential uses, "personalize"

buildings with special a¡chitectural features (i.e. public art) and
finishes.

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS
To create a lush, intimãte, garden-like landscape aimed at enhancing the scale and
cha¡acter of the area's built form and, in effect, extending Steveston Park toward
the waterfront and the natural area around Phoenix Pond, new development
should:

a) North and west of Phoenìx Pond, con[ibute to the image of narrow,
pedestrian-friendly streets and trails by:
Ð Typically keeping street right-of-way widths to a minimum and

providing narrow sidewalla;
ii) Incorporating special paving and landscaping treatments into

roadway, sidewalk, and driveway surfaces;

4.
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b)

c)

iiÐ Providing small gardens fronting onto sheets and trails and

defining those gardens with low, open fences (i.e. picket) a

maximum of I m (3.3 ft.) high along street front and t¡ail front
property/right-of-way lines, EXCEPT along Moncton Street and
adjacent to non-residential uses where no fences should be
provided;

iv) Landscaping of those gardens primarily with a combination of
trees and shrubs, accented by paths, small areas of decorative
paving, seating, and/or garden strucrures (i.e. trellises), and
providing little or no lawn a¡ea, EXCEPT along Moncton Street
where the image of open lawns with foundation planting is more
in keeping with local character; and

v) Providing planters, window boxes a¡d/or other types of contai¡er
gardens to provide an abunda¡ce of seasonal colour (especially
adjacent to non-residential uses);

East of Phoenix Pond, expand on the character and form of the nalural
area adjacent to the Pond through the use of berming and extensive
planting ofindigenous/naturalized trees, shrubs, and flowering and/or fruit
bearing plants designed to conceal any parking structures, en-hance

residential privacy, and mitigate the scale and visibiliry of residential
buildings as experienced along the waterfront trail;
Support development of recreational trails, greenways, and similar
public open spâces, including:

Ð A greenway along the south side of Moncton Street, incorporating
large growing, deciduous trees, special paving treatments, traffic
calming measures, furnishings, and public art, designed to en¡ance
this area's role as the "entrancen to the "Village" a¡d its
relationship with Steveston Park;
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d)

ii) A north-south rrail, 5.5 m (18 ft.) wide linking Moncron Srreet
with the west end of Westwater Drive and the head of phoenix
Pond, along the edge of 'Packers Neighbourhood,', incorporating
a 3 m (9.8 ft.) wide landscape buffer abutting the a¡ea's existing
residential neighbours including a variety of deciduous and
evergreen trees and indigenous/naturalized vegetation designed to
provide a dense, year-round screen at least 1.8 m (6 ft.) high, and
seasonal colour and interest, and a 2.5 m (8.2 ft.) wide public
pedestrian/bicycle path;

iiÐ A continuous riverfront trail east of Phoenix pond, incorporating
indigenous/naturalized, evergreen and deciduous, trees and
vegetation in a setting complementary to the natural area around
the Pond, the Britannia Heritage Shipyard, and the South Dyke
Trail east of No. 2 Road; a¡d

iv) One trail linking Westwater Drive with the riverfront trail, via the
multi-family residential area east of phoenix pond, and
incorporating features such as-
. A heavy timber boardwalk at leasr 3.7 m (12.1 ft.) wide

extending towards the river at the approximate elevation of
\ryesnvater Drive;

o { raised view point/seating area at the southern end of the
boa¡dwalk with access down to the public trail via stai¡s
and ramps;

o Individual residential unit entries opening onto the
boardwalk; and

. Indigenous/naturalized evergreen and deciduous trees and

vegetation along the sides of the boardwalk;
Wherever possible, and especially in association with non-residential uses,
incorporate industrial equipment and features (i.e. rail tracks) found on
site, with special attention to opportunities to use large scåle elements
(i.e. crane) as landmarks, play equipment, and a form of public art; and
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5.

e) North and west of Phoenix Pond, provide furnishings and finishes
(i.e. seating, bike racks, drinking fountains, etc.) as specified under City
standards for nsteveston Village' along major public routes (i.e. streets,

etc.).

PARKING
To support pedestrianisation of "Packers Neighbourhood", new development
should ensure that:

Parking structures are fully concealed by non-parking uses and landscape

along all publicly-accessible streets and open spaces;

Parking accommodated in individual, aftached, or shared garages and open

areas is accessed via rear lanes wherever possible; and

On-site parking does not impair the provision of adequate usable on-site
open space or aspects of project livability.

AREA C: LONDON'S LANDING 
: : .

The "London's landing Character Area' refers to a small area near the south foot of
No. 2 Road on the outskirts of Steveston. The history of this area and the lands

surrounding it goes back to the late 1800s when London Farm was established fiust east

of the Character A,rea). Soon after, No. 2 Road was constructed, linking north
Richmond with steamship service to Victoria and ferry service to l¿dner. Later a church
and post office were built, followed by various boat works, bunkhouses, and cannery
structures. Today, only London Farm and a pier near the foot of No. 2 Road remain.

Beyond its history, several factors combine to make the "l,ondon's I:nding Character
Area" special, including:
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1. It is situated at the junction of several distinct existing areas/land uses, including
the South Dyke trail and riverfront area, Paramount Þond's fishing harbour, thã
"Southcove" mu-ltiple-family residential neighbourhood, and Agricultural L:nd
Reserve (ALR) farmland;

2. It experiences large numbers of motorists, pedestrians, equestrians, and cyclists
along Dyke Road and l,ondon Road who are attracted to the riverfront aróa and
make access to local uses (especially industrial uses) difficult;

3. It is planned for development with:

' At the foot of No. 2 Road, a mixed use area including residential and
office uses over compatible industrial and commercial uses; and

' East of the mixed use aÍea, "Heritage Residential" uses in the form of
historic homes reloc¿ted in a semi-rural setting (as was done with the
McKinney House) side-by-side with new homei designed to respect the
form, character, and quality of their older neighbours.

These factors, along with the area's colourful history, combine to create a special
opporruniry to enhance public enjoyment of the iouth dyke and support local
residents/workers through the re-establishment of "London's Lnding', and- the lands
a¡ound it æ a small, distinct community and an unique feature on Steveston's riverfront.
This oppornrnity brings with it a number of challenges regarding the appropriate form
and character of local development and its relationship with neiglbouring uies. While
the "General Development Permit Guidelines" estabiished for Steveston apply to the
"L.ondon's Landing" area, the Additional Development Permit Guidelines prõviáea lere
are necessary to help address the complexiry of the local environment.

1. SETTLEMENT PATTERNS
To support development of "l¡ndon's [:nding" with a mix of non-residential and
residential uses, and contribute to the establishment of an unique working,
recreational, and living environment that respects the a¡ea's hêriuge, new
development should:
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a) Project a nsmall town' scale and ambience characterized by:
In the mixed use area, a "fine grained urban fabric" composed of
many small and simple, yet distinctive, buildings set close together
on small lots so as to define an informal network of meandering
pedestrian routes and intimate'open spaces;

Fronting Dyke Road in the "Heritage Residential" area, larger
homes on wide lots designed to reinforce the image of
well-appointed homesteads lining the semi-rural riverfront; and
In the residential area, distinct clusters of single- and/or
multiple-family residential units oriented around streets or
auto-courts and defined by broad, semi-rural landscaped areas so

as to resemble traditional groupings of farm buildings;
Contribute to a varied streetscape characterized by pedestrian-oriented
buildings sited, not to conform rigidly to the grid of City streets or
consistent setback lines, but to take. advantage of:

Views to the river, harbour, and farmland;
iÐ Opporunities to create interesting views to "London's landing"

from the river;'
Street-end views to the area, especially looking south on
No. 2 Road and west on Dyke Road;
Proximity to the trail system, other pedestrian routes, and local
landscape features (i.e. the grade change along the north side of
Dyke Road);
Solar exposure for outdoor activities; and
In the "Heritage Residential" and residential areas, opportunities
to create innovative lot layouts, sizes, and configurations to
reinforce the intended semi-rural character;

c) Improve the ease of vehicula¡ movement through the mixed use area by:
Seming obstructions (i.e. buildings, structures, trees, and soft
landscaping) away from areas where large vehicles are required to
manoeuvre;

iÐ

iiÐ

b)

iiD

iv)

v)
vi)
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iÐ Providing special curb and surface treatments, especially at street
corners and driveway entrances; and

iiÐ Installing protective measures, as required (i.e. bollards nea¡
building corners, trees, and pedestrián paths);

d) Link publicly-oriented and residenrial uses via:
Ð An informal network of pedestrian routes; and
iÐ Connections between adjacent parking areas, shared driveways,

etc.; and
e) Avoid segregating residential uses from non-residential uses, in favour of

an approach which sees them:
Ð Sha¡e a common architectural scale, characteristics and features;
iÐ United around special landscape elements (i.e. a public open

space); and
iiÐ Coordinated through the help of sensitive orientation, architectural

elements, and landscape measures.

BULK AND TTEIGHT
To respect the scale of surrounding development and contribute to the
establishment of a distinct, mixed use riverfront community with an intimate,
human scale, new development should:

a) Typically be simple strucrures;
b) In the case of principal buildings, generally be 2 storeys and 9 m (29.5 ft)

in height, except where additional height is desi¡able in order to:
i) Contribute to a dynamic streetscape/riverscape and/or landmark

features through the introduction of special roof forms and taller
buildings or portions of buildings;

iÐ Accommodate the relocation of larger historic structures;
iiÐ Complement the scale and character of adjacent structures,

especially where they are of historic significance;
iv) Enhance residential development oppornrnities, livability

(i.e. through improved views or privacy), and character; or
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v) Avoid the need for sïgnificant landf,rll in areas where existing
grade is substantially below the elevation of the dyke.

c) Typically limit the length of building frontages to a maximum of 20 m
(65.6 ft) (eg. such that larger developments are broken into multiple
smaller buildings), except along the Dyke Road frontage of the "Heritage
Residential" area where appropriate minimum and maximum building
frontages for new construction should be determined based on that of
London Farm, McKinney house, and any other relocated historic
structures.

3. ARCHITECTTJRAL ELEMENTS
To contribute towards a distinct a¡chitectural character for the "London's
Landing" area complementâry to its riverfront setting, new development should:

a) In the mixed use area:
Contribute to an interesting and varied roofscape which includes,
but is not limited to, the symmetrical hip and gable forms cortmon
to nearby residential development;
Inco¡porate and blend elements of residential and non-residential
buildings to create an unique sryle which avoids a distinctly
residential, industrial, retail, etc. "look" (i,e. residential-style
window boxes under industrial windows, industrial-sryle glazed
garage doors on residential and retail units, etc.);
Ensure that accessory buildings visible from public areas and
residences exhibit the same character and level of finish as the
associated principal building(s);
Provide pedestrian weather protection to enhance public access to
and enjoyment of retail, restaurant, and related uses, and between
pedestrian areas or nearby buildings offering weather protection
(eg. where there is a "gap" in an otherwise continuously protected
pedestrian route);

iD

iiD

iv)
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Employ durable materials, finishes, and details throughout the area
which are complementary to those in the adjacent "Heritage
Residential" area and characteristic of Steveston's riverfront
indust¡ial uses (i.e. cornrgated metal and wood siding and roofrng,
heavy timber structures, etc.); and
Use colour to complement the area's "Heritage Residential"
neighbours, and enhance the identity of "L¡ndon's Landing" and
the distinctiveness of its individual buildings;

b) In the "Heritage Residential" area:
Exhibit a similar scale, form, massing, character, a¡chitectural
details and features (i.e. porches), and materials as that of London
Farm, the McKinney house, and any other relocåted houses;
Where buildings front Dyke Road, exhibit a strong single-family
home character regardless of the number of units contained within
a single stnrcture; and
Use colourto reinforce the intended "heritage appeal" of this area
and its image on the riverfront; and

In the residential area respect development in the "Heritage Residential"
a¡ea without mimicking it by:

Creating roofscapes typically characterized by -
. Steeply sloped principle roofs combined with more gently

sloped secondary roofs;
. Flat roofs used as habitable decla;
o fi limited number of special roof features (across the

neighbourhood) designed to provide a desirable landma¡k
or enhance overall character; and

. Roof cladding of wood (i.e.shake or shingle) or metal sheet
(i.e. comrgated, standing seam, or V-crimp);

Creating streetscapes characterized by features which
expand/enhance usable residential space, strengthen relationships
with the public realm, and contribute to a distinctive character,
including -

v)

vi)

Ð

ii)

iii)

c)

ü)
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o Generous, usable entry porches (e.9. extending across
roughly half of each grade level unit's front facade with a

minimum depth of approximately 2.4 m17.9 fr.. and
projecting up to I m (3.3 ft.) into the front yard setbacks;

o Balconies, decks, terraces, and roof decks designed to
provide usable private outdoor space, and enha¡ce access

to views and sun;
o Bay windows, french balconies, window boxes, etc. which

enhance both the interior living space and the personality
of a dwelling on the street;

¡ Front doors opening onto well designed/functional entry
areas (i.e. not sliding patio doors onto the street or front
doors opening directly onto living rooms without benefrt of
an entry area, closet, etc.);

o Ga¡ages which are designed to the same level of quality as

the principle buildings; and
o Variations in building form to acknowledge special places

or "gateways", or to provide visual interest and more
dynamic living spaces (i.e. a structure's top storey may
project through the main roof as a tunet, dormers, etc.);
and

With regard to materials, promoting building designs which -
o Focus attention on their high quality of materials and

craftsmanship, and their "fit" with the "Heritage
Residential" and mixed use areas and the riverfront;

. Avoid materials having artificial 'heritage' look; and
o Avoid materials/elements which do not reinforce the area's

intended character.

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS
To enhance the area's semi-rural landscape and create a pedestrian-friendly
environment, new development should:
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a) Ensuie that four distinct types of publicly-accessible open space are
provided in the area, including:

Ð Small open spaces developed in association with the area's most
public uses (i.e. retail, restaurant, etc.) providing a place to rest,
people-watch, dine, and/or be entertained;

iÐ Quiet landscaped pockes primarily for the use of local residents
and workers who need a comfo¡table place away from noise and

traffic to rest, eat their lunch, allow tots and younger children to

play in an easily supervised setting, etc.;
iiÐ A "town square" designed as a small, intimate, green, gathering

space enlivened by its proximity to surrounding active, public
uses, and acting as the public focus of the 'London's Landing'
community; and

iv) Linea¡ open spaces, trails, and pedestrian routes linking residents
with local amenities and the river, and providing an informal
network of narrow, interesting routes through the'mixed use area;

\{Tere properties face existing farmland north of "London's [-anding",
provide a landscape buffer in the form of a hedgerow incorporating large
growing deciduous trees (in an evenly spaced line or inforrnal groupings
to facilitate views to the north) commonly used in Richmond's agricultural
a¡eas and a variety of indigenous/naturalized plant material designed to
provide a dense year-round screen at least 1.9 rn (6 ft) high, and seasonal

colour and interest;
Where properties designated for mixed use development face areas

designated for "Heritage Residential" or residential uses across a public
street, provide a landscape buffer in the form of a 6 m (19.7 ft) deep

landscaped setback on both properties, typically incorporating a lawn and

a variety of large growing deciduous shade trees and evergreen trees;

Where it is necessary to raise the grade of a property, ensure that any

retaining walls are sensitively designed and planted to reinforce intended

local character by:

b)

c)

d)
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e)

D Coordinating the form, materials, and scale of retaining walls with
those on neighbouring properties;

ii) Avoiding a rigid, regimental look (i.e. continuous flat wall or
regular repetitive pattern over an extended distance);

iiÐ Introducing variety (i.e. through a combination of landscaped bank
and wall, various wall alignments and/or heights, etc.); and

iv) Incorporating special features (i.e. trees) and planting;

Plant large growing deciduous trees alone, in clusters, or in rows in
feature locations to:
Ð Provide a backdrop for development;
iÐ Mark pedestrian routes;
iii) Create a special landscape feature, especially where that feature

will contribute to the area's identity (i.e. a row of large trees

lining No. 2 Road or defining the edge of residential development

along Princess Street) and/or the amenity of a public or semi-
public space (i.e. a large shade tree in an open space, outdoor
dining area, or residential auto-court);

iv) Enhance residential on-site open space and create a distinctive
character; and

v) Enhance parking areas;

Support development of London Road east of Dyke Road, Princess Street,

and all publicly-accessible roads and lanes east of Princess Street in
manners which will calm traffic and encourage safe, shared
pedestrian/vehicular use of the roadway; and

Typically keep sidewalks narrow and, where it is desirable to provide a

broad area between roadway pavement and the face of a building,
incorporate special tree planting, landscaping, seating and/or other
features which help to maintain an intimate, human scale along the

streetfront.

Ð

s)
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5. PARKING & LOADING
To accommodate convenient parking and loading for "London's Lånding's"
planned mix of uses without compromising the area's appearance, safety, or
amenity, new development should:

a) In the mixed use areâ:
i) For lands north of London Road or east of Dyke Road, typically

situate parking and loading to the rear of buildings with access

from lanes or shared driveways;
iD For lands south of l¡ndon Road and west of Dyke Road, either:

. Screen parking and loading from view from key pedestrian
areas, the trail, and streets with an appropriate landscape
buffer or by containing them within principal and/or
accessory building(s); or

. Provide parking in small lots designed as attractive, ha¡d-
surfaced open spaces which visually complement the area,
and design loading to the same level of finish as other
publicly visible/accessible a¡eas and integrate it with the

. overall building design (or even make it an interesting
feature); and

iiÐ Ensure that residential tenant parking is designated and secured

apart from that intended for non-residential users; and

b) In the "Heritage Residentialr and residential areås, ensure that parking
access and facilities are in keeping with intended local character by
designing such elemen[s to:

Ð Resemble historic models (i.e. gravel driveways and auto-courts,
grass strips set into'driveways, garages which are independent of
and to the rear of principle buildings, etc.); and

ii) Coordinate with and enhance each development's appearance and

livabilitY.
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1.

1.1

AREA D: 7TH AVENTJE AND CHATHAM STREET

ARC HITECTT JRAL ELEMENTS

Roofscapes

a) Employ pitched and gable roofs to express a traditional Steveston
character. Flat roofs in combination with these pitched roofs may be
introduced as a means to create diversity.

b) Reduce the scale of the buildings around semi-private open spaces by
providing secondary roofs or trellises over entries and patios at lower
levels.

c) Select roofing materials which are suitable for the level of articulation
desired in the roof forms. Heavy tiled roofing is not appropriate.

Exterior Desigu and Finish of Building and Structures

a) Reflect the marine location in the detailing, colour and materials of the
buildings.

b) Use materials and colours that are compatible with the traditional colours
used on older buildings in Steveston. The dominant colours used should
be derived from the natural colours of Steveston's waterf¡ont landscape.

Paint colours should be selected from the "heritage series" produced by
several commercial paint companies. These colours are generally strong,
but muted. Brighter colours should be reserved for accent and trim
applications.

c) Select materials which fit the form, style and the character of the buildings
overall. Unacceptable finish materials include: vinyl,.aluminum siding,
imitation brick, and higtrly textured stucco such as "California swirl".

d) Use ofdecorative cornices, reveals or projections should be considered on
the buildings where it is appropriate.
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1.3 Entrances, Stairs, and Porches

a) Orient the front door entrances of the townhouses onto 7th Avenue.
b) Create "front sLair" connections between units' private outdoor spaces and

the developments' semi-private open spaces.
c) Create highly visible and identifiable building entrances through the use

of landscape and prominent architecrural components to create gateways
into the central semi-private open space.

L.4 Windows

a) Use various forms of projections, such as bay windows or dorners, to
improve interior light.

b) Orient interior spaces, as well as primary windows of the units, towards
the views of Garry Point Park and the Fraser River.

c) Create interest and colour to the buildings by providing wooden window
boxes for planting flowers.

1.5 Balconies and Patios (Private Open Space)

a) Orient balconies towards the views of Garry Point Park and the Fraser
River.

b) Protect the privacy of the residents along Chatham Street by not orienting
balconies to the north.

c) Provide substantial landscaping, terracing, screening and low-level hedges
between private ground-oriented outdoor spaces and the public spaces.

d) Articulate building edges to define private balconies and patios that
become a natural extension to the residential unit.

e) Ensure that the private space for each townhouse has a minimum depth of
5.25 m (I7.2 tt.), and a minimum area of 37 m2 (400 ft.t).
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1.6 Acoustics

All Development Permit applications shall include evidence in the form of a
report and recom¡nendation prepared by a person trained in acoustics and cunent
techniques of noise measurement, demonstrathg that the noise level in those
portions of the dwelling units listed in the left-hand column below shall not
exceed the noise level set out in the corresponding box of the right-hand column.
The noise level utilized is an A-weighred 24-hour equivalent (ipel sound level
and will be defined simply as noise level increases.

In addition to the above, the trained professional is to assist in the design of the
private parios and balconies to minimize the noise levels by making
recommendations on building material selection and space planning.

I,ANDSC.APE ELEMENTS

Semi-Private Open Space

a) create a large 278.7 m2 ç3000 ft.2) semi-private open space in the
north-west portion of the area located at the south-easi corner of
chatham street and 7th Avenue. This space is achieved by massing the
building forms along the most easterry and southerly property lines oi the
development site. By creating this open space, views of ôarry point park
and the waterfront from the developmeìt and from the single-family
homes along Chatham Street will be maximized.

7
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b) No buildings should be located within the semi-private area cited in 1.1
above.

c) Minimize the amount of hard surface areas within semi-private open
spaces by landscaping with low-level live plant materials.

d) Tenaced landscaping should be used to separate the units' private spaces

fro the semlprivate open spaces.
e) Install low-level lighting which provides light and security for semi-private

space, but does not produce glare into the adjacent residential buildings.
These lights should have a maritime design character. All the lighting
standards and street furniture should be f,rnished in a common colour
scheme throughout each development site to enhance the area's special
character.

Ð Erect a low-level picket fence (maximum height 0.92 ml3 ft.) or hedge
along the Chatham Street and 7th Avenue properry lines in order to
provide an unobtrusive sepamtion berween the public and private realms.

Public Open Space

a) Locate a public seating area at the south-east corner of Chatham Street
and 7th Avenue which is a minimum of 27.87 m2 1300 t'z). fne intent of
the public seating area is to announce the entry of the development, as

well as to provide a viewing area of Garry Point Park.
b) Design the public seating area to contain the following elements:

. High-quality vandal-resistant benches;

. Accent planting;

. Ornamental light standards; and
r I gateway structure into the development.

Circulation System

a) Permit vehicula¡ access to the a¡ea only from the lane along the easterly
property line, and from a driveway along the southerly propefy line of
the development site located at the south-east corner of Chatham Street
and 7th Avenue.

2.3
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b) Use the same decorative and durable paving surfac¿ on the driveway
located along the southerly property line on the development site located
at the south-east corner of Chatham Street and 7th Avenue, and on the

walkways tluoughout the area. The details of the paving materials and

pattern will be determined at the Development Permit stage.

c) Erect wooden bollards at the westerly end of the driveway along the

southerly property line of the development site located at the south-east

corner of Chatham Street and 7th Avenue to prevent vehicular access to
7th Avenue.

d) Install low-level lighting along driveways, and along the walkways
throughout the site.

e) Define the vehicular entrance to each unit by providing a street tree with
a minimum calliper at planting of 50 mm between the driveways.

Ð Use landscaped trellises to conceal garages and visitor parking stalls.

AREA E: GARRY STREET AND RAIL\ryAY AVENIJE

1. ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS

1.1 Roofscapes

a) Employ roof forms consistent with the traditional historic "Stevestonn
character. Pitched roofs (slopes 6 in 12 or greater) with gable ends are

an appropriate roof form. Flat roofs or other roof forms in combination
with pitched roofs may be introduced as a means of creating diversity if
traditional character references can be demonstrated to the satisfaction of
the City of Richmond.

b) Reduce the scale of building forms adjacent to the semi-private open space

and the main vehicular entrance to the project tkough the use of
secondary roof elements of a human scale, such as covered porches or
trellis elements.
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1.2

c) Select roofing materials consistent with the traditional historic "Stevestonn

character that are appropriate for the designed roof form. Heavy tiled
roofing is not appropriate.

Exterior Design and Finish of Buildings and Structures

a) Use building colours that a¡e compatible with the traditional historic
"Stevestonn character, with the dominant colours derived f¡om the natufal
palene of the waterfront landscape. Strong, but muted, colours produced

as "heri[age series" by a number of commercial paint manufacturers would
be appropriate. Bright saturated colours should be reserved for accent and

trim applications.
b) Ensure building materials are appropriate for the form, style, scale and

cha¡acter of the a¡chitecture of traditional historic "Steveston". For
example, horizontal and vertical wood siding with 4" minimum wood trim
would be appropriate. Other materials may be used if traditional character
references can be demonstrated to tl¡e satisfaction of the City of
Richmond. Unacceptable finish material include imitation brick and

highly patterned stucco
c) Use decorative trim, cornices, reveals and projections where appropriate.
d) Design buildings with a main orientation towards Garry Street and the

internal roadway of the project. Fenestration in facades facing the internal
roadway and open spaces should be carefully ananged to provide for
internal unit privacy, yet convey a perception of "eyes on the street"

enhancing safety and security for residents.
e) Units should have their massing designed to provide articulation to the

sueetscape both vertically a:rd horizontally. Flat and planar street ftonts
are unacceptable, as are continuous cornice lines.
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1.3

Ð Consider the use of minimal changes in grade from street level to the

main floor to enhance the transition from publiô and semi-private spaces

to each unit's private space. The grade cha¡ge should be no more than

0.61 m (2 ft.) to 0.91 m (3 ft.) and should occur between the curb and the

' main door of each unit.

Entrances, Stairs and Porches

a) Ensure that the units adjacent to Garry Street have their front doors facing

Garry Street with a pathway connecting from the sidewalk to each

doorway. All of the other units in the project should have their front door
facing the internal roadway.

b) Provide special treatrnents such as covered porches or trellises to the

principal entrances which emphasize the transition from public and

semi-private spaces to each unit's private space. Entrances should provide
protection from the weather. Use changes in grade and/or landscaping to

ensure the privacy of individual unit's open space without the use of high

fences.

Windows

a) Encourage the use of specialty window forms such æ bay windows and

dormers to provide interesting unit articulation and improved interior
light.

b) Encourage the provision of window treatments such as flower boxes and

shutters. Other treatrnents may be used if traditional character references

can be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Ciry of Richmond.

1.4
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1.5 Balconies, Decks and Patios (Private Open Space)

Ensure that the balconies to upper floor levels are small and cantilevered,

giving minimal exterior access. Their design should be treated like a

ãecorative exterior element enhancing the buildings' articulation and

massing. No post-supported balconies will be acceptable.

Design decks as natural extensions of each unit into the landscape'

Consìruct the decks at a maximum of 18" above grade. A maximum of

50% of an unit's private space may have a deck with the remainder in soft

landscaping including grass, shntbs and trees. Use preserved and treated

wood to construct the decks.

Design patios at grade as natural extensions of each unit into the

landscapé. A maximum of 50% of an unit's private open space may be

hard-surfaced, with the remainder in soft landscaping, including grass'

shrubs and t¡ees. Use surface Pavers or 'broom-brushed" coDcrete on the

patios.
beparate each unit's rear private open space with a fence no higher than

1.8 m (6 ft.). Tire top 18" of the fence should be comprised of

orthogonal lattice. All fences should have gates. Consider the importance

and the safety of small household pets by ensuring that a gap no lalger

than 2" is provided between the ground and the base of the fence.

LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Semi-Private Open SPace

a) Create a semi-private open space with a minimum size of 111.48 mz

(1,200 n.2). piovide a childrõn's play apparatus and benches within this

area. Locate equipment and seating to take advantage of sun and natural

shelter from the wèather. Provide a mixrure of ha¡d-surfaced and natural

landscaping in this area. Ensure bânier free access to this area'
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2.2

2.3

b) Provide lighting to the semi-private open space cited in a) above. Ensure

that the lightïng of this a¡ea does not spill over into adjacent residential

units.

Garbage, Recycling and Mail Facilitìes

a) Erect a gated and covered structure to contain residents' garbage and

recycling materials. The design of this structure should complement the

design of the units in the project. The enclosure should be in a central

location which is easily accessible to all residents. landscaping screening

of this structure should be provided.
b) Provide a covered mail box in a central location which is easily accessible

to all residens. The design of this structure should be to Canada Post

standa¡ds and be compatible with the design of the units in the project.

Perimeter Project Fencing and Screening

a) Erect a continuous 1.8 m (6 ft.) high wooden fence along the northern and

western property lines of the project.
b) Construct a stagsered 1.2 m (3.937 ft.) high wooden fence recessed to

0.9i m (3 ft.) from the westerly property line every 15 to 20 ft. Trees

should be planted within the .91 m (3 ft.) fence setbacks along the

Railway Avenue side of the fence. Hedging should alio be planted on

both the Railway Avenue side and the project's side of the recessed
. portion of the fence.
c) Consider the installation of a highly üansparent "picket slyle" fence,

maximum height of 0.79 m (2.6 ft.), with individual gates along the

Garry Street frontage of the project to reinforce a distinction between the

public and semi-private realm, provided that a major physical or visual

banier is not created.
d) No gates are permitted at the main vehicular access to the project f¡om

Garry Street.
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2.4

.,E

e) Plant a hedge beside the wooden fence along the western property line
adjacent to the neighbouring single-family homes.

Trees

a) Retain an incorporate existing trees and mature vegetation into the

development site where possible.

Circulation System and Parking

a) Permit only one vehicula¡ access from Garry St¡eet. The vehicular access

point should be no wider than 5.5 m (18 ft.).
b) Install pedestrian-oriented lighting along the internal roadway of the

project.
c) Design "roll-over" curbs to allow for access into driveways and garages.

d) Provide grassed strips in the centre of all of the unit's driveways to soften

and reduce the apparent amount of hard surfaces.
e) Define the vehicular entrance to each unit by providing a street tree

between each drivewaylgange entry point. The rees should have a

minimum calliper of 100 mm (4 in.) measured 1.4 m (4.7 ft.) above

grade.

Ð Use measures to ensure that the vehicular access from Garry Street does

not endanger or inconvenience pedestrians or the mobility-impaired.
g) Use special landscape measures, such as trellises, to conceal garages and

visitor parking stalls from sunounding private, semi-private and public

areas.
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